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FOREWORD 

- ' 

'FEW topics in economics have aroused so much aeademic ( 
<lebate as the theory of interest. Few topics-.have led 
to · so many divisions of opinion among economists, so 
many misconceptions and so much of vigorous attack and 

·-equally vigorous defence. The publication of ~eynes's 
: Gt1ura/ Theory did nothing to appease the fratricidal 

.. war, rather it added to the fury of the battle~ It seemed 
to unsettle · points which had already received wide 
.acceptance and emphasize the differences 'that -already 
existed among the warring economists. 1\-lr. s:Lakshmi .. · 
· narasimhan has addressed hitnself to· the task, an arduous -
task, of appraising· th~ different theories of· interest, of 
reconciling the differences between, rival schools of 
thought and of building up. ~ theoretical struc~re based 
{)n the greatest common measure· of agreement among 
· economists. ~· - _ - · , . . . _ 

For long we have. been 'familiar with two sets of 
interest theories,_ non-monetary and monet~, eachfurther 
subdivided into subje~tive an? obj~;ive-.. ~The subje.£!ive\ 

6 non-monetary theory 1s associated w1th Bohm-Bawerk and 
Fetter. For them the rate of interest is a function of an 
individual's time-preference .. The obfectiv~ no~netary 
theory is rep~esented ·by \Vicksell and Knight. For l 
them the -rate of interest is the outcome of the m~ginal · 

_productivity. of capital. There is also a -group of 1 

·economists, led by lrv~ng Fisher,. who explain the rate of 
interest· in terms of bOth the subjective and objective 
elements of the non-monetary theory~ . - . -- -

· The monetary explanation of the phenomenon ofJ 
interest rendered so popular by Keynes has its exponents 
both on the subjectiye and objectivesides. \Vhile ·agree

-ing among themselves that interest was a purely monetary 
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phenomenon, the rate of interest being determined by 
the demand arid supply of money, some like Lerner and~ 
Robinson stress the subjective_ f~c.tor while others like 
~obertsqn, (ftaberler • and Ohlin stress the objective 
·factor:. Subjectively considered the rate of interest is · 
the · resplt of liquidity J!reference, that is, it is a payment 
made fot parting with liquidity. Objectively considered 
the rate . of interest is the .. result ,of the supply of and 

f demand for ·loanable funds, that is, it is a price paid for 
I sums lent per unit,_pf_~_Qney per .. unttQf time. It is thus 
seen that there are five variants of interest theory-the 
two non-monetary and the two..rnonetary theories and the - . .. " 
theory, which in · the \Vicksellian fashion attempts to 
'r~concile the monetary with the non-monetary=' The 
impression that is left on the reader-s mind is that the 

, author discard~ no theory i1z_{oto but proves that e~h 
theo~is true unde~ giyen ·..condi.tigns or valiq under given 
assumptions.. He proceeds to discover the extent to 
which interest functions as a regulator of the economic 
system~ After the manner of Wicksell he traces the 
influence of the interest rate on banking policy and price· 
le;el.. and. in doing so, provides us with some tools for 
regulating the regulator. , 

At any given moment an individual has certain 
economic resources· at his disposal. He has the power 
of allocating . these resources among various uses or for 
various purposes such as holding ready cash, . investing 
in· securities, engaging, in production, or spending on 
consumption. The apportionment of his resources on 
each of these yields a return to him. • One could thus 
speak of rates 'of return on resources devoted to each of 
these purposes. The returns may be expressed in 
marginal terms, . that is, as marginal rates of substitution 
between the respective . resources. The· rates of return 
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may be compared with one another either objectively or 
through the conversi<:m of a subjective sati~facti~n into 
something measurable such as pri.ce. . , 

An individual when.confronted with these alternative 
rates of return from the outlay .of his resources- would, 
other things being equal, seek to obtain the maXimum 

.amount of gain. Applying,_the tec;hnique of marginal
analysis, the maximum amount is reached -through that 
distnbution of resources which equalizes the marginal 
revenue in the several uses. . These decisions have to be 
made not only by individuais but also by corporate bodies 
such as business concerns, banks and governments. If,
due to economic friction· or any other cause, no attempt 
is made to maximise returl?-s the margmal- principle ~ill 
lose its significance. _ But the existence of a desire- to 
maximise returns by the application of the- marginal 
principle is fairly universal. For, exa-ntple, whenever a 
change takes place in any~ one of the marginal rates ~here 
-will be a tende~cy on the part of individuals or firms to 
re-allocate the resources until once again equality of rates 
at the margin, though _at a different level, is restored. 
In economic analysis the rate- of interest refers to. the 
marginal rate of return on a standard investment made· . . ·-·--·~ . 

by a representative institution or as· Pigou '\YOuld say, 
by a representati \'e ·- Eriglislnnan. 

The development of the theory o£ interest appears to 
have proceeded along the familiar logical steps of thesist· 
antithesis apd synthesis. Propositions have been made, 
counter-propositions have been ~dduced and finally con .. 
flicts have been resolved and reconciliations brought 
about between rival theories. O_ne could be wise after 
the event and propound the doctrine that every one of 
the theories takes account of some factor or other which 
must be considered in any scientific exposition . of the 
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-theorr of i~terest. [The several seemingly independent 
'theones can be brought together under one umbrella, 
as it . were.\.{.:rhe time-preference theory_ stresses the 
. marginal rate of return on consu~ption : the productivity 
the2ry emphasizes the marginal 'rate of return on produc-
tion; the liquidi~y-preference theory assigns the leading 
role to the margin~ rate o.f return on ca~h ; finally the 
loanable-funds. theo!y concentrates on the marginal rat 
of return on secuti,t~es)) In proportion as people act o 
the . self-regarding principle of maximum satisfaction the 
diverse marginal rates tend to. equality. AU these 
elements play, a part, the importance of each varying with 
•circumstances, in bringing about _an adjustment when· 
ever the equilibrium is upset. . 

. · The author has 'worked his way through the alter
native formulations of the theory of itlterest. He has 
shown that the different approaches to interest-theory are . 
·no·t ~utually exclusive nor are they irreconcilable. · He 
has un·ravelied the knots in the theory of interest tied up 
by the Cambri~ge school and the Swedish economists. 

.. In sum,- there has occurred in recent years an 
incessant debate-in the theory of interest and the cognate 
subjects of money and trade fluctuations. The debate 
lias tl!mcd. partly on questions of the meaning of words, 
partly on· questions ·of the. right mode of approach and 
partly on questions ~of banking policy. One has to 
discover~ as our author has tried to do, how far the 
disputants are really at issue on matters of substance. 
The debate has now rea·ched a point, the author rightly 
claims, where it is possible to_ sum up the whole position 
broadly in general terms and to distinguish between the 
various parts · of the_ controversy that are concerned 
primarily with words, methods or substantial issues. He 
has attempted to give an account of the new developments 
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in interest theory, ,rejecting what is superfluous or merely 
superficial and taking care not to expose himself to the 
charge. of distortion and misrepresentation. The long
felt need for a readjustment of views and shift in emphasis 
has now been supplied by the author. 

V. L. I)'SOUZA. 



PREFACE 

DESPITE the large number of works on the' theory o£ · 
interest there is none which deals with all aspects of the . 
problem. In this book I have attempted to present a 
co-ordinated- picture of the various strands . of thought.· · 
The contributions of the more important·. economists are 
appraised and fitted into their proper place in~ a reconside
ration and restatement of the interest theory. ·. I nave· 

. bestowed particular attention on the monetary approach 
to the problem. I have also argued out the case for co·· 
ordinating the The~ry of Value an~ the Theor~ of Money. 

·. It is impossible for me ·to mention, in a boo~ of this 
kind, all the sources from which I have derived inspira
tion. But it i~ . only just· that I should make sp~cial 
mention of Bohm-Bawerk's Positive Theory a,nd Capital 
a11d Interest, Keynes's Ge1zeral T/zeory, Fraser's .£.co1z011iic 
Thought a~td Lmzguage, vVicks_ell's Lectures and Lindahl's . 
Studies. in the Theory of M01zey a1zd Capital (particularly . , 

the section on the Rate of Interest and the Price·Level) .. 
I . . 

I cannot adequately express my gratitude to Profes-
sor V. L. D'Souza -for the keen and continuous interest · 
he has taken in my studies. This essay was wr1tten 
under his guidance, and he has offered many. valuable 

· suggestions_ and much helpful _c~iticism.' He has saved 
me from many a slip in the dense thicket of modern 
monetary controversy. 

I must express my profound obligation to R~iakarya
pravina 1\tfr. N. S. Subba Rao, Vice-Chancellor, University . 
of Mysore, for the great interest he has evinced in me 
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and in my work, and for his generosity which has enable~ 
me to publish this book in the series, Mysore University · 
Studies in Economics and Politics. 

It gives me. great ·pleasure to ~hank Professor B. P. 
Adarkar of the University of Allahabad for going through 
the manuscript and offering many valuable comments. and. 
criticisms. · · · 

· 1\lr. S. L. Rama. l{ao_ w~ _good. enough to ~ead the 
last ·six c;hapters_." Dr~ ~· N. ,Narasimhaiah, University· 
Librarian,_ has been extremely kind to me in the matter: 
of books and journ~ls. My friend Mr~ A. N. Subrah· 
manyam has rendered me much valuable service at various · 
stages of this book. · 

MYSORE, J 
12-6-1941. 

s. L. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM 

.THE theory of interest has presented a moral and an . 
«onomic problem from \time immemorial. {Lending at 
interest was condemned by the Mosaic Law as between 
Israelites; it was declared by Aristotle to· be unnatural, 
was forbidden by the Roman Church until modern 
times, and ·is denounced by most Socialists to-day.\ 
Yet it persists age after age; and its justification seems 
to most businessmen too obvious for discussion. ·· If 
-we turn from moralists and businessmen to professed 
economists, we find that although most of them justify 
-interest, they are well-nigh hopelessly disagreecl as to 
the theory of its justification. As Professor Von 
.Haberier remarks "The theory of interest has for 
:a long time been a weak spot in the science of economics~ 
and the explanation and determin~tion · of ,the interest 
rate still gives rise to mqre disagreement among 
-economists than any otlier branch of general economic 
theory.m It is a problem which has been in the fore-. ' . 

front of discussion in modern monetary theory. 
The student of the theory of interest is confronted 

with a vast literature on th~ subject. He comes across, 
·divt:,rse and conflicting theories of interest, such as the. 
Productivity Theory, Abstinence Theory, Agio Theory, 
Exploitation Theory. It should be his. business to 
-anal~ the fundamental post_!!lates of the various 
theories, to· see whether the existing theories· differ 
~nly in terminology or in fundamentals, ·and lastly, 

i!> 

1 Haberter, Prosperity and Depression, 1939,' p. 199: 
F 
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to construct a theory that incorporates the truth in the 
:various theories and that is tenable under all circum
stances. The present essay is an attempt in that 
direction. 

But before embarking on this ambitious task, it 
is necessary to base ourselves on firm ground with 

,. regard to the nature and method of our enquiry. In 
other words, we come to the controversial subject of 
the scope and method of econontics. · Whether econom
ics is positive or normative is a question to be· 
answered by every economist for himself. There· can 
be no such thing as unanimity about it. So ·far as our 
enquiry is concerned,.. we shall take nofice of both these 
aspects. But while -we do so, we shall be most careful 
in keeping the two aspects of the question quite distinct 
from each other. {Jfe have to distinguish sharply 

l the theoretical problem of interest from the social 
.: and polit!cal problem ..of interes9 · The theot:,etic~· 
econQJDic problem seeks to answer the question '\Y~y-
. is there interest on capita1 ?' The social ~nd p~liticai 
problem seeks to answer. the question "Whether there 
should be interest on capital-whether it is just, fair,.· 
useful, good; and whether it should be retained,. 
modified or abolished". 2 t The theoretical problem dis~ 
cusses·, the. causes, and the social problem the effects of 1 

interest~ In the former case we are concerned withj 
truth or falsehood, and in the latter with .expediency) 
It is the practical problem of interest which has brought 
the theoretical problem and its scientific treatment tO. 
the forefront. But the reasoning in the two spheres 
should be separate. · 

Next we come to the method of our enquiry. We . 
2 Bohm-Bawerk, Capital anti Interest, p. 2. 
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have to make use of both· induction and deduction, '~but 
in different proportions for different · purposes't.! 
4 '0bservation and description, definition and classifica
tion are the preparatory activii"ties. But what we desire 
to reach thereby is a knowledg .of the interdependence 
of economic phenomena. . . . nduction. and deduction 
are both needed for scientific thought as the right and 
left foot are both needed for walking."' There has 
indeed been a great theoretical development of the 
problem of interest. Some deprecate· the sort of "mere 
theory", and armed with statistical weapons of correla
tion are in pursuit of quantitative measurements. But 
each method and each point of vi~w is in turn needed
now to present working hypothe.se'S, .then to test them; 
to relate newly discovered facts to the existing body of 
k!lowledge, and again to reappraise . older accepted 
views in the light of new evidence. 

The procedure ·to be adopted in this enquiry wilt 
be as follows. First~ we· shall state briefly the 'problem• · .. 
of interest. Then we shall critical!y examine the 
existing theories of· interest. • Lastly, we shall present 
a theory that incorporates the truths dis.sovered in the 
various existing theories, and which is not only 
consistent logically but is also compatible with reality. 

\There has been recently a growing tendency to 'l 
use interest' to mean money paid for the. use of 
money lent. But many economists have viewed it as' a 
problem in the distribution of ~ational income. {They\ 
have regarded int~st as the earnings_Qf 'ca_pltal'. 
'capital' being considered to be a 'factor of production'.~ 
Since the problem of the distribution of the national 
income among the 'factors of· prqduction' is essentially-

a Marshall, Principlu, p. 29, sixth edition. 
• Ibid., p. 29. 
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a problem of the pri9,ng of the 'factors of production', 
· interest. is .also defined as the p~ice of. the use or, 
service of 'capital'.) 

To illustrate: supposing a person has a sum of 
Rs. 100 to spare. Under normal circumstances, it is 
possible for him to obtain from the Rs. 100 a permanent 
net inoome without his perspnal exertion. In the first 
place, he can lend the R,s. 100 to someone, say for 
a period of one year, and at the end of it get back 
froni the borrower not only the Rs. 100 which he had 
_lent, but a premium of say Rs. 5. The lender has 
obtained a surplus income of Rs. 5, which may be 
regarded either as the earnings of the Rs. 100 lent,· or 
as the price charged by ·the lender for the use of his 
Rs.lbo by the borrower for a period of one year. This 
premium of Rs.' 5 is said to constitute 'interest'. .Thil 

. is said to be a narrow conception of Jnterest, and this 
kind of,interest on _money, lent is usually called by 

. econo~ists by the name Loa'l}_lnterest or Contrgctua 
Interest~ · 

But, very often the owner of •the Rs. 100 may 
not hand over the temporary use of his money to 
another man against a fixed compensation or price. 
He may i~t his money in some productive activity. 
Let us suppose thatlJte invests his money in a small 

l flour-mill.) In tha~ case, the total product obtained by 
the help of the flqur-mill, under normal circ~mstances, 
will have a higher·_ value than the total cost of the 
go~s expended iti""" the course of productiqn, including 
the cost of rep~ir and depref:iation of the machine (so 
that it is as goOd as new) and undertaker's profit. \.This 
surplus value is called Natural Interest.~ It is also 

• 
' This 'Natural Interest' is not the same as the concept of the 

~ atural Rate of Interest'. 
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called by various other names such· as 'profit. on capital' 
or 'earnings of capital'. \.The concept -~{ .• 'natural' 
interest' is a broader one. It stands for the return from 'I 

investment in any fonn,, whether from money.: lent:. to ' 
Governments, banks and mortgagors, or from stocks· 
and shares, real estate and .factories1' We shall examine 
later the implications of t~ese two concepts of interest~ 
~ the precise relationship between the two. 

{The theory of interest has to' explain hyo phenom~ 
~· In the first p~ace, it has to explain the origin 

' or cause of interest.)) Why should the lender of Rs. 1 
receive a premium of Rs. 5 at the end· of the year? 
Ot why should the person who inyests the ·same money 
in' a flouJ-mill or in any other productive activity get 
a surplus net increment of Rs. 5 or 10 at the· end. of 
the year? .{ w'ihe second place, the· theory has to~ 
explain the forces determining the a,mount of .interest, 1 

the amount usually being tl1ought of as· a rate per cent. 
per annum. ' In other words, the main .. task of· the theory 

~fof interest· is to expla,in the necessity of interest_and1 
· the rate of inte~est.}/· . . · . · · 
. So far we have stated brtefly the problem . of 
i'nterest. Let us analyse aJl that it i~plies, and· the 
various dotili,ts and questions to· which it gives rise. (In 
'the firsL lace, we have to be sure as to what we mean 
~,by ca ital'. Does capital mean a sum of money?: 

Does capital stand for instruments of production? Or,. 
do we mean by capital wealth in· general?' (To solve 
the enigma or capital is 'to solve. three-fourths of the 

1 problem of interest. Unfortuqately, the theory .·of 
capital is one. of ·the subtlest and n:ios't complicated 
~roblems in the entire body of economic theory. 

I Different concepts o{ capital have been responsible 
for controversial theorie~ of interest. It has given 
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rise, broadly, tot two sets of theories, vi~., (a) C""z;taf 
capital' theorieS) running in .essentially non-monetary 
terms. Here capital is taken to- inean real canital in 
the sense of concrete goods, and the rate of interest 
as the prke of capital, .. determined by the mar_ginal 
productivity of capital in a technological sense and by ,...... ................... "" . :• 

(:ertain psychologica)_factors ( time-pr_eference) in .. 
fluencing th~ rylative urgency of present and future 
needs".' .,.( b )~onet!!Y theories of the rate of interest. 
Here capital ~means ~oney_·_c;~P~!al in the sense of 
Joanable Ju~ds or credits or claims, the rate of interest 
oefrigaetermined by the supply of and demand for the 
funds or claims~ The division of opinion bet~een the. 
two schools is serious and marks a 'real _9ispute'. But, 
.as Prof.!__lj,icks remarks, "the real dispute has been l 
lately complicated by a sham dispute within the. ranks 
<>f those who adhere to the monetary ,approach".' 
Of course, serious ~ttempts have. been made to reconcile 
:and int~grate the 'real dispute' between the 'real capital' 
and the 'monetary' approaches. It is difficult to say 
now far this attempt has been successful. 

In the· analysis of the capital concept we will also 
-consider the nature of the services rendered by 'capjtal' 
in production, since capital is regarded as a 'factor of 
production'. · We will also answer the questions 'Why 
is a price paid at all for the use of capital?' 'How 
much of it is to be paid?' In other words, we have 
to study the mechanism of the market for capital and 
the forces operating on the demand and supply sides 
of the market. . 

(,A second import~nt problem that ·arises in our 
study of the theory of interest is the element of time. 

I Haberler, of!. cit., p. 195, 
'I' Value and Capital, 1939, p .. 153. 
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{Lap~ oL.tilne is a necessary condition for the accruing 
.of . interest, whether it is :Loan· interest . or Natural 
interest. Rates ~f exchange between present goods 
.and future goods are an asp~ct of the theory of interes.!) 
The facts about both spot transactions and forward 
transactions are that both sides ~f the transactions are· 
-eXecuted_ simultaneou~ly, either on the spot_ in the ·case 
-of the spot transaction, or ~t a later date in the case' 
.of the forward transaction. But there is a third kind 
.of transactions, loat.!Jr.ansactions, the feature of which 
is that one side' of the· transaction is executed on the 
.spot and. the other side is left to be executed at a later 
<jat~ Qn other words the,;&'an transaction 1s dividedl 
in time. And the element of time is responsible .for 
·many a difficulty in economic investigations,) We have 
to analyse the effects of the lapse· of time on proquction, 
-consumpti_on . and ex~JJ.ange. We have to l consider the 
tim~preferences of indivi<Juals, the relatiy_f!_urgency of 
-pres.ent and future wants, of the relative 'values of 
prese!lt and future goods. ~Time introd~ces dyll!!Pic 
elements into the economic structure and analysis. 
'Thu7 population may change; the tastes atttt'habits of 
the community may vary; capital may \ccumulate; 
there may be vast changes in the methods of production 
-and the forms of business orga~satioii: These dynamic 
·elements very often cause mal~djustments in. the. 
economic machinery.) Business calculations are upset 
and equil!brium between production and consumption 
disturbed.\ · Thus we have to study the · dynami<;.s_of 
the rate _of interest, that is, the mutual relationship 
~between the rate of ' interest . and the. five types of 
i chang-es mentioned above. · 

(Thirdly, our problem is intimately connected with 
·mc:ney and monetary problems: If we accept the 
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monetary theories of interest, then money becomes all 
important in the theory of interest. Even otherwise,. 
money plays an important role in the determination of ' 
the rate of interes!) We are living in an exchange econ
omy based on money and therefore a system of money 
prices. Just as direct exchange of one sort of present 
goods for another sort of present goods is rare, owing 
to the inconvenience of barter, 'similarly exchange of 
present real goods for future real goods is rare. On 

\fact, the whole practice of loan transactions is 

1
ctominated by the fact that both sides of the transaction 
are in money form.. Since .. value is expressed and 
measured in terms of money, and since the term money 
is loosely used in everyday speech as a synonym for 
wealth in general, many regard capital as equivalent 
to money~ thought of in its loan aspect) This will be 
discussed at length in later chapters. 

·.·Money also plays a sigl!ificant part in the problem 
of interest and prices. ·Economists for a long time 
have suspected the existence of ~ fu'nctional relationship 

~ ~ -
between changes in the ·rate of interest and· changes 
in' the general price-level. Because of the enormous 

'powers that modem banks possess as purveyors and 
creators of money;@ is suggested everywhere thaf\!he 
banks could, by pursuing a proper interest-!ate policy, 
control and guide the economic system and enable it to 
achieve maximum production, employment, a~d welfare. 
~That. is why ma.ny economists regard. the rate. ofl 
\inter,W_as the regulator of _ihe econom1c ~!!1) 
The intimacy witli which the rate of interest is 
connected with· the economic system cannot be ex
aggerated. As Prof.~Hicks says, "It is evident that 
any treatment wh~ch pretends to deal with the economic 
system as a whole cannot possibly regard the rate of 
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' . 
interest in isolation. It is a price, like other prices, and 
must be determined with them as part of a mutually 
interdependent system. "8 

Hitherto w~ have been talking of the rate of 
interest as though there was only one rate of interest. 
ButQn the actual world we have to deal with a. whole 
system of interest rates. ~he existence of several rates :x 
of interest is due to certain factors like the existence ' 
of ris..§, dura!ion of.. the loan and the presence of certain 
other elements like normal nrofits) In countries where 
the capital market is not developed on an efficient basis, 
the lenders very often run the risk of losing the 
principal lent. So they charge a very much higher 
percentage of interest on the loans they make than. 
they would i£- the risk element were absent. (.Here 
the actual rate of inter~st paid contains a risk-premium ... 
In India the 1\/ultanis charge SO to 75 pe; cent. interest 
for the same reason'> Even in· countries where the 
capital market is developed' satisfactorily, risks of. one. 
kind or another are pres,ent in varying degrees and 
hence differences in interest rates are largely to be 
accounted for by varying risk-premiums. lThe period 

· of the loan accounts for " different interest rates. 
Generally, the longer the duration, Jli... the loan, the 
higher will be the rate of interest. QV ery often interest 
rates differ because they contain elements of r~nt and 1 

entrepreneur's pro§t.~) In reality the rates of interest 
contain all these elements to some extent. The rate of 
interest that inter alia con!_ain.s_ elements like risk
pre~ and entreprel'!.eur's profits is designated by 
economists as gr~est. N ~· i,nterest is the pure 
rate of interest on capital, devoid of other elements 

8 Value and Capjtal. 1939, p. 154. 
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like risk:premium.) No doubt the concept of net interest 
is largely . one of abstraction and simplification. In 
studying the net rate of interest, we reduce things to 
a simplified model, armed with ceteri!__ paribus. We 
have also to deal with several 'conceptyal' rates of 
interest put forth by various economists, either as actual 
.rates or ideal rates. 

The last of· the series of ·problems we have to 
tackle is the question whether interest is peculiar to the 
present capi~jtlistic system based on .private property 
.and freedom of enterprise, or whether the existence of 
interest is independent of the actual form of our 
econ9my. . 
. Looking back, we see that the Theory of Interest 
has to solve varied and difficult problems. We at once 
realise the immensity and complexity of our subject. 
But we shall analyse these step by step without, at the 
same time, failing to visualise the problem as a whole. 
Finally, we shall evaluate the true place of interest in 
the economic world, and we shall criticallY. examine 
whether the rate of interest is the regulator of economic 
activity, as many claim, or whether its importance is 
unduly exaggerated. 



CHAPTER II 

THE BEGINN~NGS 

LENDING money at interest has been the subject· of 
acute controversy from the earlie~t times in history. 
l The controversy was largely theological and politi9al in· 

1
nature till about the beginning of th~-~g4teenth. century.~· 
It was rarely treated as an economic problem:\ · · 

In Greece, lending money at interest (which was·. 
-called tokos) was forbidden by philosophers like. 
Aristotle, whose views on interest exerted a profound 
influence on the later controversies about the subject .. 
Aristotle held that money could not breed. inter{!st as it: 
was barren. The sole object of the use of money was, 
according to him, to facilitate exchange and the 
fuller satisfaction of human wants. · That ·was · the. 
·natural purpose of money. Money itself could not. be/ 
used as the source of accumulation, i.e.J to increase ·at · 
interest. So accumulating money by lending . it iat1 
interest was the mo~tural of alUhe way~of} 
making· money. . . 

Even in Rome money-lending was looked upon as 
unnatural. So, for a long time, both in Greece and · 
Rome the charging of interest was· forbidden. More
over, as Prof. Knight says, "In Greece and Rome,. 
where the ownership of landed estates was the gentle
manly source of income, the opposition to money-. 
lending was ostensibly grounded in ideas of social 
respectability; the opposition tended to disappear when 
money-lending ·was regularly conducted on a scale 
which permitted the capitalist to live according to the 
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genteel standards of the old aristocracy.m With the 
development of commerce the law permitted the charging 
of interest, but controlled at restricted rates. Prohibi
tion was replaced by regulation. 

~In the Middle Ages, the payment of interest (on 
a money loan), which was then called t'sury was 
prohibited by the Canon Law and the ~h with 
the ·utmost severity. ':1 The prohibition of usury was 
based, as may be expected, on ethical and religious 
grounds. "The whole scheme of medireval thought 
attempted to treat economic affairs as part of a .hjerarchy 
of values, embracing all interests and activities, of 
which the ape..x was religion."2 In the Middle Ages, 
t_he condemnation of usury was part of the general 
condemnation of unjust exchange. That is why the 
use of the term usury was extended to include all 
exchange transactions in which the stronger party 
takes advantage of the weaker. in order to derive undue 
profit. l..l\Iedireval thought on trade and exchange was 
guided by the principle of 'just price'. "That price was 
objective, inherent in the values of articles of commerce, 
and to depart from it was to infringe the moral code."t1 
In general, the idea of 'just price' expressed no other 
than that . of the conventional price. And the idea of 
a conventional price was not unnatural and unrealistic 
in a society where trade and industry were restricted 
and where markets had not developed, and 'Yhere above 
all the authority of the Church was supreme. 

This was the broad basis of the opposition to 
usury. There were several specific arguments against 

' :a ''Interest"', in Ethics of Competition ancl otne~ Essays, pp. 251-2. · 
2 R. H. Tawney, Religion and the Rise of Capitalism. Pelican edition, 

~~~ . 
3 E. Roll, History of Economic Thought, 1938, p.. 48. 
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usury. -\_In those days most of the loans were made to 
poor people for purposes of consumption and not for 

. production.) The farmer whose harvest fails or. whose 
beasts die, must have credit to buy s'eeds and cattle. 
And in those days the n1oney-lenders and the merchants 
were in a monopoly position and ·often took undue 
advantage of the distress of the borrower. 'It was 
morally improper to take advantage of the plight of 
a poor fellow and charge usury for the loan of money 
made to him. ) The lender lost nothing by lending his· 
money since there were no opportunities for profitable 
investment.) In the Middle Ages, once again, the . . 
Aristotelian argument of the barrenness of money 
was revived. to oppose usury. ,... This argument was 
combined with the doctrine of Roman Law which 
distinguished between goods which were consumptibles 
and those which were fungibles. Money was put in 
the first category. Since no value could attach to t11e 
use of a consumptible good separate· from the good 
itself, and since money could be used only by parting 
with it, no price should be asked for the use of money, 
apart from the replacement of money. ·Another 
argument was directed against the payment for . time. 
It was argued that time could not breed interest, since 
it was common to all, i.e., it belonged to both lender 
and borrower. Armed with these arguments the 
Church enforced the prohibition· of usury with all the 
might it possessed. The thirteenth centu:ry saw the 
zenith of this prohibition. 

But it is interesting to note that the medireval 
'practice did not object to interest· on loans made in 
the course of business where the use of funds had 
a money value to the borrower as well as the lender. 
If income was obtained by personal employment of 
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money capital in the form of profit, it was not objected 
to. Again, the payment of rent for the services of 
land or durable goods was not condemned by the Church 
or the Canon Law; for rent is produced by nature 
and not wrung from man. So rent-charges on land 
were bought and sold. And a lender of money was 
allowed intersse (a Roman Law expression, from 
which the modern word interest comes) or compensation 
if he was not repaid the principal at the time stipulated. 
A charge on the principal was allowed if there was 
a risk of the loan not being repaid. "It is no usury 
when John Deveneys, who has borrowed · £19-16-0 
binds' himself to pay a penalty of £40 .in the event of 
a failure to restore the principal, for this is compensa
tion for damages incurred."• ~"fherefore what was 
declared unlawful to the end was "that which appears 
in ·modern: economic text-books as 'pure interest'
interest as a fixed payment stipulated in advance 
for. a Joan o~ money or wares without risk to 
the lender. The essence of usury was that it was 
certain, and that, whether the borrower gained or lost, 
the usurer took his pound of flesh. Medireval opinion, 
which has no objection to rent or profits, provided that 
they are. reasonable-for is not everyone in a small 
way a profit-maker ?-has no mercy for the debenture
holder. His crime is that he takes a payment for 
money which is fixed and certain, and such a payment 
is usury".' Thus 'interest' more and more became tb~ 
general term given to payments for business loans, 
:whilst 'usury' was restri ted to si nif the a ment f 
' money a vances made for consumption. 

In spite of the stubborn attitude of the Church, the 

4 Tawney, Dt. cit .• p. 54. 
I Ibid., p. 54. 
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practice of taking interest ·grew with economic develop~! 
ment. ~-trad~.--;t!!cL. ~!Jciustry ~.dev~lop~d~J~.n~iPg.;,J~.t
interest became increasingly ,. , .. common.,ffl :.and .. "·' the 
prol:ii£ftion"0f".t15ury-·hy. th~. Chur.~h~.and_th~. Canonic; 
Law was evaded in various yvays, so that by the .end 
Ae'!~• ··,_ .. f?' • -~"" '•• "" \• ' I• ' 

of the fourteenth century the doctrines of the 
Canonists became hopelessly out of keeping with 
current economic . practice.) So ·various modifications. 
appeared in the theory of . 'usury', just as many quali
fications were made in the principle of 'just price'. As. 
we· have already seen, intersse was allowed for delay 
of the repayment. of the loan. So lenders presc~ibed 
only a formal and short period, before th~ end of which 
the borrower: usually failed to return the loan. Anothe.r 
way of concealing ·the lending of money at· interest 
was that of business partnership, which. was -usually 
a sleeping one. · Another important doctrine which 
helped the virtual breakdown of the prohibition was 
that which allowed the lender to claiin · interest if he 
could prove that he had lost the · ·chance of ·gain. 
through lending his money. · 

It is difficult to say what part the Reformation 
played in hastening the decline of the prohibition of 
usury. The effect of -the evasion of interest· was that 
some reformers compromised themselves with· the 
weakness of human beings, and agreed to the taking 
of interest on grounds of expediency.· . Martin Luther 
and Z wingli belonged to this school. Bacon 'too held 
some such opinion. "Since of necessity ·men must 
give and take money on loan, and since they are so-

. hard of heart that they will not lend it otherwise, there 
is nothing for it, but that interest should be permitted."~ 

8 Bacon, "Discourse on Usury,". quoted by Bohm-Bawerk, in Capital 
and Interest, p. 34. 
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He concludes that to abolish interest is to abolish 
lending altogether. 

As a result of these, and with the gradual decline 
()f the authority of the Church and the rise of the 
secular power,)ending at interest came to be tolerated. 
Moreover, there could no longer be maintained the 
distinction between the different kinds . of interest. 
~!Y."!!!t~re in Europe the prohibition. of usury was. 
~.QY.ed....Ilfi~F;rigl~rid. t~e,~prohibition was removed in 
the time of Henry VIII (1545).\ Other· countries fol
lowed ·"'··suit:~· ··:But . itt mo~t . -c~untries, Jhe . prohibi· 

. tion of usury was followed .by a .regulation.of the. rate . 
....._. __ .. .,., .. ...,,~-·\<~-~~--' ··~.·"" ~.·, ... " •' .. ~~·· -· . . .... 

~~!_!~t~r!!_st. There was a corresponding change in the 
meaning of usury, whose meaning was narrowed, 
referring only to excessive loan charges. A moderate 
rate was covered by the word 'interest'. In England at 
the time. of Henry VIII, the legal maximum was 10 
-per cent. Later controversies regarding interest were 
concerned more with what was to be the fair rate of 
interest for purposes of legal enactment than with the 
justification of the payment of interest. "-Thus men 
like Sir Thomas Culpepper, Sir Josiah Child and 
Sir Francis Bacon spoke more against high rates than 
-against the payment of interest itself.~ 

Though the prohibition of usury was removed in 
-most countries by the end of the sixteenth century, for 
two more centuries the justice of charging ~nterest was 
the subject of acute theological and political contro-
-versy, and very little attention was paid to the 
economic aspects of the problem. The attack on usury 
was based. on the moral and religious principles 
-enunciated above. The attack on · the prohibition · of 
usuty, especially in the seventeenth and eighteentli 

,-centuries, equipped its~lf with theoretical apparatus of 
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principles. But· the whole controversy is barren for 
our purposes. llowever, we may point out, that it
ended in a victory for those that attack~d the prohibi· 
tion. Anti-usury laws were wwe.d out from t,he statute 
bpoks of most countries, and to-day the ·Canonic' 
doctrine can only. be the butt of ridicule. But it d~es 
not mean that with the repeal of ·anti-usury laws, the 
theoretical problem was solved. I On the 'other· hand it 
was shifted backwards; for the defence. 'o( interest 

)
was based on the idea that moriey ·can ~.be used . ~s 
a s.ource oi' ~ai~ and therefor~ it coml!lands i~terest~ 
Thts theory ts very well put tn the words of Adam 
Smith. "As. something ~an everywhere he: made by' th~ I 

use of money, something ought· everywliere to be paid 
for the use of it." So loan interest was ~xplained frq · 
the existence of natural interest. The problem of loan 
interest was not solved, hut shifted· backwards. 
. ;'hus during all these centuries· o( controversy 
<>ver usury, the theory ·of interest ..on scientific lines 
could not be developed. · The _ Canonist methods ' of 
Sophistry ·and Appeal to .. Authority ·proved ~fatal to 
a clear understanding ~s to the nature of intete.st: . 
When the prohibitioq of interest · w~s followed by art 
era of regulation of the rate of interest, sorne' progress 
was made in_ the theor~tical study of interest, because 
thinkers devote-d their attention ·to the consequences 
'?f alterations in . the rat~ o£ .in~erest. ~he c~niro~ of l 
mterest rates was exerctsed wtth a destre to protect 
the economically weak against the m'onopoly of the . 
n1oney-lenders. Enq~tirics on· consequ~nces of changes 
of interest Tates threw some .·light on the economic 
-aspects of interest. · The necessary. conditions of 
a scientific treatment of the problem of interest were 
supplied by the economic revolution and the emancipa
tion of thought. 

2 
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At the same time we must not be under the 
impression that all that medireval theory said against 
the taking of interest was foolish and insane. The. 
opposition t.P interest in the Middle Ages and th~· 
control of ·the "tate of interest in the later years were; 
intended to prevent the exploitation of the weaker: 
members of society and thus promote welfare.· And~ 

' Mr. Keynes belie-Ves that there was also an economic 
. ;motive· behind the medireval pro~·ibition of usury. 
Thus he confesses, "I was brought up to believe that 
the attitude of t~e Medireval Church to the rate of 
interest was inherently absurd, and .. that the subtle 
.discussions aimed at distinguishing the return on 
money-loans from the -return to active investment wer~ 
merely jesuitical attempts to find a practical escape 
from a foolish theory. But I now read these discus
sions as an honest intellectual attempt to keep separate 
what the classical theory has inextricably confused 
together, namely, the rate of -interest and the marginal 
·efficiency of capital.. For it now seems dear that the 
disquisitions ·of · the. school men were directed 
towards the elucidation of a formula which should 
allow the schedule of the marginal efficiency of capital 
to. be high, while using rule and custom and the 
moral law to keep down the rate oi interest."1 

In the twentieth , century again we notice 
a tendency in most of the nations of the world to 
apply ethical ·standards to economic policy because of 
the waning faith in economic liberalism and in the 
automatic adjustment of economic processes. It has 
been recognised to be the duty of the state to promote 
maximum welfare of its citizens . by inte~fering with 

7 Central Theory of Employment, Inttrtst and Money, pp. 351-2'. 
Henceforth this book win be referred to as General Theory. 
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the free play of economic forces. It may be that this 
welfare is conceived in essentially economic terms and 
not based on religion. But the point to not~is .. that 
interference by the state i~ . recogni~ed .. t~ be necessary 
~I1 .. ~~e interests of the well-bein~ of . the citizens. In . 
olden days in the absence of a powerful state, this 
object was achieved with the authority of the qhurch. 



CHAPTER III 
. ' 

l\IERCANTILISTS, INDUSTRIAL CAPITAL
JSTS- AND PHYSIOCRATS ... 

BY the end of the fifteenth centu.ry the. ~Iiddle Ages 
came to a close and the Modern Times began. The 
Renaissance, the Reformation, the gr:owth of national
ism, and the progress of the concept. of naturalla\v in 
jurisprudence and political thought were responsible 
for the ·loosening of the central doctrinal authority of 
the Church, and they· paved the way for a rational 
and scientific approach to social problems. ·From this 
happy change economics benefited ,a great deal. These 
factors coupled with the . rise of commercial and later 
industrial capitalism so~ed the seeds of the beginnings 
of theoretical economics based on scientific and,rational 
analysis. During the period that' elapsed between the . .... . 
end of the Middle Ages and the appearance of Adam 
S~ith's Wealth of Nations, there w~s a large output of 
theoretical economics. In fact, systems of economic 
theory such as the Mercantilists and the Physiocrats 
began to develop. The writers of this period deserve 
to be treated at length. But for our present purposes, 
we need consider only those who played an important 
role in the theoretical development of the problem of 
interest. · 

- We saw how even towards the end of the Middle 
Ages the necessity of interest was recognised, and 
that the prohibition of interest ('usury') was followed 
by a regulation of the rate of interest. The demand for 
regulation was largely based on mercantilist grounds, 
as we shall see later. ' 

Later discussions on interest were concerned 
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chiefly with the effects on industry and trade of a fall 
or rise in ·the rate of interest. \The writers who ~ 
played a prominent part in such discussions were Bacon, · 
Sir Josiah Child, Sir Thomas Culpepper, Sir ,Dudley 
North, Thomas Manley, Thom~s Mun, . ~ir William 
Petty; John Locke and David Hume. \ Though these 
writers were primarily concerned with the probable. 
effects of alterations in the rate of interest, at the same 
time, they gradually developed a new conception, of 
the nature of interest itself.rcra~ually it was realised· 
that interest could no longer be looked upon as a thing 
that could be influenced by deliberate policy, but thatf 

fit was an objectjye phenomenon, influenced•and deter
mived by economic forces. Henceforth the concepf 
'Natural' began to play a prominent part in· economic 
writings~ Note for instance, the ~following word~ of 
Sir Wilti'am Petty : • 1 

• 

"The vanity and fruitlessness of making Civil· 
Positive Laws against the Laws of Nature."~· 

- ' .-1 ) .. 

Towards the end of the seventeenth century there . 
was a ,growing recognition that interest was a mar kef 
price, determined by demand for an~ supply of money 
capital. Thus, for instance, Sir, Dudley North tried 
to show that a rise in the rate of interest was ·necessary 
to increa:se the supply -of capital. (But the economists . 
of the seventeenth century were mainly concerned with 
the demand side of the market, i.e-~ the influence of 
variations in the rate- of ,. interest upon the volume of' 
trade. They opposed high rates because they feared. - . 
it would offer no inducement to investment, ·· since · 
prospective profits were low compared to the. hign · 
rates of interest to be paid on loans. Lew ·interest 

1 "A Treatise of Taxes and· Contributign", quoted by Cassel in 
Nature and Necessity of Interest, 1903, p. 14. 
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rates would help English merchants to compete. success-
fully with foreigners, especially the Dutch.~ , . 

Thus_ the interest theory began to develop. There 
:was of course a great deal of vagueness about interest. 
In the first place, no independent cause was put forth 
for the justification of interest. Interest was derived 
a.t!3lytically from rent of land, which was considered 
to be the only form of surplus. Another important 
source of this vagueness was the confusion between 
money and capital. Does money constitute capital or 
·do material goods constitute capital? This is a 'real' 

. dispute even to-day. And we see the beginnings of 
this dispute towards .. the end of the seventeenth and the 
beginning of the eighteenth century. . 

~rom ·the . earliest times to · the end of theV1 

-mercantilist period money was identified ·with capital.,\ 
In fact money was the earliest form of wealth, when 

• once private exchange and medium, of exchange were 
recognised. · That is why the accumulation. of . the . . 
precious metals of which money consisted was common 

~ in tlie ancient world. In Greece and Rome, and 
throughout the Middle Ages the accumulat}bn of metal-

,-lic hoard was a deliberate aim of policy.~ercantilism 
and Commercial Capitalism gave a new impetus to 1 

this view. Commerce was the chief source of economic 
activity. Ana -the · belief was that wealth and its - ... ,, .. ,_ .... - .. _ ....... _,..,....,....,... ~.-~~..,__ ' .. - . . ~ . 
increase were due to exchange. So the accumulabon 
of money ·and treasure was to be the national policy. 
There was the search for gold. The mercantilists \vere 
oppressed by the 'fear of goods' and the scarcity of 
money. They were · always of the view that it is 
always better to sell goods to others than to buy goods . 
from_ them. This 'fear of goods' manifested itself 
most clearly in the field of foreign trade. The 
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... mercantilists emphasised the need for an export surplusJ 
for that would bring into the country treasure. That 
is why legislation was passed in that direction. E-. 

· Thus the mercantilists identified · money ·· with' 
<$; ,, .. ·-, ... _...,...,._.. . .... ,.: ?•· r·.'·' ,.., ~·, ... -::. 

J ~pital, "For t~em mon~y)vas:-:-to use the terminol~gy 
.of to-day-a ~.ctor of production on the ·same footing j 
.as land, sometimes regarded as 'artificial' wealth . as . 
-distinct from the 'natural' wealth; interest on capital 
was the payment for the renting of money similar to 
rent of land."2 

. They ascribed a definitive force· to 
money. Q\ccording to them trade depended upqn pfenty 
.of money; otherwise trade would be sluggish.· Because_ 
.of the great' demand for money,. they demanded. the 
regulation of interest at low rates~ . This view was 
explicitly put forth by Sir Josiah Child and Sir Thomas 
Culpepper. Yrhey argued that_ a low rate of interest. 
would stimul~e trad~ and s6 it was . the cause :or 

... I 

wealth, and not the result of it.' -They· held the view 
~ ' ... . .~ ~--········ . .: 

that the rate of interest depended . upon the quantlty. 
of fuoney a vaila~e .. ·· .. Interest" lites would. be low if the. 
quantity of money was abunda~t; it would be high if, 
the quantity of money was lo\<V · Of course, money in. 
those days was mainly metallic money. And according 
to Mr. Keynes,- "they ":'ere eve!l aw~re that the rate 
<>f interest depended Ol)Ji_q~Jg!!y-preference. They were 
eoncerned both with· diminishing liquidity-preference 
and with increasing_ the quantity of money, and several 
of them made it clear th~t-th~ir 'preoccupation with 
increasing the quantity of money was due . to their 
desire to diminish the rate of interest. "3 They de
manded a lega_L_fbcjng of maximum rates. because 
"''l\1ercantilist thought never supposed tpat there ~as 

--.,.--r·--·•• 

2 Heckscher, Mercatttilism, vot. II, p. 200. 
s Geueral Theors, p. 341. 
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~ sel--f-adjusting tendency by which the rate of in}erest 
-would be established at the appropr:iate level''.• '-What
ever the shortcomings of the mercantilists, for one 
.thing they were quite correct in holding that the rate~ 
of interest is essentially a m~netary proble~ It was 
rather unfortunate that this view of the rate of interest 
should have been rejected by the succeeding generation. 
of economists. However, in recent years, there is an 
increasing boay of opinion which regards the· rate of 
i~terest as essentially belonging to. the sphere of 
monetary theory. .. 
_· lJlut gradually, the 'amoun.!:.of::-~.oney concept' of 
int~rest was given up and it was followed by the 
'amot!_IJ_t::of=riches_~pnc;~pt'. This -change of view was 
the result of the advent of industrial capitalism. During 
the phase of commercial capiTalism, money wasidentified 
with capital. :lJut commercial capitalism was superseded 

l
~Y._in~t!stria.l ~pif~lis~m:·· and capital was more_ and more 
used in the sense of 'st_Q£k', i.e., capital _goods.)l.The 
power · of creating wealth was now attributed to the 

· sphere of production and not merely of exchange. So 
the ·rate of interest_depended ~ot upon the quantity of 
money, but upon _the riches of the country.) Of course, 
for a long time both the views of capital and interest 
had ·adherents. ~mong. the ·economists who threw 
valuable light on this question, we may consider John 
Locke and David H ume. . 

· @did not make any great progress in the 
theory of interest. He tdo regarded that rent of land 
was the only form in which surplus could accrue and 
he derived int~rest analytically from rent; interest was 
paid for the 'use' of money. But the importance of 
Locke lies in the fact that he was the first to express 

4 General Theory, p. 341. , 
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in abstract terms the relationship between the rate of 
interest and the quantity-of money.(.He held that money 
had a double-value. (a) Its 'vatu~ in use, which is given 

' I .. 

by the rate of interest~ "In thi~ it has· the nature of. 
land."5 This use v·alue or the rate of interest depended 
upon the quantity of money (velocity of circulation being 
taken into consideration) in proportion to the total value 
of trade. (b) JJ ts value in exchange~ and "in this it 
has the nature of a ~ommodity",8 this exchange value 
depending upon the quantity of money in proportion tC! 
the total volume of .goods on the market. .l..."Thus Locke 
was the par;nt of_.,llYjl1_<n!~!!tfu_.tb~Q[ies."') Of cotirse, 
as Mr. Keynes points out, he confused the relationship· 
of these two proportions and he neglected changes. in 
liquidity-preference. He too identified money and capital. 

. But he held the view t~at a reduction in the rate of 
interest had no direct effect on the price-level . and 
that it might affect it indirectly by leading to the export 
of cash or an increase in output. · · · 

David S i~ said to be the first economis~ to have· 1 

drawn the dtsbnchon between money and capttal, ·and ---combated the prevailing view, that , lowness · of interest 
was due to ·plenty of money, though he admitted that 
they Went together. Vfe went Otl to ShOW that a ·~·I 
rate of interest was not a cause hut an effect. That was 
why H ume, like Locke, bpposed the state regulation of 
interest. "The greater or less quantity of · moqey~ in·. 
a state has no _influence-on, the :~ate:··of1ri.tefest' 'But it. 
is evident that the greater or less stock of-'lahour· and 
commodities must have a great influence; since we really 
and in effect borrow< these, when we take mo~ey upon 

. -
li a: s Locke, .,Some Considerations, etc.," quoted in Cassel, op. _cit., 

p. 18. ' -
7 Keynes, General Theory, p. 343. 
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interest."' Hwne followed Locke in ibis theory that 
prices were determined by 'the quantity of money. That 
is why he declared that "Money, however plentiful, had 
no other effect, if fixed, than to raise the price of labour 

· and commodities,"' but it could not lower the rate ·of 
interest. ·But low interest rates and plenty of -money 
were inseparable, because th.e growth of industry and 
trade attracted great abundance of precious metals and 
this-lowered interest. Though he isolated the. problem 
of interest from that-of. money, he knew that money 
played a great part in affecting the volume of industry 
and trade. If prices rose as the result of an increase 
in the quantity of money, industry would be stimulated. 

. J 

But at the same time\Hume knew that the increase in 
the quantity of -money was beneficial owing to the 
time-lag in the appearance of its effects. Changes 
in the prices of different goods are affected in turn and 
the increase 'of money~ will "quicken the diligence of 
every . individual,, before it increases the price of 
labour'' •10 That is, H ume made a clear distinction be
tween dynamic and static conditions. He knew that 
if the rise in price became general to all commodities, 
the fillip to industry would no more exist.'l He says 
"T,he ·augmentation (of money) may have some influ-

. ' , ence, by exciting industry; but after the prices are 
1 

settled, suitable to the new abundance of gold and silver, 
.: it has no manner of 'influence.m1 

~ ·.l__Hume distinguished three factors a~ <kterrrtining 
:, the rate of interest. They were the demand of borrow-. ~_. -c "•- • .. _ ..... ,, ........... _._, __ ..... ,-~r···'·' • 

: ers, amount of riches in the country and prgfi!s ...Qf 
.·· 

I Quoted in Cassel, o~. cit., p. 19. 
t Fetter, "Interest Theory and Price Movement", American. Economic 

Rroiew Suppleme?Zt, 1927, p. 63. 
~ to Hume, "Political Discourses", quoted by Roll, o~. cil., p. 121.· 

, 11 Quoted by Cassel, o~. tit., p. 20. 
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commerce. Thus high interest rates were the result of 
"a great demand for borrowing",1

.
2 
.. and.,~.'little .. ric_hes. 

to supply that demancC-' •13 These in, turn were ~he. 
results of a small· amount .. of industry 'and commerce.~ 
The tQ.ird determinant of the high rate of interest was . 
"great profits arising from commerce".14

; He regarded 
,that profus and interest were interdependent": .. "The' 
low profits of .merchandise induce the merc9ants toJ 
accept more willingly of a low interest.m5t('Similarly 
a low rate of interest was the result of three- opposite 
circumstances, namety, low demand, large riches to. 
supply and low profits from commerce) · 

Hum~ only stated the problem of interest, and hjs 
explanation of the three factors governing the rate of 
interest was not complete; especially the relation between'. 
interest and profits was superficially treated by" him, 
though his analysis of the. demand· for borrowing was 

i penetrating, abounding with psychological factors. 
But his essay on interest was epoch-making, for, since --...._ .. 

his time, the abundance-of:-money concept of interest 
J was definitely displaced by the abundance-of.:goods 

concept, though, of late, there is a definite tendency 
towards the former view. 

Hitherto we have been· concerned exclusively 
with English economists. The physiocrats of France, 
particularly T~ot, · contributed a great deal towards ' 
the theory of interest. . 
. "\) Quesnay recommended the fixing of the rate of. 

interest oy governmental authority.· The rate should 
correspond to the revenue drawn from a -pi~ce .. of land 
which is equal in value to the loan of money. j According 
to him, the money-lender could no~ claim a higher rate 

12, 13 & 14 Quoted by Fetter, op. ·cit., p. t>4. 
15 Quoted by Roll, op. cit., p. 22. 
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than this by arguing that he could earn a higher rate by 
investing his money· in commerce and industry, since 
the revenue irom tillage was the only legitimate way o; 
increasing· wealth. Profit from commerce was against 
natural order. ' 
. · It 'Ya~!lrgot who,displayed an acu~ insight into V 
the nature of inte~est. ljle ~~~2.Jhe old idea that 
interest was the .Price paid forth~ ~s~. o~.m~t:l~Y.:~. He 
defined interest as-"flie·~~price" given . for the . use of 

..,a cert~in quantity ot .. 'value. during- ·a certain time".11 

He was the. first to ~mphasise the ·influevce. of time on 
the~valuatiori of_ gC?ods1 ~hat a differense in yme meant 
a __ difference of va1ue.\· He frequently used the word 
'waitin{r to describe ,vtat the advances enable workers 

-c!:.. 

of all kinds to do. So capital is value. This use of 
value for a certain time was' treated by him as an inde· 
pendent factor of productio~. He an~lysed th~ demand { 
and supply aspects of capt tal,. espectally the demand 1 

side. .He also· pointed out clearly to the competition of 
the variou~ 'branches of production for the use of 
capital. And here he· spoke first not. of manufacturing 
-and commerce, but the purchase . of an estate of land. 
That is, he stated that ·_capital. could ·not be 'used in 
manufactur~ng and trade, if it did not yield the same 
rent as the capitalist can get for himself by buying 
land. l...rhe Austrian economist Bolim-Bawerk, unawarev' 
of the full significance of Turgot's theory o~ interest, 
dismissed it as "Fructification theory of interest"~ 
Bohm-Bawerk's criticism was as follows:-;-

Turgot explained that the cause of interest was 
the possibility of gaining rent from land; but this was 
reasoning in a circle. For Turgot explained the value 

18 Cassel, op. cit., p. 20. 
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of land as determined by the rate -~f interest on 
capital. But why is interest paid on capital? So 
Turgot explained interest, which was really . the cause 
of the exchange between land a~d capital, a~ ..the :result 

. of this exchange. . But, many critics have pointed out 
that Bohm-Bawerk did scant justice· to Turgot's 
theory. · 

According to Fetter, 17 Turgot tried to ~xplain the 
valuation of lane.!· independently, without referring to 
the current rate of interest on money loans, that this 
value of land ·could be determined by the demand _and 
supply of buyers and sellers of lands. lie conceived of 
an investment rate in land, deten~.i:t;1ed by the proportion 
of the revenue of lands to the value for which they 
were exchanged. Of course,... he was aware ·that 
different ways of employing capital were rnutually 
· related in their rates of return by the ~ossibilil y of 
shifting investments. But this did not prevent Turgot 
from conceiving of a distinct factor in helping to find 
the· value of land, independent of the contractual rate 
of interest determined in the money market. No doubt 
this view of capitalization. was limited to the valuation· 
of land, and could not be applied to the valuation of 
other 'capita.ls' such as houses, machinery, etc .. That 
is why Fetter calls this theory as 'Limited Capitalization 
Theory' .18 - - ·. . · 

For all his· short-comiJ:?.gsd]urgot's contri~ution to 
interest theory is enormous. His concept of capital as 
a certain sum of value for a certain time has never . 
been surpassed in clearness, and his ~ception· of ad· 
investment rate in land is an· origi!!al contribution . tc) 
economic thought.) -

17 Fetter, op. cit., pp. 65-7. 
18 Op. ci!., p. 65. 



:cHAPTER IV 

.THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF INTEREST 
. . 

Tu~ next stage in the historical development of the 
theory of . interest comprises the wor~ of the classical 
school of economists beginning with Adam_Smith. £By 
the ''classigl economists', Marx meant' Ada!!L.§mith,· 

~Ric~do and' James 1'4Jl1, and their predzessors. But 
I Mr. J. M. Keynes includes in the 'classical school' 
c. economists like J. S. Mill,+ Mill hall,,. EdgeJiorth and · 

Pro,f._ Pi~u, because these bave "adopted a11d perfect
ed the t~eory of the Ricardian economics",) For our 
purposes; we. may a.dopt Mr. Keynes's .. view. ~ 

Though fundamentally all the economists of the 
• classical school· mentioned above hold the same views .. . . 
on interest theory .. we notice great refinements done to 

: the body of . tlte theory by individual economists'· with 
the progress o~_economic thought and the rise of rival 
schools of econotnlc theory. ·We· shall do well to begin 

r···~vi~h.Adam Smith and Rica.rdo, the founders and the 
ch~ of the classtcal school. . , 

.\,t\'dam Smith did not contribute anything of special 
r importance to the theory of interest) "He stated the 1 

results 1 already won in simple ·and dear language and 
ga~e theni the whole weight of his authority.":: 

1~icardo's cont~ibution was to refipe Smith's t~ory and 
1 remove certain inconsistencies in it.l Adam Smith did 
, not develop a scientific theory of functional distribution 
: of wealth.'?; He was primarily concerned with the 

I 

1 ]. M. Keynes, General Theory, p. 3 (!oot note). 
2 Cassel, op. cit., p. 23. 
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production of wealth. Though _he was- the first · to 
popularise the conce t of 'distribution' of .wealth in 
English economic writings, "Adam Smith's"'. eory of_ 
.distribution instead of being ~ade_ 9ne: of . th_e ~ain · 
subjects of the book, is inserted in· the middle. of:_~he 
1chapter on prices as a mere appendage or corollary of his. 
\doctrine of rices." The price· ofl every ·commodity,.· 
Adam mtth stated, resolved itself into wages,, rent I 
and profits. Even Ricardo, who placed great emphasis. 
on value and distribution, did not develop a functional :-
theory of distribution, based on an analysis of :·the 
factors , of production. @oth _Smith _-and. Ricardo~ 

' "regarded the •problem of distribution not as Qne .. of. 
pricing services· furnished to prOduction but as one of 
dividing the total income of the society into the shares.. 
of the three economic classes which they reci:>gnised") 
namely the landlords, the labourers, ·ancl 1the.·capitalist-. · 
eft1ployer5.1 ·The.s~are .. of the lan?lord __ was·re~t, and ·i~ 
was · expla'ined as a surplus, whtch ·dtd. not enter the 
price of the final proStuct. Wages were _the shar~ . of 
the labourers. Profit was the share of.' the capitalist-

r\ - . em~loye~ · · · . . · . . ,. .. ~ · 
· Smtth and Ricardo, evidently, did not distinguish.. 
clearly between-the services of the capitalist:.anq those. 
of the entrep~erieur~; · They .. t"~eated. · the ~ ~apitalist ·as , 
a k-ind of entrepreneur and interest - as a. kind ·of 
profit rather than they treated the entrepreneur as 
a kind of ca-pitalist. They spoke of 'profits of stock'. 
For profits. to accrue, there must be stock or capital. 

It would b~ a mistaJ<e to suppose that Adam Smith . 
and . Ricardo did not k'110W the . difference between 
business profits in. general, and that part of them 
!which is properly interest on capital. To them, the 
revenue derived from stock, by the person who manages . 
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or employs it was profits. But they knew that gross 
profits contained wages of management, or reward for 
the function of 'inspection and direction', and insurance 

_for risk, both of which had to be eliminated from gross 
profits to arrive at net or 'clear' profits on stock. t,Jhat 

) is, by profits !.~~y meant the return from investment 
of capital. \They' confined the word 'interest' to the 
price charged by the lender for the use of money.'-' To 
Smith and Ricardo, interest on money was essentially 

'a 'derivative revenue', derived_from and depending for 
its magnitude on the 'profit' that could be made by 
the use of money. Interest was the compensation which 
the borrower paid to the lender for the profit he conk! 
n1ake by the use of money.J So they confined them
selves mostly to the broader problem of profits. Al~n 

they did not carry out consistently the difference hc
t ween gross. profits and pure interest on capital. CThe, 
result was that the problem of pure interest was not 
isolated, and the forces acting on it were not under- 1 

stood clearly) 
Let us first examine the views of Smith and 

! Ricardo on the nature of capital. By the time Adam 
~ ----- ---- --------·-··- - --. 
Smith wrote the TVealth of Nat ions the word 'capital' 
was not widely used. But the word 'stock' was used. 

·Then, the word 'stock' was being us"ed in different 
senses. S.!9~k mean~ an original sum of money invest-\ 
cd in any business enterprise. The word also stooll 
for the money value of the net assets of an enterprise. 
Gradually, 'stock' came to mean the machinery, tools 
dnd such other productive instruments. And for a long 
time the word capital \Vas used to denote an interest
bearing sum of money. It was in this sense, that, 
·Adam Smith used the word 'capital' in his Lectures. In 
the TVealth of NationsJ Adim Smith used the word 

"' 
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t4 stock' dr capital to mean' that part Qf the wealth of 
• l . - ·-~ -~ 

1an individual which was used not for his consuntption, 
, but which was used in further_ production to bring him. 
\money rex~ue or profit.) Thu~ Adam Smith's 'capital'l 
included 'n;tachi~ry, raw__materials, buil~§, £ood and 

·-clothing. • Adam Smith's ·conception of capitaJ_js: 
-e'sse'ntially ·an individuali?ti(l.2ne. Food ancl-""Ciothing 
are not ca~ital-irom the point of'·the c9mmunity, but 

! they are caJ,?l.tal from the point of (the individual since 
• he can adv~nce them to labqurers. in .. production 'and 
:1'nake a profit. Ricardo too· held practically- the satnel 
:dews on 'capital'.- Hettce (!.he general conception of' 
-c~pital of Sn1ith .and Ricardo was that 'it -was __ pro~ttced 
by labour and .so was the embodiment of a certain 
<J;Jantity of labour, ~r it_ was· the e~RQ9.itnent -of the 
~ubsistence gqods on which the labQurers lived -while 
.Pe~forming t~at labour,)- ,- - _. - _. , • 
· ~ : ~~icardo dearly• indicated that~ capitalist· productidn 

I is' essentialLy ~·roundabout __ or.Jime-n.cing· process.· He·· 
too'· held the view that all capital may ultimately· be 
traced· to labour)~ "In estir,nating the exchang-eable 
~vahie,'of stockings, for example, "we shall find that their 
lvaltte~~_epend~-~on the ~otal quantity of Iabour'necessary 
ho·ni"at:tufacture them and bring: them io ~inarkef·····Firsf~ 
there' is the' labour. necessary to culti~ate~. the land on 
which the ra~ cotton is grown; secondly, ihe. .labour of 

'(?.. .. . ' )" . ~ 

-conveyl'llB",~ cotton to the country- wh~re t4e stockmgs 
ire to1oe manufactured which includes a pdi-tion of the 
. '·' "'' . . 
labour ~n building the. ship in which it is .conveyed, and 
which lsi charged in the freight of the goods; thirdly~ 

· the Iat}o{\r of:· the spinner -and th~ we~v~er; foqrthly, 
a pardon' of the labour of the engineer~ smith atid 
{:arpent'er :who erected the buildings and machinery by 
the h~lp nf wh!.sft th~y are made; fifthly, the labo'ur of 

~ ~ -
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the retail dealer, and many others who~ it is unneces
sary to particularise."1 \Thus Ricardo correctly con-1 
ceived of capital as two-_siimensional, a !ill;!our dimension1 
. and a tims,.ill!JlensiQ.n.1 • · .. 

· (Smith and Ricardo. explained the necessity for 
profits on stock by stating that there must, be profits. 
from stock, . otherwise, the capitalist would have n~ 
interest·' in employing his capital~ And ·the profits. 
should bear ~orne proportion to the .siock employed,. 
·otherwise the capitalist would .. ha~e no inducement te> 
employ ·a greater rather than a less amount of stock .. 
If profifs fe11, the incentive to the accumulation of stock.. 
(saving) would decline. ~Accumulation of stock was. 
the result of parsimony and parsimony would not be 
practised unless a reward was expected for this sacrifice. 
~;lienee we have. the theory that intqest is the reward .... 
~2! abstinence or savin~ , , . . · · 

~ l.Jn. the writings of Smith and Ricardo are to be
found the seeds of exploitation, produ<;!ivity and c 
abstin~ce theories of interest.'., In..explaining--the-origin 

. of pro~!~!.§.m!!h..had·to·ab9-ndon theJabo"u:_theory of
value. ·He -~ained profits as a ded~ct.~<>~- !.'-ol!l. the-

. value-trnne product-o:£.-labour. The labourers must 
share thei~-:~product with the owners of stock. The 
labourers agre~. to profits, . the deduction from 
the · value produced by them, because they are 

-necessitous; i.e., they have no means of subsistence and 
no materials of production with t~em. · This deduction, 
under the· name of surplus value, became the centra! 

. theme of Matxian a~Iysis. ~mith was the first to-) 
develop clearly theCOncept of surplus_yalue and to stress. 1. 
the fact that it was bound up with capitalist production:) · 

,J . 
3 Ricardo, Principle~ of. Political Econt~my and Taxation, McCulloch'$ 

edition, p. 17. 
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Adam Smith also developed the theory that· wages~ 
' profits and reqt are three original. sources of exchange 
value':"' According to this; (jhe ofigin of profits is tOo\ 
be found in the fact that th~ employmen~ _of .caeital, 
in production results in an increased valu,e _.of the 
product 1over the labour· value. Here there is no· question' 

·of exploitation of labour. In ttlis, we see the seeds of'· 
)he productivity theory of interest.~ . . ··. · · 

Unlike Smith,, Ricardo was more· consistent. 
Unlike Smith, Rica!do diq not ·limit the validity of. th~ 
labour theory of value to pre-capitalist times:. He 
showed that laboQ.:r_q~ated value ~ven in· a capitalist 
society, for, as we saw, he held that tools and machines. 
were ·only· storeg-\1p_Jabour. \But .if stored~up-labour 
did not belong to the labourers but belonged . to. the 
capitalist, then the ·total product of tools and current 
lab..Q..ur was divided into. two .. shares, one of which" was. 
paid as wa~ to lab"ourers and the other was the: profits· 

_,... ' "'-".~ 

of the capitalist. According t9 this theory, 'prQfit' is--
defined as wages of indirect or stored~up labour~ . Bu~ 
there is a serio}ls objection to.this the_ory.) The labourl 
formative of capital has already b~en paid.·in the -~orm' 
of wages. Profits must therefore be an ext~:a._w~ge. 
Then the ·question is natura1ly raised as to why such 
mediate (stored-up) labottr should be more highly paid-· 
than immediate labour. @ha~ ~icardo really meant~ 
must be that stored-up labour ts m<?re prod11ctive than 
immediate labour, -and . thls difference, in productivity · 
constituted interest:1 Of course, Ricirdo .did ·not 
express all this in cl~ar language) · 9 

.. , · · ·· . · , 

t .. The rate of profit, according · to .. Adam Smith, 
depended . upon the amount of stock' ~xisting in the 

, comml!-nity. )An increase of stock employed -in one 
trade tended to lower profits . in , that trCJ,de, · owing to 
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·the prevalence of perfect competition. And when 
there was an increase of . stock in all trades, 
argued Smith, the same competition produced the satne 

·effect in -all;. that is to say, the rate -of profits was 
·lowered everywhere. Similarly a diminutio·n: in the 
quantity of ~tock raised the 'rate of profi fs by lowering 
wages ·and raising prices. Smith said nothing about 
the manner in which competition brought about these 
xesults. . 

)\.Ricardo~ while holding similar views went' further. 
Realising that . a simple theory of de!_Iland and __ sunply 
lV~~ insufficient to. explain.J:he_ actualE!!LQU>!'Qfi ts, he 
attempted to find_ quantitat~ye ~actors affecting profits.~ 
1Iis theory of the rate of profits can be summed up in 
two propositions.. The first is that the rate of' profits 
depends upon the level of wages. The second is that 
t~e lev~ :of ,JYages depends upon the y}eld from the 
. m~gin_:l__.!~Edj) . · 

.· ~In other words, profits and wages were determined 
by the return to the worst land in cultivation, i.e., the 
'.return to the ·marginal or 'no-rent ·land. But· wage·s ... 
lvere determined by the -Iron Law. That is, they were 

v·'· .~ ..... __ , ,.... .. 

practically fixed. So, profit was ·the residual element. , 
~,. ,.,. '-...,.. ·-u~. • . ... ~· . 

;Hence profits depended upon the 'productivity of the 
;marginal land) l_As population grew, more· and more 
unfavourable land would be cultivated. And .a greater 
and greater proportion of. the output at the margin 
would be absorbed .by real wages, which could not fall 
below the subsiste~ce . level. Consequently profits,\ 
which was a residual element, would decrease. But 
profits could not reach zero, for before this stage, all 
accumulation will have been arrested, because witn 

t every fall in 'the rate of profits the motive fo; accumuta .. 
'tion will diminish. Another factor which checked the 
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tendency of the rate of profits to "reach zero was tJ:te 
1frequent improvement effeeted in agricvl!tJral ·prod~c;;;."' 
tion. ~ · · . ., 

There is a lot of misunderstanding~ regarding 
, Ricardo's proposition that the rate of profits' depends H 
I upon the height of wages. In the first place.,. ·by .the·· 
'height of wages' should be understood th~ }v~ges:-~ill . 
as a proportion of the joint final product of capita) ~ri~ ' 

. labqur.· Profits == Total product - th~ ·wages . ·bill.· 
The ratio· ~his. pr<if!t to the advances to labour 
constitutes the rate __ of profit. .Hence it is obvious that_ 

) the rate of pi-ofit and the height of wages are itiverseiyj 
~ re~ed. That is, the rate ·of profits falls, with a rise 
in the height of wages and vice versa. In the second 
place, when it is said that the rate of profiJs depends 
upon the height of wages,. the depen4s may be int~r ... ' 
preted.either in a formal· or in. a ·causal sen,~e. · Ricardo 
really meant it in the formal· sense.· That . is, ·.a fall In 
the rate of profits was merely • an accompanying 
circumstance of a rise in the height of wages, without 
necessarily being the result of the latter/ 

!..Jn •spite of the facts that he . appears 
1 
,to be 

exclusively concerned wit4.~ the return to · land, and 
·that he thought that p(;pulation always' obeyed lhe 
subsisten.se }a\V __ of wages,~~qo's theory of- profit§" 

'J is really a marginal -productivity theory of interest~ 
;And most of _the elements of the theory of capital_ar'i""d 
interest in the writings of B_ohm~Bawerk~and Wicksell, 

· concepts such as indirect ·produstion, period of produc ... 
tion are already to be found in the works of Ricardo~ 
Besides Ricardo. held the view, which is sufficiently 
familiar to economists to-day,- that a rise in wages will . . 

4 See Victor Edelberg, ''The Ricardian Theory of Profits", Economica,. 
193.t . 
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encourage capitalists to substitute. machinery for labour' 
~' ' ' . 

and vice ver s~. . . 
_ Smith and Ricar~o felt the difficulty of speaking 

of an average rate of profits, since it was subject to 
great variations of time, pla~e and type of· business. 
~So-they suggested that· the rate of loan-inte~est gave 
a, clue· to th~ actu~l rate of pr!lfits. '{:_That .is, if the 
rate of loan-interest rose, it meant that profits had 
. riset:I, and' vice ·versa. ·That was so because interest on\' · 
mone~. s .a derivative ' revenue, _and its magnitude , 
depend d upon the ·rate of · profits on stock. Their ' 
maxi }Vas that "whenever -a great deal can be made 
by the use of money, a great deal will be given for .the 
use of it."1

\ }lBut Smith and Ricardo, following David 
;Hume, rejected the view that the rate of interest'· 
.:depended upon the quantity of_ money, and they put 
I forth ·the very arguments_ of Hume in this connection. ' 
The effect of an in~rease in· the quantity of money wa~ 
only to raise pri~es.) . .:. 
· James Mill was too faithful a follower of Ricardo 

to say a;ything new pn. the nature ot interest. He too 
r held ~he view th3:t capital was hoarded or accumulated 
I labour and that' profits were the wages of that labour. 
. l,By tne time J. S: Mill wrote his Principles, Senior 
bad d~veloped the abstinence theor · of interest.) And 
-Mill, rna e use of this theory in explaining the 

· phenomenon of interest. Mill admitted that "as t~e , 
- ·wages of the labou~e.r are the remuneration of labour, 
:so the profits of the· capitalist are properly, accorqing 
-to Mr. Senior's well-~p~n expression, the· remuuera- , 
tion ,of abstinence."~ll very ably analysed, the 
·various elements -hi" gross profits, such as an ·'indemnity· 

- I Adam Smith, Wealth o/ Nations, vot. I, p. 338. ' 
I J. S. :Milt, Principles of Political Economy, Longman's edition, p. 245. 
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for(r!sk/ and 'remuneration for the labour' and skill 
required for superintendence'.' .. · Both .. these._elements.1 

had to be deducted _from .. gross -~:profitS. <:to:~~obtain-. 
interest, or "the real . remu.tteratjon- • fqr abstinen~~ 
On the rate· of profits, and on the relation between . c. 
rate of interest and the quantity of money Mill's vie\v~· 
·were identical with those of Smith and_ Rieardo. , 

· In his time the theory_q_f_ interest w~~ diverted to 
the unfruit!ul controversy· of the Wage~ FumLX.heory •. 
It was thought that the sum which can at any time be 
-paid as wages was . equal ·.to the qu~ntity <?f, -~pital, . 
which was iderttified with a stor~ _of consiunable goods~ . 
Capital was to 'serve. a "Sub?i~t~:t!<;~_Fund',; to maintain 
labourers. The supply of -_capital was. SUPP9Seq to 
-depend on the ra~e of interest; that _every fall in the 
rate of interest would check accumulation.· · This- view. 
·was borrowed from Sm.ith and Ricardo, but never 
-proved. The doctrine of the Wages . Fund was ~ather:J 
a hjndrance to the development of the theory of 

.. J ' • 

·interest. . - --· '· _ , . · . 
. . The next ~ important . economist · of -th'e classical 

schooi to·whom we should. tutn our attention now -is 
~liiOO Marshall. ·In his ·theory of intere~t! ,_Marshall t 

, was . an ecl!;Stic, as in many .other. respects}• ~arshall 
-developed a functignal theory of diStribution ased' on 
~he fou·r factors of_prod~ction. Marshal_l's · ~heory of~ 
. }vaLue and di~tribut.!£>n · combined margin~l __ !J,tility ~ 

(producti-vity) analysis with subjective. reaJ. cosJ) The] 
forces behind both sup& and demand determin~ value."'1 

;tSo Jhe· forces governing the rCl:te of interest on capital 
·were 'pro~pe~~iv~1::1ess' on . the . supply side, and .. 'J?!<>--' 1 

ductiveness~ on the demand · side.) Marshall ~bandoned., 

'1 Mill, op. cit., p. 246. 
s Ibid., p. 248. 
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I Senior's term 'abstinence', ·because it was too suggestive 
of an apolegetic intention,· and usecf the word •waiting'. 
The supplier o! capital has. t~ postpone consumption. 
He· has to save- a~d then ~ait. So, on the sueilli side 
interest iL,tbe..:_~ward ·for th~~ sacrifice .of saving or.: -- -fl~...__ -·-- ,.,.• wa!!_ing. The .. demand . or·' capital· depends· upon its -
margi~tt>iodu,ctiyity. nd the rat~ o~ in~erest," hi th~ · 
word~ of ~Mal' shall .. tends to ari equilibrium le~el sqch 
that the demand for c~piiat iti. that market at that' rate 
of inte.res( is equal ~o the· aggrega~e stock {orthcomin -
there at that rateZ)' . - • . - · • . 
- · Hitherto we have considered tlJ.e theories. of . the 
individual economists of the classical school. We ha vc 
observed that thei~ views on inte;est, though differing 
in detail, are fundamentally· the• same. So we shall 
now test• the interest-theory oL1~5_£!~~Js~l --~~~Q9L.as 
a whole, especially in.Jfu:J!&h! .. P.f •the~cdtikismsJevelled 
~gefu~~jt by Mr~·J~ _ M-: . K~ynes: · Of course,· one n1ay 
raise the objection that the lumping of all the classical 
economists. under one head means that the sbortconlings 
of anyone . ~coJ?.omist are attributed to all. But this 
danger is not: mucp so. f?r as the theory. of interest' is . -

concerned. - · . ·. . . .. .. ,._ . ' .. 
_ Let us first put: down the matnl.ftatur·es of the 

ci~=~~~_!~~?_ryg(the.rate_of interest. \!Iji i~e classical. 
theory there are two un~no1yns and ~WQ equattons. · The 
t\'io unknowns are the volume of _saving (=-the volume 

.of investment) and the ~atct, ~ interest. ¥r.st there is .. 
'the-demand tQ.Uation. The· demand for eta-pi tal dep~nds 
upon its 'marginal_p_roductivity. The marginal ·pro-

1 ductivity of capital depends upon the amount ·of invest
lment on cap~tal outlay per unit of time, and so mttch, 

• I Principles, Sixth edition, p. 534. 
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t~apital will be inve~te~. that ·it~ ~a:ginal .producti~·ity . 
lts ·equal tp the rate of tnteres9 Mr. Kex~s ~t<;>p ag-rees 
with this view that ~h~ ~II}bUnt of. in~e~tment depend~. 
upon' the rate uf interest, p.nd: it wil~ be carried up: to 

· the point at ··which the inarg:i_~~Lpr.o.dY~tfvi~Y ·(or whaf 
·· Mr .. Keynes calls the 'marginal. efficiency') of ·,ca:pital .. is 
· equal to !he rate o~. interest.; Th .. en there "i~;he sttl).P..lY 

equation. · On the supply- side,~nter~st is the· reward· 
J }Tor. saving or abstaining froin'. coiisuttipiioii: --'f'hc ,.. ~- ~~~ . .. '-- .,. ., .,. ·- .. . .. -.... ' "' . ' .. -,. ·,\ "' 

supply of capital or the'aniount which individt]als:choose. 
I . • -. • ... 

1 to save (which.·is equal to the amount of investment) 
l depends :·upon the., ratu.f_inter~st. It 'is this equafion·1 
..,.,"·hich Mr.· :Keynes disput~-~·J These 'two-!!Juations or. 

curves . of the~ Classical: ~heory_ a_re i analo~s to the \ 
demand a~d sup~,..curves relat

1
ing to a particular · 

. _commo?ity. ·~rxl:' th. e :ate of interest is det~imiJied .at} 
jthe pmnt of 1nt~~10n -of the demand· and supply 
'!curves for saving: ~·If the· supply· of saving is 

greater than the _deman~ for sayitig · fqr ·_ invest
.ment .. the rate , of interest . falls, · . and .-investment 
increas~s till equilibrium i's reached between savirig 
and investment. Similarly:·if t~e. demand:~for saving is~ 
greater than the supply of savingi then· the. rate, of 

. I . 

:interest' ,rises, and investment diminishes .. ·until, equili-. 
briu'? between the two is reStored Once' ag~ , "< :' . 
· fihe first attack of Mr. Keynes o11· t class1cal 

, theory is that inter:est is not a reward for, se_ving, for 
'one can save· without lending at interest, and one can, 

. get jnterest for. lending·moneYJWh~c!J, h~ has not .sa\•ed; 
but which ,he has inhefited. \/Accor_~!!lg to)'4r.·, J~ey_nes·~ 

!.~int~rest is ·t:he, p~i£..e for-lendinf:money or. parting ~it&~ 
I ( liq~idity. · But it_ must be rioted • that §.aving &is ~the · 
·necessa.a._condition of earning interest, because withou~ { 
saving there will be nothing to lend and no liquidity to' . . 
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par·t· with~ ·(Interest· fs. t~~ reward -.for saving ~vithout 
liquiditff 'fhis proposit~on, h~wever, is. tn,e· only in· 
the case pf indiv~quals and not banks .\vho can create' 
credit and lend money which is not the. result of saving: 
at 11. ', ~ \ . · · · 
J There · is .. ·no difference of . opinion betw~en. the 

: dassicat·economists.and Mr. Keyti~s on the eqlE!lity of_ 
,··lsayin~~nd i~vestme~t. Bot~ hold the view tha~ o.v.er c 
a· penod of ttme savtng a~d tnvestment are necessanly 

, equal) Since this equality' between' .saving 'and· invest
ment appears suspiciQys_tp_ ~any, let, us give. a, con: 
-vinc.intiroof of it. · 

( "By ,investment is. meant an addit_ion_ta__:.rea_l 
rca_pital, such as occurs when a new house or a new· 
factory i~ built,· a railway line constructed or a store 

'of raw maferials accumulated" ;10 ~vi.ng_js .... th_e_~xcess 
" elf_ income over e~p_enditure · on· current _c;:_on_$umption: 
;In a society incomL.is_~rned in ·two :Ways, eithet' in 

.\· producing consumptioiL,goods or in 'producing iWleSt
ment-goods.·· That is, total Jncome y. is equal to v~lue 
'of consumption _goods· c plus ·value· of investment 
goods i. Saving is equal. to total income minus that · 
part of the income spent on c9nsumption goods. ·.Since; 
the value or consumption gOQds and tbe· amount of 
income spent on -~onsumption goods ate. necessarilY' 
equal, it follows that saving is· always equal. tcLinro"t
ment. -This may: be exPr-essed in thr~e equations:.. ,w • --- . -- . 

"-Income - consumP.tion + investment. . 
i.e.~ Investment =- income - consumpt~on - . ( 1) , 

- Saving·=- Income- consumption · · . (2) 
From ( 1) and (2) it follo~v~ that ,. 

· · Saving= Investment ·""> . ~( 3). 

10 Joan Robinson, Introduction to the Tl,eory of Smplo-ymenl, p. 7 . . 
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,\It must be clearly noted th~t: the 'proposition that·· 
saving is equal to investment applies only. to aggregate.· 

.·saving and investment, ,. i.e .. : for : the.·· cofiy.nunity as 
. a· whole. In the ··case of 'an ·individual j saving .. and 
) investment need not be equal) ::q:~e _ (!q~~lity/Qetween_ 

saving and investment' appears rather suspicious-because . 
of the fact that we are . accustomed to look at saving 

' 'from the point of view of' the .indhjdual, 'and not from 
. the point 9f view of 'society as ~ whole.J\~yheiJ. an 
. individual saves more than-before, if does-_not necessarily 
incr~se aggregate saving, because' when one sa yes"' n1ore 
(which is the same .thing as his spendip.g less on con-!. 
sumption) . the income . of fhos~ who. sell consumption 
goods falls, by exactly the same ~mount. as the increased 
saving. That is, total income has diminished j)y an • 
amqunt equal to. the increased saving) Hence .. aggre
gate saving remains" the same as before. The fact is 
that when one saves- more others save_as niuch less as 
he has saved more .. 

It may be- argued that hoa_!:ding may ~upset the 
:equality of saving and investm~nt .. Ill the,·,·caseof an1 
individual, hoarding is tqe e~cess (of nioney. holding) 
of. his saving over . .investment. . But for society as~ - . • . . I 
a Wh<?le there ·cannot be nej; hoarding, because. when! 
a man hoatd.s, some other man di~ds exactly ·the: 
same amount ~f. money, so that the community's totall 
stock of money ~has remained. constant.) Net hoarding 
·in the· sense_ of an increase in the fatal ~tack of nioney 
)can only take place when the. monetary authority issues 
inore money.· ~But this increase in the . total stock of 
mopey does in no ~ay upset the equality between saving 
and investment. For ·the new. money must be . spent 
either on consumption or on 'investment, and as usual 
·we get the equality between saving and investment.· . , . 
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1f the~ th~e is no -difference of opinion between 
/· c Keynes and th~ classical ec~nomists 1 on the neces

-sary. equality between saving and investment, · then , 
where is the re!L-difference between them? t The real 
difference between them lies in this. ~ccording- to the{) 

I
. classical_ eco~oinists. it is the rate of interest which 
brings about the equality between sa.ving and invest
ment. · If saving is in excess of investment, the rate of 

·interest falls and investment is stimulated, so that 
equality. between them is-restored. On the other hand, 

\

Mr. Keyries holds the vieV{. that it is t~e level ··of. 
incomes rather than the rate of interest that ensures 
this ,equalit~ . · • · ' . 

. -~· ~According to Mr. Keynes, there is n9jndependent 
\ cu~:y~~:the...wpply_of..savings .. He admits that there 1 

is an independent demand curve for savings. But not· 
so in !the case of supply •. Saying depends upon· the· 
t level of emplo~nt and inE.Q!!leS. The level of incomes · 
depends upon the rats of inxestment and the propensity 
to consume.· The· rate of imlestment (i.e., the demand - . . schedule' for saving) depends upon the rate of interest .. 

:Hence the supply schedule of savings is ·the same as 
the curve of the rate of investment ox:.· the demand 
schedule for savings. That mean~ the rate of interest 
is n9b determined at an) i . _, • ' -

· . ~et us s~e hQw -~qu~lity .i~ ensured .. between saving 
and investment in Mr. Keynes's ·system. Let us sup-· 
pose that investment increases. Then the- incomes of 
people increase. As income increases, part of the 
increase is spent on consumption and the rest saved. 
Given the rate of investment, •the level of incomes is . 
determined by the propensity_ to consun:e, (which 
simultaneously determines the propensity to save). 
The higher. the propen~ity- to consume the higher the ~ 
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lev..et ~of.. incorp.es. And. in ~the. end. aggregate saving. is 
equal to aggregate investment. Thus ..a~ ··increase .·in) 
aggregate . investment. ipcreases aggregate _saving,· ~Y 
exactly the same amour@ - . . . . . . , . . . 
',../ But ~~ i!J~.a~e J!!.!~~.P!"~O.P.~!l$~ty. to,.~aY.~ ... ,.~,~e~. !?:<?~ 
necessarily promote investment. An increase .. in 
the· propensity to save diminishes 'the inc~:m{e_ .. of the· 
consump_!i..Qn._~g<;>od __ Jr_aders, who .. in .. -~urn-~urtail con
sumption, and this leads to a, further fall 'Jrt_incomes. 
'\Vith the fall in incomes the amount which individuals 

-want to sa~e is cut down,, and income for the community . 
ras a whole is reduced to the level at wqich: the actual 
. rate of saving is no greater than the rate of invest
rment.' Thus\we come to the inevitable con.clusi<?n '2that \ 
)the supply schedule of saving is not an irtdepende.nt one, ' 
) b~t that it is . entirely dependent upQn the schedule _of 
linvestment) l..."'l'he initiative lies. with the en~repreneurs, 
~not with the ·savers. The savers, as a. group,· are 
~elpless in the ·.hands of 'the entrepreneurs, though · 
~nyone individually is free t9 save. as much as he 
iikes;"11 \ ; . • • : · · • , ' . 

· i..Then w~y__ is it.th,~.t the cla~sic;a(~~0?9!E.i_st~.r~tain( 
an independe~t ~urve for _the pupply~ of,.s.ay!~g?. The~ 
:eason for. ~his i~ that t~ey assum~ a ~oristant ·level o.£ j 
m~e for the commumt~s a whole.· _In that case, tt 
is true that the rate of interest must lie at that. point ~ 
where the demand curve for' capital corresponding to' 
different rat~s of interest cuts the cunre of the· amounts 
saved at corresl>onding rates of interest.) It is on the 
same assumption of a constant level of income that they -
held that saving was a function of the rate' of interest, 
that aggregate saving would increase with a rise· in th~. 

11 Joan Robinson, op. cit .• p. 13. 
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-rate of interest, and would fall with a fall in the rate 
of interest. Thus the classical economists did not take 
into consideration changes in the level of income, or 
more correctly, they considereCilncomes to be constant 
corresponding to 'full' employment:\ · 

. "It is illegitimate to assume. that the level of income 
'in a c~mmunity is constant. '.Tjl_!_as~umption_of..'full' 
employmen~ is unreal. The level of income is not 
COnstant. and it varies with the rate -Of investment 
d~cided. upon by entrepreneurs. Therefore we must 
treat the Ieve.Lo!Jncome also as one of the Wlknowns 

~ . -· . ... ~~ 

in the determination of the rate of interest. ' 
. .t,Secondly,. as Prof._ Gustav Cassel has clearly 
~pointed out, the amounts s~~·~d by individuals out of · 
~~ given income .cl(largely insensitive to changes in the 
-i"~te -of interest~ With ~ rise in _the rate of . interest, 
some may save more, or- the same, or less than they.did 
before,) The motiyes .. behind an act of saving are 
•complex. tThe proportiQ,!l_o.f..its income which a com· 
munity sav~? depends upon _the· s~ of its income, the 
distribution of its incqme, de.§ire for security and power 
and psychol,Qgical states of· preference as· between the · 
present and future. Hence net saving is likely to, 
be- yery little. affected by changes in rate of 
interest:> ,.. · 

·~ Ii'ow, then, can it be maintained that :an act of 
individual _saving leads_. to . an increase it1 aggregate' 

\ saving also? The answer of the classical economists 
is this. Tgey held that every act of saving on the nart 
of the individuals led to a corresponding ~nd simultane- · 

1 ous act of investment. There is an important objectiOn 
against this view. There is no automaticrii~hanism 

1 by which any increase in saving leads to a corresponding 
increase· in the amount of investment. The classical 
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argument is that' every increase iri saving relative to· 
investment would bring dmvn the rate_ of_ intc:rest and 
lthus stimulate investment.· (rile~ classical theory attri
buted· rubber-like elastiCity to the ·economic . system .. · 
The rat~ of inter~st no doubt may f~~) !Jut how:can 
the rate of interest be brought dowri in the absence of 
the intervention of some factor like th~ monetary 

I authority r ~foreover the increase~---~~ng __ !?-~ .. ~0~ · 
stimulate investment, if... the prospeCtive yiel<! o,f . inyest
inent is not improved. Very ofkJLa diminution....in:.tl!e 
propensit -to consume de resses e ctations regardin 

e. ros cbve eld, and thus ha_s an adverse effect ~n 
' investment.:_) Then there is another . ~ost important 
consideration to which the classical ·theory has paid 
practically no attention at all, namely: that when once 
the decision to save is taken, there is the further decision 
to 1><: taken as to the £orin in which- the sayjng_js--1:9 
be held. . The entire saving of the individual or a part 

· of it may be jnvestw, loaned, or· it ~ay be hgarded, i.e:, 
the saving may be held in the form of idle cash. The 
last possibility is very important' in the modem world, 

! and it is one of the main obstacles in the ·way. of ar,t', 

'increase in investment. But the classical economists 
assumed that in a civilized community .with. an orga~-
ised in~·estment m~rket, savers would- not hold tlieir 
:Savings in the form of idle cash for any length of. 
time, but tha.,t they would lend or invest it irrespective~ 
of the market rate of interest. T~.i~_js ~ __ yery !Jnreal 
assumption. - . . 

I 

l.}fany classis:al economists confuse<I the rate of · 
inteES!_'ytthJh_e_~rginal productivity_ of capital. The· 
rate of interest is not determined by the marginal 
productivity of capital."' It is true thit in. equilibrium 
the rate of interest and the marginal productivity of 
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capital are equal; for if the rate' of interest fs less th"'iu the . 
marginal productivity of capital, 'it pays the c~tt:~p.re· 
neur to increase the scale of· investment until :·the ·two 

I are equal. <But it is the rate-of inte~est that deteruiiries I 

Jthe _mar~n~l productivity of capital. For, marginal 
productivity-of capital. depends upon the scale of invest
ment; and the;,.scale ··Qf investment depends·· tipon the 
rate of ·interest.) It would therefore be arguing if!. 
a circle to suggest that the rate of interest is determined 
by the marginal productivity .~f capit~l) . ·-· 

.•l.lt must not be inferred from the above critici~ms 
\..... . . 

·:Of the _classigt1 theory tl}m t~e propsnsit0_Q.say.eJ ·~nd 
)!he ~and fpr savin~~ for i~y~~tment hav.~ .. ~.no 
ltnflueru;e on -~~e _rete_o.f_tnlerest ... They do affect .the 
rate of interest but their' influence Js indirect. · ··Thus 
an increase in. tlie rafe of sa~ing, cet; 'par:; lowers t'he 
rate of . interest. Aga!n, an anticipate~ rise in the 
profitability of c~pjtal increases the current demand. 
for .investible funds and thus increases the current rate . ,. ' . 
-of interest.) Mr. Keynes does not deny these results:'1 
1'his must J>e so, for .. lsaving,'tnvestment, .. incomes and~/ 
t?e'tr~te of interest are. interdep:nden~ vari~bles in the 
sttuatton, and they mutu~ne ~another. 
·But this kind of.mutual determinateness can be said of 
-everythi~g in the world. There' are certain factors· 
~vhich are, in our opinion, the most important ones and 
'which are the key to all the variables. ,Hence we treat 
tl:rfse as the determining factors. Otherwise it would be 
/mpossible to make causal statements at all. (That is 

flwhyl.._Mr. Keynes holds the·' view that the demand and 
t supply schedules of saving are determinates, and not 

f
determinants of the rate of iiJteresC .. Tpey do not 
affect the rate of .interest directly. According to htm 
the two "factors determining t?e r~te of interest ar~ the. 
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/ st'!te of li~uidity-prete!:.ellte of the , sa~!:s apd the 1 
~~~uanti_!y of moEey in the q>mmunliy~)~ Later, ,\ve wily1 

<le_al witS this positive the~is orMr. Keynes... , " 
, This leads us to another sign~ficant shortco1ni.ng of' 

• the classical theory of interest. L Th~ classical ecot1omists ' 
'failed to recognise that t!.Ie· quantity of· tnoney bad 1 

I ~a Q.irect effect on the rate of inter~st.' · Rather, they 1 

1
1 
explici~ly stated· that the rate of interest !Jad nothing 

~ to do with the quantit~ .. of money existi~g) They 
· thought that the rate of tnterest belonged more to the · 

realm of 'real' or 'pure' econom-ics than to·the realm o{' 
monetary eronomics.,_ (Though they used 'interest' syno-· 
nymously as 'the· price _of capital' and 'priCe AL money•, 
they considered the former (natural interest) . as the' 
primary one: and 'the latter (loan interest) was only 
a derivati~e frotn the former) This is. not. at all true.· 
In the actual wor.ld _the, quantity .of moriey ... directly.{ 

~nfhiences the rate of interest. And · it: is ·· the lo~V 
-interest-tpat.is _realty: __ the significant one.)- ; • · · , , 

CThe _ classical economists were _ too ·much -p~ 
·occupied with the ·'real' economics of an ecQnomy wh~ch' 
is essentially . monetary. They distinguished between ·

1 
influences from the side- of goods and influences from 1 

the side of money. But money had -no significant 
influence on ' the economic mechanism because . money 

i was only a 'veil' which <:oncealed tne deeper and more 
fun.damental relationships bf . t~e economy.) "The I 

whole classical theory was a theory of relative pri'ces··of I 
a barter economy in a state of equi1ibrium. For- the' 
dassical econoiillsts analysing the ·nature and mechanism 
of value, this -yalue must ~ave appeared to be inde ... 
pendent from the accidental price in money. Money 
·was only the 'veil' to be remov~d. The central and 
fundamental price theory \vas therefore isolated from the 
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mone~ the?ry.m2(The quantity of money ·had nC> 
[influence on relative prices and the quantities of goods. 
~·produced. This is a direct consequence of the classical 
I assumption of 'full' employment. An increase in the 
quantity of money therefore increas~cl o~ly ~rices. This. 
_meant a. strict Interpretation of the Quantity Theory 
of •Money, that MV -PT. V and T were supposed. 
to be fixed, and hence P varied directly with M;) To
explain the transformation of relative prices into
absolute prices, the Quantity . Theory of Money was. 
introduced as an additional chapter, not really made an 
integral part of the system.~It was thought by the 
classical economists that the·· results of equilibrium 

.. theory in a barter economy were the same as in 
·a monetary economy ) 1 "The economic analysis referred, 
therefore, to a barter economy, and the differences que 
to the monetary facto( were added "afterwards as 
a secondary correction.ma \.~hus while dealing with the 
theory of. value they held one theory of interest, which 
ran in terms of•fl.~S!inence and marginal productivity of 
capital.\ But they held quite another theory when 
dealing with the theory ol money. For, though tlrey 
denied that the quantity of money had anything to do-

l. "• ' 

·with the determination of the rate of interest, it was 
supposed by them that an increase ~n the quantity ;Of 

money had a tendency to bring down the rate of interest,., 
in the short period. Yet no explanation was offered for it. 

~he source of this mistake of the classicaT 
economists was that tqey tooj: iqto c_QD.s_Weration only, 
the first two fl.tnctions of money, namely 'unit .Qf 

:account' and 'medi~ of exchange'. They neglected --- ,:;.,--· 

n P. •. N. Rosenstein-Rodan, "The Co-ordination of the Generat 
Theories of Money and PriCe", Econonzica, August 1936, p. 257. · 

ta Ibid., p. 258. 
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the third and_.fhe most .important ·function of mon~y, 
namely;the 'sto~ o_L value'. This' neglect on. their. part 
I was· not accidental. It· was deliberate. The ·classical' 
·,economists were concerned_ with. long:.period or: static 
equilibrium, and they ruled oufall uncertainty regarding 

~ \ . 
the future.) "At any moment the facts and expectations 
were assumed to be given in a definite and calculable 
form; and risks, of which, though- admitted, not much 
notice was taken, were supposed to be capabfe of an 
exact actuarial compunction. The calculus of probabi
lity, though ·the mel}tion of it was kept in the back
ground, was supposed to be capable · of reducing, 
uncertainty to the same calculable status as that of 

. ·" 
certainty itsel£."14 1.That is why the classical economists 
neglected the holdirig of inactive b3;lances, i.e., the 
'hoarding of money.~( They were obyiously wrong ... in 

1 

this. The importance of · money lies partly in its 
function as a . store of value. In . the absence of . -
uncertainty regarding. the future, there is no need for 
money as a medium of exchange. ~he• distinction 
between money and assets vanishes. ' . . · 

· {in 'addition to 'the assumption of the . absenc~- _9f 
unce!!&nty, t_!le classical economists upheld Sax's_>Law! 
that supply creates its own demaqd, and that general 
'over-production is impossible. Hence ·the classical 
theory offered no adequate explanation of the -trade· 
;~cle. . It only e~plained . the forc.§_fonducive to the 
equilibrium of the economic · systet@ 0£ the later 
classical economists Marshall modified the Ricardian 
analysis of long-term equilibrium by "grafting on .to 
this the marginal prinCiple and the principle of substi
tution, together with some discussion of the passage 

u J, M. Keynes, "The General Theory of Employment". Quarterly 
Journal of Economics. February 1937, p. 212. 
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from one period of equilibrium to another.'111 But in 
essentials Marshall's analysis remained the same as that 
of Ricardo. His analysis too w.as based on the 
assumption that the amounts of factors of production 
in use were given, and the problem to be solved was 
the.way in which they would be used and their relative 
rewards. 

,.., . It may seem that this whole chapter is a long 
tirade on the classical economists. It. is not so. It is 
impossible to belittle the contribution of the classical 
economists to the theory of capital and interest. J....As wej 
have noted, the Ricardian theory of capitcll_and interest 
is verui_~ilar J.o the Bohm-Bawerkian theory of capital 
and interest. '·~The classical system is logically most 
consistent.~~ Our object in these pages is to point outl 
the shortcomings ancl ~si~§.,.Q,f its .!!!ecrry. ~_The 

~ classicaJ theory was deficient on points of formulation. 
1 It _E.ttached much importance to the in flue~~ from the~ 
>side of goods and rather little importance from the .... 
ts~ of money.)' . ' -

l.For one thing, the classical economists, particularly 
Smith and Ricardo~ were justified in most of their - - -assumptions. They were living in a worlc! whi~h waSi_, 
fairJy statiC and in which violent changes were rareJ 
And it must be said to the credit of Mat§.b.fllt that he 
anticipated many modern developments, in the theory of 
money and interest:Y He knew that all was not well 
wjth the traditional 'theory.. He incorporated the 
traditional views in his theory under certain special 

1 assumptions regarding their validity. ~jvlarshall \vas~ 
\ explicitll:' aware of the monetary nature of the rate of 
• interest. Thus he writes "Interest, in the strict sense 

15 J. M. Keyne5, op. cit .• p. 213. 
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of the term, is the payment, which anyone receives 
during a given period, in return for a loan:· whether 
to a private person, or to a Government, e.g., when 
buying Consols; or to business updertakings, e.g., when 
buying the debentures of a railway.1118 (Marshall knew 
well that to determine the .rate of interest from the 
.marginal productivity of. capital· is to be involved. in 
circular argument.17 )Marshalf clearly knew that un""f 
certainty regarding the future, especially changes in ~h~ 
vatu~ of money, coul<;l create disturbances in the economid-. 
system_:..-) Like Mr. Keynes, . ~arshau·-·atfaclied great! 
importance to the influ~nce of expectations. on the;· 
~urrent rate of. in teres~., But the weakne~~!;w!!_ars~alll 
was that he dld-:not Incorporate these fine- Ideas Into 
his system as an integral_gart of i!1l "He was a c.entre 
of ~nity, of acquiesce_nce, of qyies~ence.1118• ~'&. igno:edl 
the effects .of. "ciyp.am1c changes by assummg ... the ...extst-l 
ence of monetary stability, "that money has the same). 
purchasing fower when it is borrowed and when it is · 
returned".19 The- most important of vthe· differenc~s 
between the' setting in which the present-day economists 
work and that in._which the classical economists worked 
has been J beautifully expressed bx_ Prof. Pigou in these 
words : ' Economists then had grown~n, and their 
whole · experience was confined to, a world which, as 
regards politics and economics alike, . was reasonably 
stable. There were, of course, local political · distur- , 
bances. There were the ups and downs of the so-called 
trade cycle, fairly moderate in amplitude. There were 

14 Money, Credit atzd Commerce, p. 73. 
11 Principles, Sixth edition, pp. 519-20. 
18 Pigou, "March of Time", being the Presidential Address to the 

Royal Economic Society, 1939._ printed in Economic Journal, ·June 1939. 
p. 220. 

19 Marshall, Pri11ciples, pp. 593-4. 
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also large basic changes going on due to the impact 
of American and, later, Antip~dean agriculture upon 
the structure of our economy~ But the basic changes 
were gradual and slow-working. There were · no 
catastrophes. How different is the experience of 
economists to-dayl The War, with its afterntath of 
ruin; the period of unbalanced Budgets and astro
nomical inflations; the slow readjustment; the terrible 

.. relapse of the great depression and the political tensions · 
- - ' 

that accompanied it I This fundamental difference of 
experience is, ·l thi\lk, largely accountable for the 
difference in the way in which the old generation of 
economists and the· new approach their problems. In
evitably now the short run presents itself with far 
greater urgency relatively to the long run than it did 
then.· The economists from, say, 1890 to 1910 did not, 
of course, ignore problems of transition or ·the great 
evils .of fluctuating employment. But, relatively to the 
underlying forces by which production and distribution 
are governed, these things took second place. For the 
same reason, I. think, the influences that n1onetary 
reactions exert upon what one may loosely 'call the· real 
:Situation were subordinated. It was natural for . ··• 
Marshall, as things then were, to attack the problem of 
foreign trade by way of ·'bales of goods', and to bring 
-in its monetary aspects at a later stage. For, to put 
the point over-sharply, the part played by money is 
-dominant in the short run, but secondary for long-run 
-problems. In a period when our minds are attuned to 
sudden and violent changes, a different view-point is 

\

-natu. ral. In cairn weather it is · prhper to reckon t~ 
"CO~.trse of a ship without much regard for_tbe__waves._. 
But in a storm the waves may be everything. \.The 
~ ---· -problems of transition are the urgent problems. For, 
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if they are not solved, what happens is not transition, 
but catastrophe; the long run never comes) I will not 
labour further· what is obvious. The moral is clear. 
If the difference in emphasis and outlook betwe~ 
post-war and pre-war economists is a natural, indeed 
an inevitable, consequence of their diffe.rent environ-
lments, neither outlook can properly be called more 
\right than the other. The two are not competitive: 
they are complementary.mo ' 

:!O Pigou, op. cit., pp. 217-8. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE ABSTINENCE THEORY OF IN'fF.RES'l~ 

~DAM SMITU and Ricardo did not offer a satisfactory 
fsolution of the phe!lomenon of interest, which;;as we 
have already noticed, dhey called profit. . They pro
nounced . labour to be the only source of value. 
Logically, then, there was no place f9r profit. But they 
were aware of its existence. So (!hey called 'profit' 
a 'sut:£fus' and explained it on Jhe b~~is Q.f the labou_r 
theory of value. The ~uccessors of Ricardo ~ike James 
Mill, McCulloch and Torrens were faced with the 
dilemma of explaining profit ·while preserving thel 
labour theory ofvalue.) They did not kno~ hO\y. to 
make profits a part of the value· of ,coinmodtttes. 
Therefore either they evaded the explanation of the so
called.'surplus' or provided an inadequate solution of it. 
J. (Cradually it was realised that the labour -theory 
of · value or the simple demand and supply analysis 

. could not offer a satisfactory explanation of the 
existence of profit, and so serious attempts were made 
to explain· it. These attempts fall into two broad 
branches: on the one hand there were economists who 
, attempted to explain profit in terms of some species of 

11'rea1 cost', analogous to labour, for which profit was 
' w::::= • .,, 
, an equivalent and not a surplus value; on the other 
:hand, there were others who sought to explain profit in 
tferms of the adyant~es to the borrower or the owner 

of capital, such as the productivity of capital or the use 
of capital. The former ;-a=g an analysis of the probl~ 
from the side of supJl!y, while· the.~ latter was 
an analysis from the .side of deni~d.)i But it is 
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uecessary to bear in mind that an economist who 
emphasised one aspect of the problem was not entirely 
ignorant of the other aspect. It only means' that, to 
him, that aspect which he emp~asised, was relatively 
more important. tha~ the other. _ . :> · · 

1 
(Let us begtn wtth the supply stde. Here the most 

impor,tan~omist we have to consider \5 ;Nassau 
Willia111(~ with. whom is associated the ~-~~!i!l_en<;.~: 
theory o(mterest.VSenior began by rejecting Ricardo's 
idea that labour embodi~d in a commodity was the 
source and measure of its value. He put th~ causes 
of value as uti,!ity and relative~::Sca~Ciiy) · . Senior~ 
attempted. a solution of the . Ricardian and ·post
Ricardian dilemrna of explaining 'profit' while preserv
ing the labour theory of value: fAccording to hi.w, 
homogeneity between labour cost a~ capital cost could 
be worked out thro'tlgh his· di~covery of a~ PcY!l 
as the condition to which the existence of capital is 
subjected.·· Thereby labour and abstinence· were con
ceived to be reducible • to a common denomination ·of 

--·- ·-.. - ... ___ ;"\ ' 

pain. This also admitted the productivity of capitalr. 
.... {.On this basis, Senior analysed the 'ins~ruments of 

prodYction' into three groups, namely, 'LaQQ.ur', 
'Natural Agents' and 'Abstinence'.\ The first two were -- -- . 
'Primary Productive Powers~ but they required the 
concurre,nce of a third 'proguctive_principle', namely,'
abstinence, "to give to them complete efficiency" .1~ By I 
'abstinence' Senior meant "the conduct of a person who 
efthe~ -~bstains from the unproductiye use of -what he 
can command, or designedly prefers the' production of 
remote to that of immediate results."2 Senior suhstitu-; 
ted the terni 'abstii1ence' for capital, because.. capital, as . . 

1 Senior, Outlines of the Science of Political 'Economy, p. 58. 
2 Op. cit., p. 58. · 
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·it had been defined then, itself was the result of labour, 
natural agents and abstinenc~.) By the word 'abstinence', 
Senior wished to express l!hat agent, distinct from 

'labour and the agency of nature~ the concurrence of 
which is necessary , to the existence of capital, and' 
which_ stands in ·the same relation to profit as Labour 
~oes to Wages'~ " 
t-f (From this we see that Senior definitely stressed 
the prQd~__pital, in _addition to his main 
thesis, that interest is the reward for the abstinence 
of the capitalist)' We are now primarily concerned 
;.with his main thesis. ~enior explained why abstinence " ,_ ,_. . .. . 

was scarce, in these words. "To ·abstain from the 
enjoyment which· is in our power, or to seek distant 
rather than immediate results, are among the most 
painful .exertions of the human will;. . . • . . of all the 
means by \\rhich man can be raised in the scale of being, 
abstinence, as it is perhaps the most effective, is the 
slowe)t in its· increase, and the lepst generally diffused."4 

~frhis is essentially a pain-cost theory o~ J?.tice. 
According to this, profit is no longer a surplus, but an 
element . of cost) But the .,!!lista.~ ~hie? Senior com.\\ 
mitted and w.h1ch later economtsts av01ded, was(!ha~v 
he dili1ot.mention that profit is determined by the price' 
which musf ·be offered for the marginal abstinence} 
That is, though a certa1ri quantity of abstinence may be 
obtained for· no price or for very little. price, a high:er 
price must be paid to all abstinence in order to .obtai~ 
sufficient quantity of abstinence to meet the demartc!)> 
This he failed to do, and ·so it became an easy task for 
La ssalle to ridicule the conception of abstinence thus: 
"The profit of capital is the 'wage of abstinence'. 

a Senior, op. cit., p. 59. 
t Ibid., p. 60. 
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Happy, even pricele_ss expression! The- ascetic million
aires of Europe! Like Indian penitents~ or- pillar. saints 
they stand: on one leg,. each on his column, with strain
ing arm and pendulous body and pallid looks, holding 
a plate towards the people to collect the wages of 
their abstinence. In their midst, towering up above all 
his fellows, as head penitent . and ascetic, the Baron 
Rothschild! This is the condition of society! How . 
could I ever so much .misunderstand it !"5 

• , 

~Though Senior too developed a real-cost theory of 
profit, yet he departed from Ricardian theory in -one 
significant respect, namely, that Senior's real-cost was 
tnade subjective. '1 Senior realised how the _attempt to -find an objective basis of real-cost in terms of the 
things abstained from could have no significance. as . - . -

a cost, unless some pain was involved to the owner in 
parting with these things. ~0 the. concept of 'surplus' 
"\vas dropped and 'abstinence' \vas to be the subjective 
equivalent of profit) . - - -

1J3ut here sprang up a new difficulty. _Ther~ was 
no limit to such a subjective cost, like abstinence,· short 
of including in it the sale or hire of every sort <'f 
property. 1£ abstinence was to be allowed to all~ those 
who possessed inherited capital, why should it not be 
allowed to the landlord who let his property for rent 
or hi~e, i.e., all rent becomes profit. ~en:ior,- who '~as 

I aware of this difficulty, hastened to exclude all-capital, 
which was inherited or a gift, from his definition..) But 
this only- meant that abstinence could not explain all 
profits. , _As Cannan has remarked, Senior's theory, 
ended by "reckonmg as rent the greater part of whatJ 
every political economist has termed profit".' ) ' -_ 

6 Quoted by Bohm-Bawerk in Capital and Interest, p. 276. 
1 Theories of Production and Distribution, p. 198. 
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\./ {Another defea of the. abstinence theory as pro
pounded by Senior and his followers was that th._ey did 

.1 not use the !_heor.y to d~...9P a qll6."\D1itative expla,tation 
~of the rate of interest. According to Senior, abstinence 
sets a minimum level of 'profit', but this is indetermi· 

tpate.; . In. that case this theory reduces itself ·to the 
statement that some intere~t is a necessary inducement 
td_~aving; a ff:tCt wiijclihad 'already been recognised by 
S~i)h and Ricardo.~ . 
·. \:._For al~ his shortcomings, this much mu~t be said 
to his credit_ that Senior. was the first economist to bring 

~
to prominence the importance of 1itnt_ in the empl_oyment 
of ~ita1. 1Jn his writings many find ~:Js ~!J.~e !_!me
~reference theory o! interest, which was later developed 

l bY the Austrian school oi economists) In his analysis 
of the part played by capital goods in production we see 

(
the beginning of the Austrian theory . of ro~dabout · 

l pro<fuc.tion, and his discussion of 'the ave.rage petiod 
r,.of advance of capital' reveal the concept of a 'period 
of production'.· But these were notions which Senior 
fail to develop systematically) 
• ~.'Better than the word 'abstinence; is one suggested 

' y ~ac~n~ namely the word 'waiting'.· It was 
adopted by Mar:hall and <:>thers since then. ' · The reaso11 
.for ~Iarshall's abandonment of the word 'abstinence' 
~\was tliat the word implied 'abstemiousness', or a diminu-' . . . 
~~ion~ in aggregate consumption. \.He used the word 

waiting' as .equivalent to j>ostpon~ent ouniQyme'nt' \ 
or as applying· to the simp]~ fact "that a person 
abstained from consuming anything which he had the 
power of consuming, with the purpose of increasing 
his resources in the futnre. "1 Though Marshall 

f Principtu, Sixth edition, p. 233. 
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. ' 
discarded the word 'abstinence', in ~sentials, his word· 

:'waiting' retained the charclcter of subjective ,real cost 
\ w hic}:t Senior had propounded. ) . · 
"'i (.With the advent o{ the conc~pt 'waiting', interest 
has been defined as the price of 'waiting', 'waiting' 

l 
being consid~red as an "independ_git and elemen!a!Y. 
factor of_ production". {!nvestmenf is said to constitute 
the dem~nd for 'waiting'• and saving is said _ tb 
constitute the suppl<~ ~ ~nd interest is the 
price which .equates at the m<!!:'lrl!! the demand for 
"waiting' and supply of 'waiting'. The demand for 

. -"waiting' is analysed in terms c;>f the marginal : ptQ-
ductivity of capital and tfie sup.E!Y of 'waiting' in terms 
of the marginal disutility and sa_~t:i~c=~ of 'waiting' J 
This is practically the same doctrine. of interest las-that 
which we came across in the last chapter, namely, that 

(·Interest is .the price which equilibrates· the demand 
1 
forj 

-saving and the supply of saving:) In so far a~ the 
supply of waiting is identified with saving, most of the 
criticisms \vhich we levelled against that theory of' 
"saving' apply i1l toto to the theory of 'waiting'~) 

.(There is another variant of this theory of 'waiting'. 
Economists lil<e Pro_~s!.el and Mr. Hende_!SOn regard 
it useless to find the cause of interest in the marginatl 
disug_Iity or sacrifice involved in the s_1:1pply of waiting.~_ 

)
~CSQ_tg}!2fL_(Otitem -a price is charged for waiting 
(the price being interest) just_:Jo .res. trict.:the. _d_~~~n~· 
for waiting to the level of the avail_able supply. Their 
argument is that in the absence of a· price-for waiting~ 
the demand for waiting would be so enormous as . to 

1 

exceed the limit set by the availability of the ~upply. 
·According to them, the ·rate of interest does the 
function of directing investment only to those 
channels which are mosf _fruitful) In the words of 
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1lr. Henderson, '\It (the rate of interest) separates 
the ~~P.. fro..m...!.~~_go.2~:S· It serves as a . screen, by 
means of which capital projects are sifted, and through 

•which only those are allowed to pass which will benefit 
the future in a high degree. For this essential purpose, 
it is.hard to imagine how a better .instrument could be 
devised."' , 
, ~This theory is correct so far . as it goes. The 
functfon of price is certainly to restrict the demand for 
a good in rslation to its supply. But this ldnd of 

J d~mand-and-supply analysis of the interest problem is. 
\not very illuminating. It has been rejected, and rightlY.: 
too, by Ricardo, ~Iarx and Bohm-:Bawerk. It qqes not 

~ ana_lys_~ thoroughly the -~or~es behi.!_l~ Jhe U~itati~n of 
the supply of 'waiting'·'' . 

(In view of its tremendous importance in problems. 
of capital and interest, let us analyse at length, the 
nature· and services of ''.'2-iti!!g-'9 in production. I 
r J.Jn the first place,. 'waiting' is considered as "an 
independent and elementary factor of production" .1.,. 

The argument runs thus: all productive processes tak<t 
'time to accomplish. · There is an interval of time be- · 
·tween production ,.. and consumption.';, For instance, 
a far,mer must plough the soil and sow seed months 
before .he can reap the harvest. That means it is not 
£ttfncient 'that the "farmer and his labourers should work, 
but it is also essential that they should ~a~~jPr som. e
time to get the. reward' f9.r_:their efforts. '\71aiti~g'_ is 
also ·involv~d~ in ~man~uring_Jndustry.':. With the 
~ .. --- . 

advent of the Industrial Revolution and the introduction 
• I 

• a Suppl, and. Demand, p. 130. 
• It may be noted that 'waiting' is a quantity of two" dimensions, t~iz.,. 

quantity' of value and time. Therefore Measure of waiting = Quantity X 
Time.· - · • · • 

10 Cassel, Natttre and Necusit, of lnttrest, p. 67! 
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' 
of _machinery for purposes of production, productive_ 
processes a.re becoming more and m_Qt:~ __ roundabout.~ 
Instead of directly producing final consumption goods,. 
we first manufacture tools and ma~hines, most of them 
very complicated, and then with the aid of these we 

~ manufacture final consumption goods. • 
The reason why we adopt this kind of" indirect 

production is that we hope to make production more 
• 

efficient. "\Ve ex_Eect a given amount of labour and 
natural resources to yieia- mor-e·-u_t:iHt:Y!f~ome · ~r-it-is j 
devoted to the constntCtion . of . instruments and other . 
forms of capital equipment than if the-labour is applied 
directiy to-the land without their aid.mi . 'thl~Jric!~g.s_ed 
efficiency of production- is ·only an e~p~ricaLfact and 
cannotbe-provea tneoretica1!Y.--··But.of this later. _What 
\\;eare primarily concerned with. at present . .Js thef;:~t
that .this kind of indi~~t··or ·roU!ld:ibOUt J!roductioj 

. ~~il::~~~i'!i~~~~:t~~~=i~~ht~~~;~ t{~--~~g;~p~f~, 
.~ewards. ~Vatting' ts also ~nvolved tn the consum_lli:ion · 
of ·durable consumption goods such as . hou~s, whose 
use is spread over a number of years. Therefore, we, 
may conclude that all production ~and consumption -orJ 

J durable things demands 'waiting'./ . . . _. 
But in the interval of time during which the farmer; 

or the manufacturer' has ,to- \vait', 11~- must'_ consu.rn~~ 
·He must pay wages to the labol!rers employed' by him 
~so that they too may consume.: For these purposes he 
needs purchasing power, which. represents command 
over goods in general. If he has not: sufficient. purcha
sing power, he must borrow from- those .who' have.· 
That is, in an exchan~e econpmy ',vafting' can_ -~e 1 

11 L. lf. Fraser, Econo1nic Thought and Languag~~ p. · 235. 
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~transfe~red from one person to another~'·) When an 
entrepreneur takes a loan to construct a factory and 
start manufacturing,. what he does in rea:lity-ts to get 
the lender of the loan 1o do the waiting for him-. Try 
the loan, the ~ntrepreneur acquires a temporaty control 
over: wealth. . 

i_.., {So •waitini' represents one of the essential condi-

ltjons of efficient producti~n. · Therefore, .it is regarded 
by economists as an independent factor of production 
distinct from.both lan.d and labour, and it is often givenj 
'the name of 'capital', ·and the payment for it is interest.] 
This concept of~capital' which is associated with the 
function of 'waiting' is distinct from the concept of 
•capital' which refers to capital goods, i.e., tools and 
machines /which are produ~ed means of production. 
But the latter concept of capital is not very illuminating. 
Capital goods are all multiform and heterogeneous. 
·And they are essentially derivative, in the sense that 

. they are the product of past la_hour and land, and not 
· <>riginal. productive elements. But the concept 'waiting'\ 

<>n the other hand, is the essential reality underlying 
the phenomena of capital and interest. · ·~ 

\But in}what sense is 'waiting' a factor of pro
duction?'-fHaitinf(_is .not _a _factor.·of production_ in

1 ~cbnic.al se~lt is not an active_participant in the 
productive process. (But it is a fad.Q_r of production !n 

{
the economic..sense, namely, that 'waiting' is an in~is-=

; pensahle condition_of the _ _prqggctL~~_Q~oc~ss:) For 
little production could take place without it, though it 
is not a part of the productive process nor an element 
in it. \Prof. Pigou therefore calls 'waitin~ a 'so~' 
<>f a factor ~~[nro<lu~tion. But in economics, a factor 
·of production must he a commodity, which is either 
supplied by the entrepreneur himself or borrowed by 

'. 
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him from some one else~ And'we have already seen 
that what is supplied by the entrepreneur himself_ or 
borrowed by him is not 'waiting', which appears 
meaningles~,, ~t purcfutsing po~ver or 'control over 

:resources'. ~nd it is this 'control· over resources' 
which constitutes-an- inde{lendent factor of pr~ 
<luction, distinct from labour 'and land,. and it· _i~\ 
gh·cn the name 'capital'} People are willing to lend 
the use of some part ot their wealth or income and wait, 
because they expect an inc~me from what they have, 
lent in the form of interest. f.~r ·- -

Qn a mone~conomy_ such as ·the one we are 
living in, the lending of 'control_over..-~resources' is· 
invariably effected by means of a quantity of a medium 
of -exchange, namely __ Il'l_oney:) ·The lending of the 
resources in this way is very advantageous to both the 
lender a.nd'the entrepreneur, because money ~presents 
the control over resources in the most liquid form, and 
it is general purchasing power. In this sense, capital 

{ becomes equivalent to a sum of money, and interest the 
·, price of the use of money. ButJif must nqt be assumed 
that money is indispensable for the .let}ding- of the 
control over resources. That is to say¥nterest is not 
peculiar to a· monetary economy. It can eXist in a non-

-monetary economy too, though it may be called by 
a different term, namely- r~t. But. only in a monetary 
economy the determination of its rate and !ts' signifi
cance in the economic mechanism give rise to interest
ing and .complicated problems, for a monetary economy 
is in\·ariably ·an. econo~J" in which there is ~~ 
<lcvel(_)ped credit system .. ) , · · 

-!\Ioreo\·er 'waiting'_ interpretedjn terms- of money 
; ()r 'control over resources' in a liquid form helps us to 
· understand better the relationship between land and 
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~capital on the one hand and rent and interest on the 
~other. Now 'waiting' is not connected with capital 
alone. Waiting is involved-when a land-lord rents out 
his land or factory building to the entrepreneur in 
return for a rent. -'fhis transaction is in the nature<()£ 
a Joan. But wliat the_, lal)Hord .supplies is usually caUed 
land and not ca~ital. '(Sile distinction between land and 
cap1tal rests on· whether what is loaned is liquid or not.' 
~and as a factor. of production is. usually associated 
with specific. piec~s:_oL .. wealtht whereas capital is 
associated with we~!!.h i_n_ ge~ral-) It means then that 
the distinction between land and capital is practically 

\useless in a society where there is no recognised medium 
}of exchange. In such an economy aU loans must be 
made in concr~t~ .. ."goods. However, it is possible that 
even in· a barter economy there may be some relatively 
li.quid _resources, consisting mostly of non~specific goods, 
commanding a wide market. But the fundamental 
distinction between a monetary and barter . economy is 
that in the former 'there is one commodity (money) 
which is used primarily and even exclusively .as a means 
of buying other forins of wealth and as a store of 
liquid pUrchasing power. (Here purchasing power~ 
becomes ttn indepen~ent enti~y ~ Neglect of this basis. 
of distinction between .. land and capital ca. used many 
puzzles to economists like Senior and Mars~ll in their 
explanation of the interest phenomenon. 

Hitherto we have only examined the several impli
cations of the concept 'waiting'. But we have not yet 
discussed the main issue why_a price is paid for 1Waiting" 
in the form of interest. To do this we must go l)efirnd 
the supply of and the demand for 'waiting', and study 
the nature of the forces at work. " 

\:the theory which explains the payment of interest 
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in terms of subjective real cost, such as abstinence pain 
or disutility involved in the supply of waiting,, is er!gne.:. 
o~~-3~Q_~ntenable. 'Waiting' can. only be a subjective 
real cost if it involves abstemiousness on the part ·of 
the suppliers of 'waiting', i.e., the· savers. ·But mqst \, 
of the 'waiting' is supplied by relatively rich people to 
whom 'waiting' does in no way mean abstemiousness.\ 

' This capacity of the rich to save itself is a result of 
· inequality of wealth and incomes. The . . ultimate 
incidence-of 'waiting' falls upon the ~"Omirt';nfi:y -c~s( 
a whole, and especially upon its . poorer~ members~' who ' 
receive no interest, and not upon the relati~e-iycrich 
capitalists who receive interest. M~oveft ~y 
oJ ~~~iting' does not vary ,...directly .wiili_- ~hange~_ in ,..the . 
rate of interest. The psychology of saving is both 

' complex and obscure. .. And even if some sacrifice is,
1 entailed in the case of a few ·savers, .it is too vague to 

be measured. (there is no necessary~_COf!nection 
, between_ mon~_y . .£..~ts and re~ts) Therefore it is 
' difficult to dogmatise that the prevailing rate of interest' 
· is a measure of the sacrifice involved in 'waiting' even 
in the case of the 'marginal waiting'.- Moreover in an 
economy where there is a highly developed credit system, 

· most of the 'waiting' in the sense o~ 'purchasing"1>Qwer' 
1 or money is suppli~.d by credit institutions which there
. by make ng_real sacrifice. The mere empirical fact or" 
'waiting' which is necessary for. the charging of interest 
does not therefore explain any real sacrifice at all. The 

l
concept of ~isu!il!t.Y .. <;>r __ «a,.llstilJ,~nce is, therefor,e, too 
narrow or too wide to have any significance at all. ) · · 

There is another theory which is very similar in 
many respects to the abstinence theory of interest and. 
which offer(2: .... Q~ychological explanation of the. pheno
menon of interest. It is _the time-preference; or the agio 

-~-·· '• A• ------
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theory which explairi~ ·interest in terms of the psycho-'- . . 

logical preference for present goods over deferred or 
• future goods. ~,Economists like Bohl!!.:Bawerk and 

~
isher hold the view that 'waiting_' and time-preference 

are~different things. 'fhey object to 'wilting' being 
onsi~ered as a separate cost in addition to the sacrificc1 

involved in the renunciation of alternative-• enjoyments; 
To them 'waiting' is not an independent cost, but it 

. actually. measures t.'Ie one sacrifice already made. And 
these· regard· interest as a 'surplus'. Other economists 
like Marshall'and Fetter feeith-at the distinction between 

~ -
waiting and time-preference i~ fallacious, a· matter of 
"psychological subtlety.~,.we shall take up this question for 
discussion when we deal with the time-preference ~heory. 

~et another important· theory which explains the 
necessity of interest as a price for the supply of 

!
~waiting', is · the liquidity-preference theory of 
Mr .. Keynes.'t As we shalJ see later, it offers a fairly 
satisfactory explanation of interest from the supply side. 

Interest is also explained in terms of opportunity 
cost.. The ~upplier of 'waiting' demands '"a price fo~ 
~;aiting; because 'of the fact that he has given up the 
chances of making a gain by employing his capital 
himself .h1 business. This explanation of interest comes 
under ·what is known as the produc~ivity theory of 
interest. 

~ 
The conclusion we arrive at in this chapter is that 

·the theory which explains the necessity of interest in 
terms of the demand and supply of 'waiting' is only 

• • 1 superficial, and in the last resort it has to rely on other 
\final explanations such as the time-preference, liquidity· 
preference and productivity theories.. In the following 
pages we shall attempt an examination ·of these 
theories. 



CHAPTER VI_ 

THE PRODUCTIVITY. THEORY oF· INTEREST 

Tnd~E has been _an importa' ~chool of thoug~t --which 
_.has held the vtew that Vcapttal' produces 1ts own 
interest. (Economists of this·school regar4_ ~productivity' 
as a property inherent in 'capital', and explain-that this 

• 'productivity' of capital is the cause of interest. · It is· 
assumed. by these. economists that this . '~roductivity'"[ 
explains not merely the amount or P~.i~e-~~!lm yielded 

. by a group of capital goods,._ but also the rate per~Lf 

. of yield computed on the valuation of ·the principal nr 
...._::..----

:capital value. This explanation of the_ pnenomenon of 
interest has been termed the 'productivity theory_ of 
interest'.·· It is to the critical genius of ·Bohm ... Bawerk 
that we O\Ye a· thorough analys~s of the ·'productivi(y' 
theory of "interest~~ · · -.. - _ · ·. · . . _' 

~ The 'productivity' theory of interest has to e~plain 
clearly two things, , namely, ( 1) the · meaning of the 
phrase 'Productivity pf t;pital'; (2) the ~ture of the 
theoretic task· assigned by' this theory _to the 'pfoducti~-r 
ity' of capital. "" · · · · 

i~Productivity' of capital caq be interpreted in. four' 
ways. '- 't 

( 1) "Capital has the capa~ity' of serving towards 
the production of gQQ_ds."1 

• - • . • . 

(2) "Capital has the p~wer- of serving towards 
the production of more goods_ than could be produced 
without it."2 · · ---- ··· · · 

1 a: 2 Bohm-Bawerk, Capital and Interest, p. 114. 
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'~These two {nterpretations lay ~tress on the ph~i
~1 Rroductivity of capital. But in ecgnomics we ·.are 
primarily . concerned with · the productivity of value.·,... 
So there are two more interpretations explaining the 
productive power of capital in terms of value. . 

-' (3) "Capital has the power of producing. f!!.Q!e 
vaJ.ye than could be produced without it.''1 

"( 4) "Capital has the power· of producing more 
v!,lue than it has in itself,"• i.e., t~ere is a surplusof 
value over and above the value of the capital consumed 

~ inpi-oductiorr. It lu~!s .. :view which is in common usage~ 
Now what is the theoretic task .assigned to the 

productive power of· capital? • Obviously, (the p~oduc-
tivity theories attempt to explai~ _____ inter~st by . the 
producti~e power. o~ capital. These theories confine 
themselves.to the explanation of hat we have called 
"natural interest', and treat 'lo tnterest' as essentially 
der~vaiive. Now what the ' oductivity' theories have 

lto explain is that the pr. oductive power of capital is not. 
merely the necessary but also the sufficient condition 
for the emergence of surplus value:) 
. (By capital the productivity theories mean capi~l 
l gQ.QQs or produced, ~ans of production or stored-up ' 
i labour and land) 11 the productivity theories of 

interest· start wJth the physi.cal pr,2..ductivity of capital~' 
'We know that, ·as a matter of fact, capitalJs.necessary 
~Jor all production ·and in its absence the product will be 
.. ·more or less negligible) Capitalistic._procl!l~tjon is becom-
~g_ the rule, _and the result !ms been ~n.;enorm~u~ gro:vth 
tn the quantity of goods produced. \./Prom thts phystcal 

. productivity of capital it is not. difficult. to prove that 
r -capital also produ~_s~ahte() It is~ true that the goods 

I •4 Bohm-Bawerk, Capital aiZd Interest, p. 114. 
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produced with the assistance of capital have value, not. 
J because they are produced, bu; because they are demand-. 
) ed for satisfying wants. ~'0 capital derives its ,Q.Iue 
from the value of its products. But this is meaningless, 
unless we modify the statement by adding that the s~ j 
()£ capita .. l itself is in ~orne degree limited or inelastic. J 

~(\Ve may therefore accept· the proposition that·capital 
\produces value.) 1 

• 

· ·· (.Bi.it from this it is wrong_!_qjump to the conclusion 
that capital produces_surplus value) It is reasonable 
that a capital good should, during its Iif&-time, earn a 
value equal to itself, i.e.~ its replacem~t cost. But why 
should it earn or produce a value gTeiter tban.that?(_The 
fact that capital is used in production does not explain 
interest.') 

. t._The existence of interest or surplus value is ~Jain
ed in another way by stating that capital bas the ~wer 
of producing more or better goods tbancould be _p!_o
duced \\;thout it, and by proving that the more or better 
goods should be_gf more value than the altie of capital 

·consumed in· their production.~ \Ve y;: without any 
dispute for the present,_ take for , ted the first part 
of the above propOsition,· ~ely, that •capital bas the/1 
power of producing more or better goods tha.u could be 
produced without it.) Tb~ >~t productivi!Y. ·ol goods 

- -~ ~ - --- .. _.. .. ~ -
of the capitalistic form of production is an admitt¢_ fact 
of e..xperience and it cannot be proved a pnuri. ~ l'here-

. ... 4 

fore irmay be taken almost as a rule that the total pro-f 
duct is increased by the employment of capital _by a} 

' . .. 
greater quantity of product than· corr~ponds to the 
capital used up in production. . This excesS' of pr~uct 

\is said to constitute interest. "\And in this connection the 
-- ~ .-----" - .I ' i 

marginal analysis is made_ use of. ~'Vict.-sell e.--q>lains 
. interest as follo\\:S: "Capital is saved-up labour and 

J-- .. --· 
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saved-up bn4.1!nterest i; the d~fferencs, between the 
~arginal productivity of ~a~e.d-up labour, and· lan.i and 
current labour· and landJ~ Suppose ~~ve take 1t for 
granted that the indirect us of land and labour is more 
productive of goads than the direct use of them;- d'oes 
'it always prove the eXistence of interest? '!In oth~r words, 
is· the superior productivity of capital bot merely the 
necessary but al$o the sufficient conditi_on for the emerg
ence of interest?. (Why should not,. for· instance, the 

1 value-of capital rise till .it becomes ~qu~l. tq the value of 
\ its product, arid inter~~t pisappear?) Or, why should pot 

competition either reduce the value of the product' to the 
tvalue of the capital, or why should it not force the owners 
. of . capital to accept only· the replacement charges of 
'capital? (Jt is a well-known ph~nomenon that with the 
advent of ·capitalistic production, prices of goods have 
fallen enormously owing to the superior productivity of. 
this process. Why should not ·this tendency go fUrther, 
so that the return from capital is no rnore than its 
repiacement charges? ) . • 

{ r It is therefore· theoretically difficult to prove the 
f existence of interest by the superior physical productiv
~ ity of eapital 'goods. The ~vholt~ difficu1!Y_.lies in. thel 
transition: of- physical prod_uctivity into value ~ductiv1 
ity. B"'irt the fact r~mait1s that the productivity theorists 
have proved.the e~istence o:f interest .. They are ·able to 

· do so because they assume the existence of .. station'ary 

ton_clitions, especially the condition that the exchange 
aiue· of goods and .services remains -constant over a l eriod o(years. This- assumption answers tM objection 

against the productivity theory of interest. The con
st~ncy of pric~s means that the in~re~sed quantity of 

' . . 
I Luture$ on Political Economy, vol. I, p. 154. ·• 
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goods produced by capital neither reduces the value of 
the goods nor raises. the value of capital, so that a surplus1 
'~alue (interest) of. the" product of capital over the value 
of capital is. ah~ays present: llut, in practice, economic· 

t conditions are rarely- sta~ion~zy. r;:fhe producti~ty ~ 
_theory ignores the dj"tlamic changes that are recurrentl 
in a monetary economy.~ It runs too much in 'real'l 
terms, assigning only a subordinate role to -money" and 1 

. ~ - r 
expectations. · This is one of the most important defects 
of the produsth;ity theory ·of. inter~st~. It is a lmown fact 
that an· increa~ed productiv:ity 9f toods often results in. 
~ fal~ in the price of t~ose' gOO.o/· Sometimes the. fall1 

trt pnce may be so grea! as· to .. ~ke the actual rate o~ 
interest earned negative." -. • .- -- , 

~But how is it·that a positive rafe of interest does 
exist? \Vhat happens in the real world is that though 
the employment of capital results in a fall in price of 
its product, this fall in price ~oes not_ continue to the 
extent of extinguishing all interest, because of the fact 
that the_demand for capital is for ever greater_ than 
the su.pply -~fit:;·-There is practically no limit -to the 
demand for capital for production and for durable con
sumption. . On the ·other . hand, the supply of capital

1 

cannot increase indefinitely because of the scarcity · of 
human resources~) The proW1ction of capital goods 
involves the foregoing -of· the opportunities ·of manu
facturing an? enjoyi~g c_on~umption gQ?~s. at pr~sent~ 
and so there ts a defintte hmtt to our capactty to produc~ 
capital goods. ~Hence t~e supplY. of ~prtal is ahyays 
relatively scarce to the demand fot it.(. Interest is thus-

{i r~~t ~id ~or the use of capital on accou.nt. of its: 
~carctty.! Capt tal would not be deemed· scarce tf tt \vere 
not productiYe, nqr would it be deemed productive if . -~ tt were not scarce,'\ 

t t 
.• ,_J 
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_ . ;.{But the productivit~. theory of interest is incom~lete 
as a final explanation of the existence of interest. 
It is too much preocc1:1pied with th~ artific!&_goods 
('produced means of production') concept of capital~ 
CaE!tal, in this . sense, is reckoned to} be one of 
the factors of production in the same way as l~rid and 
labour . are considered to be factors of production. 

, Thus the productivity theory attempts to construct 
.a. homog~neous theory of distrjbutio~, without paying 
much attention 41tfo the distinctions between factors 
of production) For instanc~, it is practically overlooked 
that in the case of capital, unlike that of land or labour.~ 
it is n~essarylo":set' apiu:t;:_out ·of its' earnings,. a sum 

---~ ~ .•. ,.. • ~ • • ., .. ,.._ .. - ~ ' ' . . .. 1\ \ ' ·~ 

.for replaceEJent of capital. This fact is of the.greatest 
importance to the ·theory of interest since it is difficult 
to prove ~as to why the _earnings of capital should exceed 
its replacement charges} If capital were everlasting like 
land, f would .be productive in the 'sense land is product
-ivV'l'o link the origin of interest solely with capital 
goods is to restrict illogically the broader problem of 
interest. {Jnterest arises not merely in the field of pro
duction but also in the field of. consumption.") The .. _, __ .,._ ................ ' .,_ 

productivity theory obscures the importance of time as 
a general factor in the use of goods~ of every kind~ 
Demand for borrowing comes not mereiy ·for pro~uctive 1 

-purposes but also for con~umption of durable goods, 
1 

as .~ell as for acquiring present wealth o}tconsumption 
in anticipation ·of future"_ wealtJ; ( Thu~very producti-... 
vi~y .theorist mus!_ hold a. a:ltt!!J t~ory, or, rather, two 
differe11t theories, ~:me to cov;r_ . interest" on indir~ct) 
·goods,. and the other to cover Interest on COE§.!!.mptwn{ 
·goods:)It is ng doubt,true that in the modern world the 
most important source ~f demand for borrow.ing comes 
-from production. But this circumstance. should ·not 
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blind us to the fact that interest is a general pheno- ' 
menon, and that it arises whenever resources are trans-. . 
£erred from one person to another for a period of time, · 
irrespective of the fact whether these resources are . 

I 

· utilised for further production or for consumption. -· 
V .t\'fhere is another objection against the productivity 
e theory of interest. 1Iarx pointed out that it is illi~it/ 
'to impute to the O\\~e~ of produc~ve goods the 'pr~ 
ductivit~ of the things he owned. . But this ·objection 
has no significance in an individualistic economy based 
on private property, where it·is only the owner of pro-

.· ducth·e wealth that receives the product of his wealth~ 
Hitherto, we are proceeding on the assumption of the 
e...~stenc.e of private property. ·Granted this, the ·merits 
and demerits of interest-taking are essentially those of 
private property./ .. · · 

Thus we see how difficult it js to prove theoretically j 
the surplus value-creating power of capitaL · The 
attempt involves us in a maze of .. assumptions, compli
cations and confusions, in spite of which there is no 
guarantee that we can conclusively prove the existence 
of s~rplus-valuC J.lt .J.0here_!or~ _c!_~~?~l~ .. !o __ rede~ne l 
productivity in an entirely different . way. 'Productiv
ity' of capital should simply be taken to mean that there 
:are advantages · to the borrower for the timej:ontrol 
<>f the resources he has borrowed,, on account of which 
he is dispos~ tQ__pay_a l!!_~um over and above the 
resources he has borrowed.h In a monetary economy 

. lending and .borrowing of capital is done in the form' 
· <>f money. Therefore, let us confine ourselves to this 
. mone}·-capital. The reason why the· borrower is pre:_ 

.- c 

pared to pay a premium in_ the· f<;>rm of interest for the 
money. he has borrowed· is the fact that he· has a bright· 
chapce of making a gain with the time-control of the 

i money he has borrowed. He may obtain this pecuniary 
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gain in various ways. He may inv~ his money in 
indirt.£tgc;>ods anp. appropriate for himself the increased 

. productivity of, the indir_ect pr..ocesses of production. 
, "He may invest ~is money in a commercial enterprise 
and make gain by the constant fluctuations of the price 
of commodities, or it may be that he hopes· to gain by 
speculating on the stock exchange':' Of these, no doubt . -the most important source of gain is investment in ~ 

I productive enterprise.. ~ · ··· ·-- --- " -
. ~--- Therefore, 'without worrying ourselves about -a 

metaphysical discussion of. the relations of cause and 
effect, we may suggest that, for economic purposes, the 
fact that{il. surplgs value 'does fbllow the rnl.PlQY!-.Q~~t of 
~a2_ital a_IE~tnts to exactly th~_~am~hing as_though the 

\capital were,· in an ,unequivocal sense, the cause of the 
1surplus value. It is immaterial to the borrower whether 
(the surplus value is the result of the e.!l}P!Qymel!!_~f j 
c~ita~ or is purely indd~ntal to it. So long as the"\ 
acquisition of this surplus value is conditioned upon\ 
the possession-or control of capital interest will be paid.{ 
So ca~ita1. it may be admitted, i~t:.C?iu~!ive, an~ 

. interest is the payment for this prodqctivity, or simply,/ 
interest is its product. This productivity of capital is , 
by f~-theiiiostimportant cause of interest. In its 

• • ! absence, the only source of interest would be the loans 
l made for consumption. The situation would be exactly 
the same as in· a medireval society where there were 
few opportunities fot" investment, and where· !oans 
were made largely for consump!ion.) · And i~ such a 
society, the taking .of interest would be subject to severe 
moral condemnation.l However~ even in such a society, 
interest is-very necessary, and it has the important 

tJP ' 

economic function of putting a. chec~ on the extrava-
gance of consumption: For, in. the a~sence of interest, 
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men would not practise economy in the use· of Joanable 
funds. They--\vould simply borrow to incr~se· the!{ 
con;umption far beyond their _means. They would 
repay a loan by means of a new loan.) In fact, t~e 
demand for loans would so much ·exceed-the supply, that 
either a price "for loans (interest) would have to b~ 
charged or the rationing_of loans ·to the most deserving 
would have to be done. And surely, the former step 
would be adopted. - . 

Hitherto, we ha~e pnlx discussed the questrbn how 
:far productivity of capital" is the· cause of interest. 
[Now we must study how f~r this1pt:_<>ill!s.1:!.Y.!!X is:.. a 
1 deten£!~~~t'"?t~h~..r~!~~of ~1~fe':_~§{.'(T~e peculiarity o_f 1 
·the rate of tnterest ts that tt ts a rqtto_be1we..en_,hl[ot 
exchange._y;;~,lues, between the valqe ofilie servi~s o~' 
·capital and that of cai>ital itsel_f. It is this fact of thJ 
-~ --··------m~surenient of capital in terms of its exchange value 

that disturbs the theoretical correspondence hehveen' 
capital and the other factors 9f production.) Land and 
labour are measured ·each in terms of its o-wn technical 
-unit, namely, working days or ·months and acre per"' 
annum. But capital is measured by_-a tiE-it . that is\ 
extraneous to ..itself, namely, exchange value. And this 
moqe of measurement has this advantage, namely, that 

.. it makes aU ca_2ital homogeneous, and also secures the 
homogeneity of interest as well-as its source.) 

~The productivity theory. of intere:;t, or the more 
lccepted version of it, namely, ·the_""matginal pr~ductiv- • 
ity theory of interest, fails to explain the rate of inte.rest.v 
The marginal "'pro~uc;~ity o! a:' capital asse:t _ exp~ai~s/· 
,-only the rents patd . on capttal assets. · Thts rent ts 
·merelY':. a sum::---) To .calculate' the rate of interest,- we 
I must know the value of capital assef itself. The value 
<>f capital· asset depends upon the value of its product 
. . 
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or services. Given the value of the product of capital,) 
to arrive at the value of capital, there must already be 
a rate of interest previously determined. \ Thus if there: 

·is a capital asset earning a net income of Rs. 400 every 
year, the market value of the capital asset depends upon 

\the prevailing· rate of interest on money loans. ·Thus, 
if the ra~e is 10 per· cent., then the value of the capital
asset is Rs. 4,000; if the .rate is 5 per cent., then the 
value is. Rs. 8,000. This mode of arriving at the value 
of capital is· known· as the process of 'Capitalization'. 

~ . 
'. It is clear, therefore, that the ·~ttempt to '-explain 'the 
I rate of interest on a money loan through the productiv
. ity of the borrowed capital involves us in a circt:tlar 

rgument. For this explanation in trying to find the 
te of interest already assumes . the existence of that 

ate. It takes for granted the very thing it has tCl . ) 

etermtne. /. _ 

~
. ·- (~S 1\'I;. Keynes has clearly pointed otit, the margi
nal productivity. or efficiency (as he puts it) of capital 
and the rate of interest are entirely different things. 

1
Tpe marginal productivity of capital depends upon the 

, scale of current investment, which in turn depends 
upon the rate of interest. If the rate of interest to be 
paid on borrowed money is lower than the marginal 
productivity of capital, investment will be increased, 
until there is a tendency for the two to be almost the 

f
ame. ,It ~ill be arguing in a circle to suggest that the 

l. rate of intere. st is determined by th! marginal prod.uc~J:--
1 vity _of ·capitfQ f ·- ·· 

lJ.1oreover, WM.r. Keynes poip.ts .out, we must not 
( confine!'marginal productivity' of capital to the "incre ... 
) rne~t6~.IJJe obtainable by_ u~!m~ .. ?!I__aggi~!2~~J.quantity 
I ~f- c.~.Pital. in the. exi~~_ing __ ~j~uation"8 only. We must 

• Keynes, General Thtof'y, p. 138. · 
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take into account the prospect~yield of the capital-. 
asset over the whole period of its life. 11argina~, 
productivity. therefore depends upon thl! state of expecta 1 

· tions regarding the futu(e prices1 eggs of prodticti<?nr 
'tastes, inventions and tecluiique. ...)Ience 1Ir. Ke~ 
defines marginal efficiency of capital ~s being "equal to ( 
that rate of discount which would make the present 

/ value of the series of annuities given by the returns 1 

expected from the capital-asset during its. life just equal .. 
to its supply price".'~ - . S&:C.:'- ~ 

. It is only under the impossible conditions of ideall~ 
perfect competition, where omniscience prevailed ( 

f_;vhere time and space were annihilated, that _the margi 1 nal productivity of capital and the rate of interest 
. would be the same. · And the prospective yield of the 
capital-.asset would be the same during the entire life 
of the asset. Incidentally, it is, as 1\Ir. Keynes· has-' 
pointed out, a ·sta~' emp_loyment) It is a world 1 
~f static equilibrium of Ricardo and J. B. Glark.Inf 

such a world; lf there were a divergence between-the 
hvo, investments would shift until the two coincided . 

.. >But under real circumstances, they can rtever be the 
same. Tliere -is divergence between· the two, which 

I constitutes profit accruing to the entrepreneur. That 
is to say, the yield 'from investments does invariably 
contain an element of £!:Ofit, so that it is imROssible to- . 

/know the magnitude of the true return on capital} The 
real world is a dynamic one, full of changes in popula.J 

~- tiori;-iastes~-gro\Vtlioi capital,. inventions ~and .J.n thd 
prices of goods ·and productive services:- · " . . ! 

L1Ioreover in th~ actual \vorld cha~ in. the{ 
1 qu~ntity ~f ·money play "i . decisive ~rt in det~-nnining 

7 Keynes, Ge11eral Theory, p. 135. 
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the rate of interest.~ To-day, the bank!ng SY§tem has 
enormous powers of creating money andlt can directly 
control the ratt!' of interest. Thus changes in the 1 

quantity of ·:n1oney coupled' with the state of expecta
tions regarding the future play a more vital part than 
the changes ·in productivity of capital in the actual .. 
determination of the rate of interest. ~The productiv- j 

ity theory, "'which is essentially a static theo~y, safely., 
negl~cts. the importance of money and credit~ " 

"-.rherefore, in the actual world, marginal productiv-~ 
ity .?f efficiency of capital; while offering a cmuf-Ior 
the payment of interest, does...ngt determine the rate of · 
in_!yesf:\· Of course, it cannot be denied thf:\t changes 
in the productivity_ of capital have .some influence on 

·.the rate of interest. If there is an increase in the 
tmarginal productivity of capital owing to ~ new inven
tion or a sudden rise in demand, the demand for Joan
able. funds increases. If the supply of funds is not 
responsive, the · rate of interest goes up. But. if the ' 
monetary authorities quickly respond to 'th~ in.crease. in 
the demand for funds by an expansion of -:.c:tedif; the 
rate of interest -does not at all arise. }Jlence;',the~ 
infltt~ce of the productivity _o_f capital od: th~· rate~£ 
interest is imlirect, and when it acts, it ~acts mainly 

- -- A. 
through the monetary sphe~e. )So, for all·pra~tical and 
theoretical purposes,)t is better we keep}lle marginal 
-productivity of capital and the rate of intef~t separate 
and ~istinct. ~y the 'rate of interest' we shall simply~ 
•mean the' prk.e paid for the use of money lent. ·From: 
}earliest times, economists have used interest in a. two
fold sense, namely,· 'na!Eral' int~est and 'loan' interest. 
The former is used to denote the marginal flroductivity 
-of capital. 'Loan' interest, is the price paid for the • use 
<>f money and it is treated ·as a subsidiary phenomenon, 
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incidental to, and depending for its magnitude upon th_e 
former. But in recent years, interest is primarily 
regarded as a ~ney pr~mium paid for the. use of 
money lent for a specified period of time. Needless tq_, 
say this is a change of view in the right direction . and . . . 

a most welcome one, for it removes all ambiguity·· ... 
regarding th~ rate of interest: 



CHAPTER VII . 
THE EXPLOITATION THEORY OF INTEREST. 

I THE . unsatisfactory way in which the problem . of. 
interest ~r ~surplus value' was treated by the classical 
economists led, to a contemporaneous .development of a 
l school of thought which regarded all property incomes. . 
\as_ exploitation of labour. This was the Socialis.~/ 
~h-9ol, the fou~rs and most important members of 
which are' Rodbertus and Karl Marx) The theories of , ............ --.._' . 

··these two men regarding the explal}ation of 'surplus. 
value' are similar in many respects. vBut Marx's expla
nation is more comprehens1ve and . critical. . Hence in 
the following pages \ye shall confine ourselves to Marxr 
as tiJe typical.exponent of the Socialist .. School. 

~ lThe e~_plojtation theory of interest was _an)ncvit-
1 able consequence of the labour theory of value:S The 
acceptance of the labour theory of value of Adam Smith 
and Ricardo) (who· may be regarded as the involuntary 
godfathers of the exploitation theory) and . the spread 

·.of capitalist production with its inevitable gulf between 
capital and labour prepared the way for the appearance 
of the exploitation theory .. · ~ 

As we have noticed earlier, tMarx rejects the 
f abstinence and -productivity theories of interest:'-} To 
, him, interest is' not a reward for saving or abstinence.) 

The simple act of saving in the form of money would 
e:cclude the possibility of its expansion as capital; 'Yhile 
saving in the form of the hoarding of commodities "wilt 
be sheer tomfoolery".1 The abstinence theory is i[ogi
cal in an0ther sense, because "it has never occurred 

1 Marx, Capital. vot. I, p •• 599. · 
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to the vulgar economist to make the single reflection 
that every action may be vie\ved as abstinence -from its 
opposite.) Eating is abstinence from fa~ting, walking is 
abstinence from standing still, working abstinence 
from idling, idling abstinence from working, etc."2 

~Similarly prod.,!!Stivity cannot be,_ according to 1Iarx,
1 

an ~"<planation of '~urplus valu<1 because productivity1 
is not an inherent property of capital) 1\Ioreover, it is: 
illicit to impute tq_ the owner the productivity of th~ 
things -he owns. ~ 1Iarx the only explanation of 

, 'surplus value' lies tn the clas~cture of the existing 
~society. Society is divided into two . classes, the owners 
of property and the propertyless. The propertyless ~re 
at the mercy of the~ property-owners, and they are 
supject to exploitatioriJ : . 
~ LTo understand l\Iarx~-)~eory of su_!Pius val~e,. 
we must first know his theory of value. There is· ~ 
little that is origin~ or new in l\larx's theory of value • 
. fie simply res tat~ the class!?-1 Ja~our t_heory of value~ 
as expounded by Smith and Ricardo. 1Iarx's main 
thesis is that the ~alue of commodities depends . ex-] 
elusively upon the amount of labour involved in . their 
production. This -labour is not ·the labour 'of any 
particula~ woiker, iiut a.n abstract ta~ur, analogous to 
the conception of horsepower in mechanics. The intru~ · 
sion of 'capital' as a factor of production need not upset 
the labour theory of value, for after all, all ·capital! 
goods are nothing but stored-up labour and stored-up 
land (which is a free gift of nature and costs nothing). 
All_ capital is ultimately the product of labour") There 
is no need to dispute this proposition.. . It contains , 
a large element of truth:-

2 :Marx. Capital, ,:Ot. I, p. 608. 
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.{ihe essential problem for Marx is th~ explanation 

l
of f(uri)lus valuer. "(1he 'surplus value' of ~1a(X is not : 
merely inte!est, but it includes ren.!_ and pr~fiy It is I 
the sum of non-labour or property incomes. To explain 
the origin of 'surplus value; ;Marx takes two very 
important jpgredients of the classical th.e9ry. @ is 
the proposition that labour is th~r~eJnd_measure\1 
of va~e. The @I' is that wages of labour- t~;d 1 
always to subsistence level. · Out of. these two propo
sitions Marx explains his doctrine of 'surplus value':l 
't~~sz Marx take~-O'{e_!"_ !~~se ___ t\Y.o._doctrines. from _the 
dassical_theory, but he draws. entirely different con
clusions· front theri~-----·-- · · · ··· ··- · -·M:·~-_- · . 

I t1 Marx analys~s the emergence· of surplus value 
thd?: LabQJJr alone is creative of value: The labourer. 
produces more than· is necessary for his subsistence. 

· The l~bourer is made to work for a longer time tnan 
~s ~ecessary to maintain himself.'f·But the more 
important reasons for the production by .. labour of a. 
value in excess of its cost· of production are the· benefits• 
of· co-operation ~d division of labourt But ~he 
l~bourer, on the other hand, is paid ·only enough to 
enable him to subsist and reproduce his· kind. ~The · 
rest of the value produced by the labourer, or 'surplus] 
value' as Marx called it,· is appropriat~g- by th~ 
cae!!_alist, . because he has bought labour power for I 
a subsistence wage • and set it to work.", \.This 'surplus 
Value' is the source of rent, interest and profits and . 
this is clearly the exploitation of· labour, and so, it is·· 
robbery) The labourer. is ·compelled to ~ccept only 
, subsistence wages from the capitalist because he lacks 1 
the means of production and the means of consumption.1 
Production takes time. ·.In order to realise the value 
of his product, the labourer has to wait for some 
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"'· 
period of time .. But during this period, he must live. · 
So he needs consumption goods. Since it . is . only the 
capitalist that commands. the con~umption g_?Ods, they 
labourer has to depend ~upon the capitalist who has 
obt.~ed a strate~c position.1 . ·. . . . .. 
v1_ So the ~~sential feature ·of capi£instic prod~ctio~ 
is that property owners advance their assets iii the "' 
form of money witp the sole view of getting back th . 
money with a. premium or- surph.i~J fMarx's formula~ 
for describing· the capitalistic production is M-C-M', 
where M' is greater than M: .. It n'lay also be stated 
thus- · .. • · • 

M ·c·{tn - C' { ... ..M { M ~~6· s :-+ L .· •.•. ' P •••• ' or ~ C -+- . ~ M _. .a.•• . :. . 

That is, capitalist production· consists of thr~~ stages. 
(a) 11 ~ C. Money capital M is transformed. into 
demerits of pr~d~_~on: .. G· One part . of" M, na~ely c 
or 'constant ·.capital' is invested in materi.als of 
production nt;_ another part of M, namely v·or 'vartable 
capital'. is invested in Jabout po~er as wages.. .(b) p~ 
This is the activity of· production ~or: th~_....creation of 
neW utilities by the ·application of ktbour power. It is 
in this process that C grows 1nto· C' (i.e~,· C' is greater 
than C). (c) C'-+ M'. ·The newly created ·goods 
are again· transformed into their money form; i.e:, the 
finished goods are· sold for .money .. M' is obvjously 
greater than M, C' is greater\ thaq C.'_. The first and· 
the third stages belong to the field of circUlation or . . * . • 
exchange and the second to the field of production. 
According to Marx, s or the· increment in · n~ (i.e., 
11' -1·1) or 'surplus value', though_ it is realised in the 

a Fan..Hung, "Keynes and irarx, "on the ·TheorY qf Capital Accumu~ 
lation, Money and Interest", Review of Economic Studies, Oct .. 1939; p. 28. 

' This assumes a constant level of prices. 
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field of .exchange, it is actually creat~~ the field 
of production. .It does -not arise in the field of 
circulation, i.e., by a process of buying cheap and 
selling dear, because by ~is process one loses what the 
other gains. Ther.&foreCor the (economic) system as 

ja whole S is a function of the .expenditure of current 
. labour power, at apy given ratio of productivity to 

ages".' In other words \!is only th~ia~le ca~tal 
i~vested in labour powe!. that eroduces 'surp_l!.t.!..~e'. 

arx ca rstlie ratio slv the _rate of surplus value, and -this expresses the degree of exploitation of labour by 
capital. But the capitalist should invest his money in 
constant capital as well. He therefore calculates the 
increment of value on his total capital. It is the ratio 
·S 

,-c + v, or what Marx calls the Rate of Profi.t. 

('- 1 {ihe 'surplus v~ue' of ~arx contains interes·t, rent 
and. profit. But its most important element is of 

Y
ourse interest. ~arx's explanatioxi"O~rplus value 
s really an explanation of what we have called 'natural' 
nterest or productivity of capital. Marx's theory too~ 

I may be regarded as a roductivit eo.Lj_Qf_Jntere.st 
/because . e 1s aware that capitalist production is more 

productive than simple production. 1 Of course Marx 
is wrong in stating that it' is only the variable capital 

I that produces 'surplus value'. Fixed capital too-in 
fact primarily-produces 'surplus val~ But the 
difference between Marx and other productivity 
theorists is that Marx claims the 'surplus value' as 

'~vholly belonging to labour· and labour alone.~· Marx is 
not satisfied with the answer that capitaf aids labour 

/in production, and, therefore, the· owner of capital is 
r .._ 

'• 

I Fan-Hung, op. ci.l., p. 28. 
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entitled to the 'surplus value'. For, Marx will carry 
the argument back and point out that capital goods 
them~elves were originally produced by labour -and 
therefore even the product of capital should gO-to 
1a}?.our. l:The proposition that the· origin of all incomes 
from capital goods may ultimately be traced to past 
labour incorporated in them is in the main correct. But 

i the fundamental defect in the argu~ent of Marx and 
his followers is that they would have the labourer now 

1 receive the entire future value of. his product. This is 
.only possible when the labourer is prepared to wait for 
the realisation of the full value of his product.. All 

I product'ion involves waiting.l... It is this waiting which 
is most .fundamental to the phenomena of capital and 
intere'st._) That is to say, capital i~qUC!t:J.~!~Y . of byoJ 
-dimensions, a labour . dimension .. and . a . time dimension.~ 
But the· labouref-lias-go"tToliVe ·auring ttle-petioctof 
waiting. SiiJ.Ce- h~ lacks command oyer resources, he 

\

transfers his waiting to the capitalist and accepts from 
him now a value lower than the full realised value of 
his product. The capit~Iisf thus gets the surplus value 1 

for waiting. But Marx is entirely cor_rect in 'ej~cting 
7 the view that this waiting on the part of the capitalistr 
) is a sacrifice.'Yl!.e is also correct in~ his assertion th~t l 
~ th. e appropriation. of the surplus by _the capitalist is. t~~~ 
, r~s11lt of the class-structure of soctety. In fact tt ts 
)this that is the cornerston~ .of Marx's theory of ·'surplu~ 
~value') Many critics se~ to be of the opinion thaf' 

l\Iarx is Jgnorant of the fact, that capital is two
dinfensional, and that he emphasises only the labour-~ 
dimension to the exclusive neglect of the time-dimensio'"ii. 
1 t is hard to imagine that 1tiarx is ignorant of this 
elementary fact. Marx's contention is that the appro
priation of the surplus value by the . capitalist is the 
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result of the' ~nstitution e of private property, and is 
therefore subject to the prevalence of a particular 
system of economic relations. It is not eternal just as I 
the individualist society is not eternal. 

Uhe Marxian theory of 'surplus value' is in\ 
essentials an attack on the present mode of distribution 1 
of wealth amotlg the several classes of people:) Under 
the guise of the theory of the so-called functional dis-
. tribution of wealth, we have come to tolerate gross 
inequality of wealth, incomes and opportunities in the 
community. ThjtinequalitJ-le~td~ to fur_therJnequality.
Though we may reckon any number of 'factors of 
production', there is only one 'factor' which enjoys the 
incomes of all 'factors'. This 'factor' is the human 
being. Thus,~rx does not deny thee~fStence Of 
'surplus value'r All that he~daims is that this 'surplus 
value' should be shared not by a few but by the whole 
community.- . ~ . 

;< 

CAll along we have assumed the prevalence of the 
institution of private property and freedom of enter~ 
prise. Grant~d this, interes~ is necessary and inevitable.~ 
We ought to be in wide sympathy with Marx and his 
followers for the social _injustiCe resulting from 
inequality' of wealth and incomes. But ''as to the ethical ' 
challenge which they (exploitation ·theories)' present, 
it goes. without saying tliat in competitive society every 
income is based on economic power/ [Whether or when 
or how far property income is def'ensible on grounds of 
abstract right 9r of social expediency is a question to be 
answered by the .. ethical or political philosopher rather 

~
han by the _economist. J Interest is merely a form of 

payment for the use of real wealth transferred from 
ne person to another/ Hence no special objection could 

be raised against it; its merits and demerits _are those 
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- ' r .. 

of private property and of a social order based on 
~ ', 

ownership.''6 
) - _ 

(It must be notf;!d that 11arx doe~ not_ co~str~ctf 
a theory of interest out of his theory of surplus value. 

~ 1 .. .. 

It must be said to his credit that Marx anticipates nianv 
modern views ~n money and the rate of interest;- I~ 
fact, the views of Marx and 'Mr. J. IVI. Keynes on_ 
capital accumulation and the -rate of interest are said to 
be almost 'identical."- (M. arx's theory o~ 'surplus .value'l 
is intended only to explain the productivity or profita
bility· of capital. He conceives the rate of interest as 
essentiat~y a money-rateYw e shall deat with this part 
of Marx's theory -in a later chapter: •J 

6 Knight, up. cit., p. 255. 



CH;APTER VIII 

THE AUSTRIAN THEORY OF INTEREST 

I 
. ' 

TowARDS the latter part of the nineteenth century 
. economics' underwent 3: profound change by the advent 
of 'the Au~trian School of economists. ·~he . most 
important members of t~i~. _scl!ool ··being, Me.!,lger, · 
Wi~er and Bohm;Pawerk, on the continent. jevS2.f1S in 

, E~gland had very much in common with this school of 
, thought:\ The importance of this school lay in .its 

J s.ttbiective approach to economiss.', The emphasis was· 
shifted from supply and cost to demand and {!!!_~rgiE..al) 
utility as the determinants of exchange value. In tpe 

-present chapter "we are primarily concerned with the· 
·contribution of the Austrian School to the theory of 

· capi,tal and interest. ·On the continent, the most 
importanl.J:Qp.tribution to the theory of capital and """ . . 
interest ~as. madc:Jrr Bo~awerk, and in England, 
by J evons. 1J evons' theory was more or less the same 
as flfat put forth by Bohm-Bawerk. But Bohm
Bawerk's theory is more widely known and discussed, 
since it is expressed in non-mathematical language, 

•. £ ' 

unlike that of J evons:) Hence we shall content our~elves 
with examining Bohm-Bawerk's theory of interest. 

\ l..llQhm-Bawerk was drawn into discussion on the 

1 

th-;ory 011n~t for two main reasons. The first and 
, the more important reason was his eagerness to destroy' 
the influence of Marx) who; with his followers, 

·preached that a!l pro£er_!y-inCQ!!le wa~ ~_Q_~ry. The 
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·.other was his desire to adopt a subjective approach to 
:problems of capital and interest.) - ,. 

The first part of his work ~as Capitt:!l. and_ _lnterest, 
in which he critically examined the. various earlier 

·theories of interest such as t~·Procf.ucti~ity, Abstifience 
.and Exploitation theories/.:- In criticisin~. these he was .... 
unjust to many economists. ~chief reason why :he i 
rejected t?e earlier theori~s .of interest was that they~ 
dealt inadequately or not at a.ll with the ·time-element 
in the phenomena of productiort and value~) · , ... 

. The second part of his \Vork was ·the Positive 
Theory of Capital in which he set fortli~his own views· 
on capibl and interest, This' book has exet:ted a pro- . 
found influence Qn later discussions of capital and 

. interest, and ·has given rise to-endless controversy. . 
The major ·part of the Positiv~.--Tneory . .,is con-. 

cerned wit%·description of the capitalistic··.system of· 
· productiori .. ~cording !2 -~~~f!a~.!'!l< ... the 'ca)1ital~_ • 
listie ~rocess ·o produc;tion1 is the primary concept, and 

• 
4capital' . itself is the secondary concept.. (The. essential · 
feature of the capitaUstic_.structure of production (as 

'

distinct from the capitalistic organisation of society) is 
, that i_t is a tirr((-using proces.s. J It is. t~e adoption of ' 
wis~ly ___ chQsen _ _routl_<_!~pQiit metl]..Qd$_Qf_production. ~)As 
dvilization advances, we rarely ·.produc_e_ consumption 
goods directly. On the other· hand, we first make· tools 
and machines, and then with the aid of these we manu
facture final consumption goods. That is to say, we ~ 
apply a given amount o!_E.pour and natural. r~sources 
to remote ends, such as the construction of tools and 
machinery rather than apply the labour directly to land.\ 

... (,We adopt roundabout methods of production because · 
of their superior efficiency in production. ) A~ · BBhm~ . 
Bawerk savs. "With an eaual exoenditure of orimarv 
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t . • . 

p~oductive powers (that is.. to say, labour a~d valuable 
natural powers> more or better goods can be produced 1 
by a wise}l chosen capi;alist process than could be by/ 
direct unassisted produc~on.m ~o me~sttr_~de~re~ 
of roundaboutness Bobm-Bawerk concetves of a per.jQd 
olJ>roduction, . The period of production is conceived~ 
as, the' averag~· time .. between the. expenditure of the 1 

. .. 
us_~~ of. Jand an<i _labour and their~ turning out of. the J 
finished consu~ption good:) Bohm-B~werk asserts that 
after a time)very increase in the length of the period 
of production results in an absolute increase of product,v 
but only at a diminishing rate.\ But, Bohm~Bawerk 
·real~ses that the great· disadvantage of capitalistic 
production is its sacrifi~e~Qf time. . . t · 

lBohm-Ba~erJ<';defiries .~as nothing but the 
'complex of intermediate product?/ or products destined 
for further production. That is: capftal is no longer an 
_independent factor of production. .The only economic 
factors of production are }ab_91;1r. and · Ia!ld. Capital is 
simply stored-up land· and laoour. In this analysis, 
there is no distinction between fixe~ and 1~ir~~tjn~ 
capital.) . . ( ~ • It '•' ~ l r a .. : • • I l 

f:!i'hus, the great contributions of Bohm-Bawerk 
rto fue theory of capital are his· conception of the 
capitalistic production as· a time-COl1~Umiug_process, and 
his view· of capital ·as nothing but intermediate goods:' 

. -But his concept of the 'period· of production' has given 
rise to acute ·controversy regarding its relevance and 
-usefulnes'[) We shall return to this subject towards the 
end of this chapter. 

Then Bohm-Bawerk proceeds to the ·ang:tlysis of 
:the causes for the existen~e of i~erest. ~\5j.s/theory of 

1 Bohm-Bawerk, Positive Theory of Capital, Smart's translation, p. 82. 
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interest is generally known as~ the 'Agio' or the· 'T\Jne.-, 
Prder.ence' theory.\ What he· procla~s as a single 
theory of interest, in reality. co ists'" of tw£l-.diff..erpit 
thec;>ries. B9hm-Bawerk first c siders the problem of 

him, in the first instance, as an exChange phenomenon. 
It is not entirely the result of produCtion and distribu ! 
tion. ~ohm-Bawerk finds the cause of interest iri 'thel 

\fact that human beings prefer P!esent g~s to future\ 
~~oods of like lind and numbe~9 "Present goods are,-
1 as a rule, worth more than future ~goods · of like kind 
and number.) This proposition is the ke~l and centre . 
of the intere~t theory whic · have_ to ·present."2J . Let 
us take the simplest case interest as ~t appears in the 
loan for consumption~ A person. bqrrows Rs .. 100 at 
present and promises to .return· Rs. 105 a year_ hence. 
Here there is an exchange of present money for .future 
money. Rs. 105 is· returned a year hence because it Js. 
the equivalent in value to the present Rs. 100 lent~ 
In other lVords,. the surplus value of Rs. 5 · of the· sum 
returned over the sum borrowed is_9!!.ly 11P-P;:treri~ ·This . 
premium or ggi'p ·of Rs. 5 on present~money is interest./J 
In other words, _interest is the ~otpp~~~entacy part of· 
the principal lent. In this sense, a Joan withoutinterest 1 
is equivalent to a sale below _market price. 1 · 

1 ~hm-Bawerk puts fortli ~e grotinsJs fqr.. t~e 
hu~n preference of pre~s to future goods of 
the same kind and number. They are (tf""Di:fferences· 
in want and provision for want".3 .This is triie of those 
people who are in immediate distress, and . of people 
whose economic prospects for the future are bright, 
but who· I~ck resources at present. These two sets of 

. . . --------- ' 

2 Bohm-Lawerk, Positi<.•e Theory of Capital, Smart's translation;p. 237. 
3 Ibid., p. 251. . . · 
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-
people value a given amount of present wealth much 
more than they do .the same wealth in the future~ 
Bo'hm-Bawerk goes further and asserts that even those .. 
who are much better provided in the present than they 
hope to be in the future, value present goods either at 
t]Je sam~ figure as the future or a little higher since, 
in. most cases, it is possible to preserve g~ods till the 
futur . · 

r ( 2) {The second ground is the .. pers eciive un<ler-l 
~ estimate o t e uture. ts un er-estimation is said 
~tobe due to: (a) Want of i~gination, (b) Defect of 

~ will, .. (c) . Uncertainty of. life,-and above all_ to the ~act 
. that future goods are simply future. ~ That is, just as 
objects appear smaller if they are at a distance in space, 
so too tho/ appear smaller at a distance of time.) . 
. ~~The third ground is the tech~ical superiority, 

of present· goods over future; goods. J Present -goods 
coul~ be used for indirect product~n i~ order to obtain' 
an increased product in the future~- · 

.. r\..These three grounds so oper.ate that the margina.._ 
utility of presept goods is greater than t~e ma}l{inal 
utifity of the· .~}!me goocls in the futur~ T.bE fi~~t 
two grounds emphasise the under-valuation of future 
goods. for psycholo~ic~J reasons; the third ground 
emphasises under-yaluatio~ ·for technical reasons based 
on productivity. (The first. two grounds are cumulative 
and the third alternative. That is, in' a society . in 
which there is no organic production and distribution, 
the first two . grounds are su$cient to . explain the 
phenomenon of interest. · , But in a society where there 
is organic production the third ground becomes all 
important and i~ -~~~ps_ the measurement of int.~res~ __ in' 
terms ~! !ime. (!n other_ words, interest will be deter-

~ mined by .. the marginal. productivity of roundabout 
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, prog~ion. \ But even here, the origin of inte~est .. is. 
\essentially . sgpj_~tive.) The third .groun4 operates only 
on the demand side. Hence this ground alone cannot 

I determine the r~te of interest.' (It is necessary that one~ 
of the other two grounds mu-st be· operative. But why 
the third ground is the most important in ,the theory of 

[
Interest is the fact that demand . for saving is very 
elastic, while the supply is relatively inelastiC.,)..Of 
course. this argument applies with greater · force. to 
a stationary economy where' the itiflu.ence of changes in 
th9t quantity of money is neglected:\ . · . 

../!:__Let us now see how, according to Bohrq-Bawerk, 
interest accrues subjectively. !\tieans of produc~ion are 
really future goods. Their value is therefore less than ' 
the value of present goods. But in course of time 
these future · goods,. that is, the means· of production, 
ripen into present goocls with the ·full value o£ present 
goods. (Interest is the difference in value between the) 

\formerly future and now present good$.~ In· the same J 
·way,· the r~t or hire from durable· goods can . be 
explained.) _ ,. 

(Thus ·in the actual world all the) three factors. 
- . . J 

co-operate •in making, to the overwhelming majority of 
men, the marginal utility ~f /J!:ese[tt goods~ higher tha~' 

'that of the future ,goods. }~oqm-~awerk ha.s clearly 
emphasised the significance o~ ·time .in the spheres of~ 
consumption ancl prod~ction .. ~!fl{~ significance of time 

· in the field of consumption is that future g.a'o"Ge'-:" 
... -permanently discounted in value, and in the field of 

~·---·--v-,.- --
pro~ion the posses_~ion of goods at present can be 

\,expended on roundabout productive processes to· obtain -~ 
'increased and better product. As a result of these two .... 
influences, the 'competitive market places a pr~tl!~m or/~ 

·an agio on present goods as against future goods. l The)~ 
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first factor influences the supply sid~; the second 
· influencc:s ·the demand side. The first stresses why 
interest should be paid and the second how interest can 
be· paid. And hence Bohm-Bawerk concludes that 

• 
inte~~! .!19J ___ e;plQitation .buLt~t it_ is ___ a .. natural 
~phenomenon and an economic necessity, and that. 
I inter~ould be present ~ven .. in-·a socialist state?f And 
Bb'hm-Bawerk feels that he-· has finally refuted Marx's 
expl~nation of surplus vatu~/ . · 
· . l;But, unfortunately, the funda~tntal.Jhesis .of 
Bo.!Lrn:.Baw.er.k.is..:wmng~ As we observed earlier, since 
·the publication of Bohm-Bawerk's books discussion has 
<:entred round the question whether 'the view of a non· 
technical psychological'preference for present goods or 
what is called by the names agio or time-preference 
theOry is different· in principle from_ the theory. of 
'3bstfuence. Our answer to this question is that Vllere' 
is v.ery little difference between the time-preference or~ 
the agio theory and the theory of abstinence or 
waiting.'>{Vfaugh Bohm-Bawerk holds that any one of 
the three grounds. he has mentioned is sufficient to 
~plain the existence · of interest, yet the - ~1;> j~tive 
factors are the most· impo~tant in explai~ing :interest 

1.as. ~ -enduring_ ph~no~eno_n) Thu_s, for ins~an~e, -the 
thtrd ground, ·namely, the t~~hntcal supenonty of 
-present goods, .cannot ~plain the existence of interest.\ 
:1 t is as ·weak an expla~ation as any other of the 
productivity theories which Bohm-Bawerk severely 
-condemned. {Jf roundabout processes are more produc
tive, it does not explain. the fact why the. roundabout 
-processes are scarce and are not adopted on an infinite 
scale~ According to the Austrians, it is only the sub-· 
jective factors which ·really create 'the scarcity of means 
-in relation to ends and without them value cannot arise. 
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l 'The decisive factor operating o~ the supply of capital,1 
\according to Bohm-Ba\ye~~' is th~ subkctive underi. 
•estimation of the fu!.!lre. · The supplier of capital sacr,i
nces present wealth .for future we~lth of relatively 
lower marginal utility and receives jnt~rest. ~In ·what 
way is this different from the notion that interest is the 
reward or com,fensation for th_e ~~f abstinence of 
the capitalist? lit may be that UV9zo th~ry.~onceiveS) 
()f interest as a part of the· princip~jent, whi.le the{!' 
abstinence theory regards interest as a premium over 
and above the principal lent But this distinction is' 
useless for · pra~tical puq>oses.) .... Henc~ the distinction l 
bet\veen the agzo theory and the abstinence theory of] 
-in~e-~ti~ fafiacious, . a matter of words or of psycho
logical subtlety. Since we have refuted the abstinence 
the.ory, the ··agio theory too stands condemned. ~ 
J tit is imposs~ble to accept the existence of'· time
-preference (preference for present goods. or wealth as 
.aGiilst the future) as a u1~iversal phenom,enon. ) It is 
'no doubt true thatpersons who are-in immediate distress · 
and those who start careers, in short (all borrowers at. 
the moment they borrow, set a higher V'alue on present 
"\vealth than they do on the future wealth~ But how 
-can the same be said of the lender? With the advance 

, of civilization.J ·We tend to yalue the future more than 
l 'the present.\ That is to say;- 'instead of discounting the 

future very. often we discount the present at a· rapid 
/rate. C ~~ere _are numerous mo.tives, moral ~d '< so~iat,(" 

'

for our looking beyond our hves, and these mobvesl 
. really explain the creation or -the supply of capital.) We ·, 
i ' . ,. ·' . . ' ·--~ . ' --~ ., 

?ave an interest in our post-mortem reputation. That( 
1s why we spend huge amounts of money on such · 
things as the building of pyramids, founding of Univer-! 
sities. We have personal affection for our relatives, 

,. . 
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and we save and invest our resources for their benefit. 
And we have various ideal interests in our life. (As' 
Prof. Knight and Mr. Bertranc_! Russel emphasise, most 
of our activities in the acquisition of wealth may ulti-

'mately be traced to our desire for personal prestige and 
soc~er.) ·. ' · . , 
t' -t_The f~cardinal error of Bohm·Bawerk is .. that he 
atte~pts the comparison of the v~lue of commodities of 
en~irely differ~eti9ds of t~me)' As Wicksell puts it, 
~"In Bohm·Bawerk's opinion, the difference in value 
between present and future goods which comprises this 
agio, originates, like all other exchange values, in their 
different E!~rg!naL_utiliti~!J But at an earlier stage, 
Bohm·Bawerk himself }lad defined marginal utility as 
'the significance of the least significant of the concrete 
needs or partial needs which are satisfied. by the avail
able supplies of the kind in question', and we may add, 
in full agreement with the whole trend of his reasoning, 
'during. a given· consumption period'. '· But if we seek 
to apply this directly to present and future .goo~s, the 
difficulty dearly arises that both the supply (of future 
goods) ·and the period of . consumption are quite in-
determinate."• . · 
..,./ ~ut there is some truth in the· first ground of 
Bohm·Bawerk. This has been well developed by Irving 
.Fi.s.ber and Frank-Fetter, -who are the principal foiiow
ers of Bohm·Bawerk's agio theory. The essence of it is 
that there are some people who are better provided now 

1 than th~y hope to be in the future, while there are many 
lwho hope·to be better provided in the future than at pre
sent. The individual in each group is anxious to distri
bute his expenditure on consumption as evenly as possible 

4 \Vicksetl. Luturu on Political Economy, vol. I, p. 169. 
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over:-Jime. ~Naturally, if these two sets of people meet.· 
in the market, exchange of present for future wealth 
takes place. Now in ·a barter econwy, it is possible. 
that the lender is prepared to accept less quantity of 
goods in the future than what .he has lentlat present.i 
That is, oqirt~rest. may ?e negative: ~ut in\ mo. netary\' 

. ec~y the lender w1ll_demand· the repayrrt~_t of at 
least the principal .. lent; because mgiJ.ey _. invol~es nc;» or J 
~ery little carrying_ costs. But the presence of people 
\Vho are anxious to borrow and pay a premium_ above! 
the amount of loan induces the lender to charge interest; 
and the lender undergoes _no_ 1;acrifice. This kind of( 
borro~ing for evening J;>pLi!lS9Dles over time is veryY 

l common. But the great defect of this theory is tha~t 
it pays too much attention to loans f(')r · consum2tiqn · 
and negJ~ __ cts t_he de~_C!.l!<L.f.~g_s__jgr_~!J:,.' 
which is of tile greatest importance in the modern indus 1 

trial world. ·- · · ' 
In spite of the above arguments, it is a fact that . 

·the generality of men as .consumers prefer the present 
to the future. But it is impossible_ to accept th~ sub
~ective . undervaluation of _,t?e future as __ a. legit~mate 
fac!or

1 
m th.¢'i!PPl? of capttal, for reasons menboned 

above. :~~eover , 1n the modern world most of the\ 
! lending is done by banks whi~h have. no ti~e-prefer~il~e{ 
\for the present. If there ~·_an _agw or 1nte,.rest;-1t 1s . 

J?.Ot entirely due to human nature\ It is facilitated by 
a particular social framework, and by such factors ··as 
class divisions, distribution of~ income. This particular 

1 
social framework is historically determined and cannot! 
be eternal. Hence_ there is no such thing as a· natural[ 
right to an:income from capital in the shape of interest. 

' Bohm-Bawerk's third ground for the existence of 
interest, namely, the technical-.-su~iority of present.{ 

- - ' 
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J gooos, has given rise to endless criticism and contro- , 
\ versy .. For one thing, critics are right when they point 
-out that th!! third ground is nothing other t~ a i 
· reasonably correct P!~!~t:!ta~iq_n of the ma.rginal produ_~
(tiv!!l__!heoru.f ip.te!est, which he severely 

1
condemned 

in his. b.ook,. Cap.ital and Int.erest .. T.houglN-le interpret~ 
even the third ground in terms of subjective preference, J 

clearly it is m__c~l!k~ and t~clui_{~;LLf~~t. It is tanta
mount to admitting that capital is productive) In othe 
words, Bohm-Bawerk's theory_ is -~s_se!ltiaU.Y. a produ_~-;. 
tiv!!y theory of interest: (In so far as that is so, all the 
criticisms we have levelled against that theory hold 

......:.:·· 
good in the case of Bohm-Bawerk's theory~·. 
>l"' After stating the three grounds for the existence ·l 

of interest, Bohm-Bawerk deals at length with the 
determination of the rate of interest. Of course, here 

.~ . 

·he is mairtly concerned with the prinQp;tl forn1 of 
interest, namely, that which arises in production, or 
what he. calls 'Natural' interest. In· this .con.text, \Jle 
makes an elaborate excursion into the relation between 
wages and inter:est, and puts forth a theory which is 
similar ing!ny ·respects to the classical Wage~:f_!lnd 
d~trine: i ~ost impo~tant facfu. ~ff~c~ing. the . 
rate... of _tnterest are, accordmg to Bohm-Bawerk, three, 
namely, ( 1) The amount of the National ~ubsistence 
Fund, (2) The number ·.of producers or labourers to be 
provided out of the same, ( 3) The position of the scale 
of surplus returns or the degre~_of productivity con
nected with the 1ncreasing extension of·· the capit(l}ist 
.process. of production. l..Wages and interesq; ...,~~'iiryf: 
inversely) For, an increase in the subsistence,... fund) 
increases wages whil~ the rate of interest· is lowered.' 
It comes about thu~. The value of labour (i.e.: wages) 
depends upon the anticip_ated product of lapour, which· 
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tn tum depends upon -the length : of the · productive 
process. That is to say, wages are not fixed at any 
particular point from which we can start. Therefore, it 
is best to start with a given quantity of ·subsistence 
fund which will buy up the \vhole. of the available 
labour. Now if this subsistence fund increases rela
tively to population, · it will seek for employment. · 
According to Bonm-Bawerk, this increased subsistence·! 
fund will not raise wages, since the productivity ofl 
labour has not increa~. The increased fund will be 
employed in extending the . period of production .. 
Now ~ery incria:~e in· the period of p~oduction results 
in'an absolut~ ipcrease in the product but at~ diminishj 
ing rate. Now the rate of interest is determined b"f 
the marginal productivity ·of capital, which "diminishes 
as the production period is lengthened. ·Hence when 
there is an increase of subsistence· fund, ,the rate of 

~nterest will fall. -But the absolute ·increase in the_pro
duct will be shared by labour, that is, it will increase 

.)he level of wages. COnversely, if population increases 
relatively to the subsistence fu.nd, opposite results will 
foUow ;- thaf- is:- wages-. fall and the l-ate of interest 

. - ·". e ... , ................... - -- :---..~.-,., .• _. -- ---· _, 

rises, since the period· of production is • curtailed. and 
consequently the marginal productivity of capital rises ... 

p-I_ence a fall in the rate of interest or a rise in wages 
/ ~s symptomatic of an extension of the period of 
tyroductiQii]_J . · · 

1_ In spite of its many weak points- (especially those 
con~ected with the concept of~ the period of production)· 

1_ this theQ.ry offers a fairly satisfactory explanation_o~ 
l the distribution of wealth between capital and labour .. 
"1t is a known fact that as a country grows wealthier 
, the rate of interest falls while~ wages rise.~ _But this 

theory is very abstract, and 'one of its most important 
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)ass~mption~ !s the existence ~f p~rfect competition and 
stattc conditions. However, the theory explains how 
the increased productivity of capital is not enjoyed 
\exclusively by capital its~lf, but how it is shared be-.' 
/tween capital and labour.J . 

Bohm-Bawerk is aware that his subsistence fund 
)is in many respects similar to the '\Vages Fu~-:2,! ~ 
1
dassical economists. He therefore hastens to point o~t 
,the difference behyeen his theory .and that of the classi
cal economists. ~By subsistence fund Bohm-Bawerk 
means\not simply fQQd and the commoi!.Jlecessaries of 
life, but all that goes to the maintenance of the workers, . -'vhatever their standard of life is. It is\_the entire , 
'vealtb of the community. It consists of products at J 

all stages of maturity. It thus includes the means of 
production too. Hence capital is synonymous :\vith, 
wealth in general. But here is some apparent inconsist
ency .. Earlier,~onm-Ba.werk means by caRital essen
tia11y caQital goods) How is this definition con~_:nt . 
with the definition of capital as wealth in general ~he 
cause {or this apparent inconsistency ·is that 'cap1tal 
goods' is a social concept and capital in the sense of 
,vealth is a private or individual concept.I.J3ohm-Bawerk 
-clearly points out that capital f50ods do not produce 
interest. 'Interest arises in the exchange of present 
J>rivate wealth for futur~ private wealth. That is, 
• interest arises not in the sphere of production but in"' 
.1~~ sphere of _excha?~~ •. / .. . .. 
'·: --·" Another tnconststency of Bohm-Bawerk ts that tn 
bis theory of the relation between wages and interest, r . 
. be practically abandons the agio "doctrine, and put~ 
'lorth a productivity theory.: ·· 

Our final estimate of Bohm-Bawe~k's work is that 
after almost a thousand pages of prolix argumentation 
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he gives a none too clear but reasonably correct state.:· 
ment of the productivity theory, with an admixture of 
the wages-fund doctrine. {llis is really a marginal 

f productivity theory of interest, emphasising-the signifi .. 
j .cance of the time eleme~t in production. And it is this 
theory which is most widely accepted by Bohm-Bawerk's 

,Austrian followers.~ The agio theory is no longer the 
.acceJ?.ted doctrine of· the Austrian SchooL) · 

f{llohm-Bawerk's theory gave rise to two schools of 
thou'ght. The one s. c. hool repre. sented mainly by Profes-~ 

I sors Frank ·Fetter and lodng _fjshef' of America 
adhere~ to. the. tim·~;p~~£-;;~ence theory, though Fisher, 
1n his T/zeory of Interest attaches importance to the 
i,pvestment opportun~ty princip!_s in the 'interest prolr 
1em. The other school represented by l\.u!tt Wicksell 
and Pro!:_~_!:la~k entirely .rejects this ti~prefereni!i 
theory and stresses the productive element of capital. 
All that \Vicksell has do~-is to modify and complete 
Bohm-~awerk's m~rginal productivity ·· theory. t(The 
fundamental ideas of \Vicksell's theory-the idea that 

i interest is the differen~e between the marginal producti-1 
I • I 
\ vity of direct and indirect uses of the factors of produc-t 
'tion and his view that when there is an increa;e in capital~ 
-.different existing capital investments· are not increased 
proportionately, but that relatively longer investments 1 

I 

-predominate, and that through this an increas~ in wages~ 
and the prices of the original services due, to ·the 
increase of capital is · counteracted-constitute an 
i111portant contribution· to the theory _of capital ··and 
interest.\ His most important contribution is his theory I 
"Concerning the relationship between the rat~ of interest 
and the price-ley_el. \Vicksell was one of the first to 
recognise the monetaf)'= character of the rate of interest."' 
'Ve shall study this part of his work in another sectiOir 
of this essay. . .. 
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II 
After this general survey of the Austrian theory 

of interest, we shall return now to the very important 
and most controversial part of the· Austrian theory,. 
namely, the concept of the 'period of production' .. _or the 
~period of i~v.estment', originaliy expounded -by Bohm
Bawerk aQd developed by,· among others, Wicksell and 
Prof. Hayek. v . ·. '-··· 

~we shall do well to discuss first the central feature 
of. the Austrian theory that roundaQQ_ut processes at:e 
more productive than direct· processes.\ As a general 
statement this is· .correct and cori;istent with facts. 
·But th~s_nothing_Jlilier~n!I~QI!Omical in round
a~o1.!.t!llet4_ods; only the most economic~} methods often 
happen to be roundabout. · Many _short processe~ 
are efficient. Moreover the ultimate quantity of value\ 
'will not increase, even if their physical productivity is 
increasing, as the· processes become more and more 
,roundabout.. It would yield to entrepreneurs a smaller 
r . 

:profit than otherwise. With a given amount of labour 
.and capital there is a definite limit to the length of the 
productive process that could be used to advantage. 
For, a longe.r. pro~~_jnvoly~s ... more_ waiti_pg_ __ Jhan 
:~ sh_Q{ter..Jllle. Waitin__g is disC~:,greeable, because of the"' 
postponement of consumption to a later ,date. We 
.cannot increase the period of production indefinitely 
because of the scarcity of present resources; on account 
of which consumption cannot be postponed beyond 
a certain point. "Given the optimum amount of rouqd-~ 
aboutriess, we shall, of course, select the most efficient · 
roundabout processes which we can find up to th~ 
required aggregate. But the optimum amount itself 
should be such as to provide at the appropriate dates for .. 

1
that part of consumers~ demand which it is desired to 
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defer. In optimum conditions, that is to say, produc
tion should be so organized as to produce in the most 
efficient m.anner, compatible with delivery at the dates at 
which consumers· demand is expected to become effec
tive. It is no use to produce for delivery; except in so 
far as the prospect of a larger meal, . so to speak~ 
induces the consumer to anticipate or postpone the 
hour of dinner. · If; after hearing full particulars of 
the meals, he can get by ·fixing dinrrer at different 
hours, the consumer is expected to decide in favour of 
eight o'clock, it is the business of the cook to provide 
the best dinner he can - for service at that hour, 
irrespective of whether 7-30 or 8 o'clock or 8-30 is 
the hour \vhich would suit him best if time counted for 
nothing,~ one way or the other, and his only'task was 
to produce the absolutely best. dinner".5

- (Moreover 
another important factor which shortens the round..; 1 

aboutness is the presence of interest costs on the capitall 
invested. Because interest has to be paid on capital, 
therefore roundabout processes which involve mtich 
locking up of capital are not. undertaken unless they 
~yield more than the rate <?f interest to. be paid. (£~~ 
, it is not certain that more roundabout processes ar~ 
.. ~~~e e~Cient th~n l_e~s -~~~~~~~~ :_~ne~.)- · ·--~- " · l ~ ·· • 

J ·i..On the general and clear concept of the roundabout 
prod'uction Bohm-Bawerk builds the ·very obscure 
concel't of the 'period of pr.oduction'. This concept '" - -. 

forms an important ingredient in the capital and trade 
cycle theories of the Austrian economists.\ It has been 
modified and adopted by economists like Wicksell and 
Prof. Hayek. Bohm-Bawerk is by no means· the 
originator of this concept. It may be traced to the 

5 Keynes, General TlzeorJ•, pp. 215-6. 
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Physiocrats,. to Ricardo, to Senior and above all to 
Jevons, who was the first to elaborate the idea. 

"The period of production is the average lapse of 
time intervening between the activities of the original 
factors of production and the fruition of their product 
by consumers.1145 In calculating the period of produc
tion we must not take the absolute period of time 
1~psed. into consideration. For example, if the procluc
tion of a commodity requires in all 100 -days' labour, 
~md of these hundred one day was expended 10 years 
before the ·'COmpletion of the commodity, one day 9 
years before, and others respectively 8, 7, 6, 5 .••. 1 
bt:.·!ore, while the remaining 90 days were expended 
imt.n~diately before the completion, the average pro
duction period of the commodity is 1 "'' 

X10xt~9xl. SxJ .... •Jx 1,2xt~x0 __ 55 ·= 11 =·SS ye~rs 
100 . . 100 20 • 

"The purpose of the Austrian or · 'ti!!le: P~!'Ji>!l' 
theory of capital was", in the words of Mr~ N. Kaldor, 
t'to show tha8apital' is a distinct factor_Qf __ P-I9duc;tion, 
lwhich can be measured.in homogeneous units, both in 
the. production of particular goods and in the economic 
system as a whole; that the price of this factor is the 

· .rate of interest; that: both capital and interest can thus 
be brought into the framework of production and 
distribution theory on the same plane as 'labour' and 

1

4land'. (It rested on two premises. Fftst, the ~.ssump
tion that it is possible to make a 'valid' general 
distinction between capital goods and other productive 
resources. Second, the attempted demonstration that, . 
with the aid oT the concept of the investment period 
the heterogeneous mass of capital goods can be reduced, 

t R. G. Hawtrey, Capital and Employment, p. 11. 
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to homogeneity, and thus· 'capital' can be treated as 
;t quantity per sen.7 Capital becomes measurable ·in 

f terms of time. (The critics ~f l:he Austrian theory 
reject both these premises. Cfhey declare that the 
concept of the . production-period is· neither relevant nor 
useful in the analysis o{ economic problems, , especially 
the dynamic problem of the trade cycle~) · . 

(The critics of the Austrian theory deny that any 
general distinction can be drawn between capital goqds 

• and other productive instruments. In other words, · it ,. 
1s impossible to distinguish between original and 

' -produc~<L_II1ea~s of proquction, or between perm~nent 
and non.;permanent resources. ) In one. sense permanent 
resources never exist. Every productive resource 
including labour requires maintenance. In another 
sense, all resources are permanent, if they -are main
tained for ever. The point is that it is impossible to 
draw any distinction between permanenb and non
permanent resources. ~Similarly the distinction between 

I original and produced factors is invalid becap.se in the 
real world resources are prgduced with the help of the 
services of all kinds of resources, original as well as 
produced, and it is not true as the Austrian theory 
implies ,fhat 'produced' factors'_are produced exClusively 
with the aid o:Coriginal--f~ctors. This circumstance, as 
we shall see, destroys the . concept of the period of 
production. · 

l Secondly, tllere _ is ._ no- real ... ~Pi$til1~tJq~ __ .k~~~~~~ 
<:_~p~!}ditures .... _involved .. in_ .. maintaining". r~~otl,r~es . __ and. 
those involyed in replacing_ tJ.l~m.- -Hence .... @P!!~J. Jntl,_St 
be. regarded . as permanently p}aintained rather than 
r:~r~()dic~lly replaced. ) · · 

• 
1 "On the Theory of Capital : A ' Rejoinder to Prof. Knight", 

Econometrica, 1938, p. 163. 
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On behalf of the Austrian theory it is contended 
that though there may be no distinction between 
permanent and non-permanent resources or between 
original and produced resources, there is still a distinc
tion between what 1'Ir. Kaldor calls ·~ugm_9ltable' and 
{·non~ugmentable' resources. On this 'basis we have to 
distinguish capital.resources. frQm non-capital resources. 
The significance of this distinction _is that it explains 
interest as a distributive · share, determined by the 

· marginal productivity of capital,· and that it also 
explains the. relation 'between wages and interest. It 
is a known fact that an· increase in the quantity. 

' of capital leads to a fall in the rate of interest. That 
is, capital t6o is subject to the law of diminishing 
returns. This law assumes the existence of a fixed 
I 

~factor with reference to which the law of diminishing 
returns operates. Thus the distinction between capital 
and non-capital i resources is useful, th9ugh funda-

, mentally there may be no difference between them. 
The fact that all living beings have the same 
characteristics is no reason why we should not dis
tinguish between them as belonging to separate and 
distinct groups. The same holds true in th~ case of 
the distinction between capital and non-capital resources. 

· The notion of a factor of production and the 
orthodox classification of the factors of production no 
doubt bristle with difficulties and are highly unsatis
factory~ W!~hin each factor class, there must be a high 

-~degree of internal substitutability and a low degree of 
1 ;xternal substitutability. It is very doubtful· if the 
J orthodo~ classification satisfies this criterion, and very 
often the opposite is the· case. The orthodox classifi
cation is unsatisfactory on technical grounds. To:.day 
capital is identified with 'waiting', and there is the new 
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factor 'enterprise'. These two are not technical factors 
of production. The orthodox classification cannot · be 
defended on distributional grounds too. It is not 
a perfect scheme to ~xplain the classification of incomes 
in society. Ther(\ is no· identical relationship of a factor 1. 

0 • 0 .... ~--.. {' 

to 1ts mco~e tn the case _of all- tlie fo~r factor classe~·?' 
.1foreover It utterly falls to explain the econorm~ 
de~~age and conflict ~among the income-recei~ers of) 
society. . 

Hence. we must either formulate an alternative 
scheme of factor-classification, or, if we cannot do. this, 

.. we must totally abandon the notion of a factor-Class and. 
talk in terms of mere factor ·units. But unfortunately 
it is well-nigh impossible to present ari alternative 
classification. On grounds of substitutability the-factor 
classes will be so many as to lose all significance. There 
lS also a great variety of non-competing groups. 
1.foreover any factor-classification· -·may have no 
-permanent validity since economic conditions Change 
very frequently. And we cannot abandon the notion of 
a factor class, for in spite of its many drawbacks, it 
has a certain usefulne~s. It is~ us~ful tool in analysing 
arid exposing economic phenomena, especially that of 
the division of incomes in society. The· orthodox 
classification has survived in econo-mic theory for two 
reasons. First, the conservatism of economists which 
makes them loath to abandon it; secondly, the four:-fold 
-classification has an ~sthetic value. 

~ 

\Ve shall. therefore admit· the. distinction. between · 
/ 

·capital goods and non-capital goops. Granted this, we 
~shall see whether the concept of the production-period 
has any' meaning and how far it is relevant. 

In the first place, the fact that capital goods ·are 
produced with the aid of capital as well as non-capital_ 
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g-oods, and not merel by non-capital goods, invalidates 
' the conce t of the period o r . f the services 

of capital gdods aid the production of other capital 
goods in endless succession, the period of production 
becomes infinite. Hence the concept is meaningless 
~when applied to a single investment, that is, in the 

'production of one consumption good. The concept has 
; no .§ignificance even~ for the productive system as 

a whole for certain dynamic reasons to be discussed 
below. .. · 

~ · S~condly, _as pointed out above,· there is no 
.· distinction between maintenance and replacement 

I o 

1 
expenditures on capital Part of the output of capital 
goes to co-operate in its own replacement. Hence 
"Capital must be treated as perpetually maintained 
rather th~n periodically worn out and reproduced 
except where one's interest is ~in the life-history of 
some particular unit, taking· the rest of the system as 
given".' In replacement too there is the- co-operation 

.between capital and non-capital resources. Hence the 
'\production-period becomes indeterminate. 
· . Economists. who talk of the average period of 
production do not make it clear whether they conceive 
of the period of production ex-post or er-ante:e-'fhat 

• fs, the avera~e production-period rna looktO _J~e past 
or u ure. tt re ers to the past, it is the time 
lapsing between the beginning and end of ·the processes 
by which ·the present output of consumption goods has 
been produced. This is ex-post. If it refers to the 
future. it is the average period lapsing between the 

' 
~----

• Knight, "On the Theory of Capital: In ~eply to Mr .. Katdor''• 
Ecc11ometrica, 1938, p. 68. 

• Detailed explanation of u-ant~ and ~x-~osl concepts wilt be:_ given 
fn Chapter IX. 
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application of present labour and the completion of its 
final product. This is ex-ante.· Obviously it is in the I 
ex-ante sense that the concept of the period of produc:-\ 
tion is relevant to the theory of ~interest. (Of course 
in a world of stationary equi1ibrium the distinction 
between the ex-post and ex-ante magnitudes is not 
important.) An increase in the ex~ante or anticipated 
period· always will be followed by an increase in the 
ex-post or completed period of production. (But the, 
real world is dynamic. Hence anticipations will not 

1 
always be realised: ) There may be no correspondence 

( between the ex-ante period of production artd the 
. ex-post period. In fact they may move. in opposite_ 
I ways·.) At the beginning of a depression, the ex-ante

period may be short, but the completed period of 
production may be actually longer. 

l 
Because of the fact that the economic world is. 

dynamic, the measurement of the investment period 1 

· presents numerous difficulties. There -is no one period 1 

of production for all branches of industry.) T4e ratio
of total capital value to annual maintenance and 

· replacement cost gives some measure of the investment 
period. ~But this presupposes the existence of a definite 
rate of in1jr~st, and the prevalence qf perfect foresight 
and othel- stationary conditions. (The period varies. 
with changes in the rate. of interest. The period: 
depends upon the level of employment, that is, upon the; 
particular phase of the trade cycle.) · 

(Again, it is difficult to measure the .functional 
relationship between the quantity of capit~l and the-

. period of production.) The quantity or value o~ capita£ 
embodied in any productive instrument is 'the aggregate
net present worth ·of the value of all the services
which it will re~der in the future years. (To determine 
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this value~ we mu~t have all the data regarding the 
luture. )~e must know clearly the future history of 

);th: . investment.. We must know beforeh~nd the p~e
(Vathng rate of tnterest and ·the level of prtces.) Agatn, 
two capital assets of different periods of production may 
~have, the same present worth on account of their 
<lifferent rates of yield or on account of different 
.quantities of resources. tied. up per unit of time. 

( The Austrian. theory is wrong in asserting that 
the sole function of the rate of interest is to diminish 
.or, to lengthen the average period of production: It is 
41rgued by the Austrian economists that a fall (or rise) 
in the rate of interest leads to a lengthen1ng (or 
shortening) of the period of production. An increase 
-or decrease in the quantity ·of capital is· said to have 
_similar effects. This may be true in certain cases,· 
"but it is not universal. ) A lowering of the rate of 
-interest might incn;ase the total volume of production 
·without any lengthening of the average period of 
-production.· Capital is a quantity of two dimensions, 
:namely, thet qu~ntity or valuq of resources tied up in it, 
and Jime durmg which they are tied up, which is the· 

1
-period of production. (The error of the Austrian theory 
r?s that it stresses the )_im~-~~~-~~~~9!L at the expense of 
1 
the quantity-dimens~on. ) A lowering of the: rate of 
-interest means that investments whose expected yield 
was lower than "the previ_ous rate of . interest now 
"become worthwhile undertaking. But the new invest
~ments need not imply a longer .Production-process. 

The Austrian theory does not pay attention to the · 
influence of inventions, which, .in many cases, shorten 
the average prOduction-period. ' Inventions also make 
~orne of the investments obsolete, and thus falsify 
~nticipations .. 
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-
The concept of the period of pr~uction has been 

'videly made use of in the analysis of ~he trade cycle 
by the monetary overinvestment theorists like 
Professors H9ek, Mjses and -Ropke. ·· These eco
nomists argue that an expansion "of credit initiated by, 
.say,. lowering the money-rate of. interest relatively to 
the 'natural' or 'equilibrium' rate leads to a mal
distribution of resources and Jl distortion in the capita
listic structure of production. With a lower rate of 
interest resources will be- devoted more and more· tq 
the production' of intermediate goods, and' the vertical 
structure of production will be elongated farther than 
it' can be permanently maintained. A greater amount 
of capital will be used per unit of output of consump
tion goods. This· will alter the relative supply of 
<:onsumption and production goods. The supply of 
consumption- gOods wilt become scarcer in relation to 
demand, while the contrary \vill happen in the case of 
production goods. The prices ·of the former rise and 
those of the latter fall. The res~lt will be a slump in 
the production goods ,industry, and this' will. spread to 
the entire industrial field. But this explanation ·is 
defective in paying ~oo much attention to the time:_ 
dimension of capital. As Prof. Knight says, "Qne 
n1ight cross out such expressions as 'increised round
about~ess' or ''lengthening of the production-period' 

Vand substitute 'increase in the anigur;t of capital' ·or 
4 further investment' (Ceteris paribus) without seriously 
affecting the argument'mo of the Austrian theory. · ' 

(]:nough has been said to sh~w that the concept of 
·the period of production is beset with mariy difficulties. 
The concept is · not ~tirely meaningless, but -the 

10 Knight, op. cit., p. 64. 
8 
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diffi~ulties r~late ·to the measurability of the period .. 
The "conce~t is tenable only under the assul!!P.tion of 
per!ect foresi ht and,.other static conditions, which a_R 
far removed from reality.. et the concept is not 
entirely worthless, ·since an understanding of economic 
phenomena in a stationary· state goes a long way in 
helping one to understand dynamic changes of economic 
phenomena. If it is possible. to giye an index to the· 
degree of roundaboutness, · it can be demonstrated that 
an increase in capital" associated with a lower rate of 
"interest leads to the ·adoption of more roundabout 
processes. (But ·"there ean · be no doubt that for an, 

r analysis of dynamic problems---and especia'lly of the 
par ,excellence dynamic ·problem of the trade cycle the 
jnvestment·period concept could hardly be of ·any·· 
'- "u} . . . use. . 

11 Kaldor, H Annual Survey of Economic Theory: The Recent 
· Controversy on the Theory of Capital", Econometrica, 1937, p. 233. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE ~IONETARY THEORIES OF INTE~EST 

IN an earlier chapter we· have made reference to the 
fact that!"flie theory of interest has given rise to two 
distinct s~ools of thoug~t, namely, the 're:l ca£!tal' 

-(or 'pure') and. the monetary theories of. the· rate .of 
interestJ H~therto (we have examin~d(.the 'real capital' 
theories, according to ~hich... the rate of interest is 
~determined by the margin_2-l productivity .of capital in 
a techn2,lQZical sense and by psychological. f~~tors like 

1 abstin~ or _time-prefet:en.-ce. These -t4eori~ attach 
•Httk significance tc2_ money in the determination of the 
rate . of interest. They are too much occupied with 
'real' economics. But the monetary th~ories of interest' 

~ regard 'interest' as ·essentially a monetary problem .. 
The monetary thearies are less conceined with ·the 
~~a~s~ ·of the exist~nc·e · of , interest than . with th~ 
aefetplination c_>f the Tate of ~nteresq}) We haire' already 
see~ ~ow{P.roductivi~y of capital is the most imnru:tan~ 
cause of the existense of interest. But productivity

1 

does notei"plain the rate of interest. ·· ·· The inonetaryj 
theories regard the rate of · interest ·as essentially ·a 
money-rate and its, :determination purely a_ monetary 
phenomenonY~ . ~· ·- · . · . · . · 

In the chapter on the. classical ·theory of interest,. 
we have dealt at len~h. with the ·shortcomings of the 
'real' approach to the problems of economics: especially. 
that of the rate ()f_ i~te!'est. A brief . reeapituiation of 
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them will help us to understand better the monetary 
approach. 

{For a very long time, until practically the end of 
the nineteenth century, economists were' too much 
occupied with the 'real' f.conomics of an economy) that 
is essentially ·monetary. lThey held the view t~a~ there 
was very little c~>nnection, between what· is usually 
taught as Monetary Theory and the General Theory of 
Prices (or Value). Money was only a 'veil' which 
hid ~he true relat!onships of the ec.onomy. (The quantity 
of money had no influence on relative prices and the 
quantities of goods produced) Relative prices were 
governed by demand and supply. In this connection 
marginal utility, marginal cost, elasticity of substitution' 
and similar concepts played an important part. _The 
t~Qiti9nal theorists. made-use..af .monetary__tbeory only 
to expla.ill~~be_tran~jtion_lrom relative prices to 
absolute prices. For this purpo~~they~constructed the 
Quantity Theory of Money, and~ made use of .concepts 
like "Velocity of Circulation", "Exchange· Value of 
Money" and "Inflation". But there was absolutely no 
relation between these concepts and the earlier concepts 
of marginal. utility and elasticity of substitution, which 
were entirely absent in Monetary Theory. (It is ~_ialse 

rassup1ption that the quantity of money bas no influence 
'onretative-priCes;· and-the qua.ntif.ies_of good~mduc.ed 
(:n~~-a~~-~If,- as·the·trad~tional theory assumed 
1t to be,. _spendmg power at the dtsposal of the spenders 
is created by the process of production of other com
modities, incomes are· det~minecf by the value of 

rmarginal net products,- and 'the quantity of money has 
no effect on relative prices, and general disequilibrium 
cannot arise. But if it is possible to vary the spending 
power of individuals by the creation of credit by banks . 
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or by the issue of fresh notes liy the state or its agent, 
the Central Bank, there is now created. some si>ending 
power which is not the result of the production of _any 
commodities at all. The new incomes create an 
additional demand for goods, and this by affecting 
relative prices gives a stimulus 'to production of com..: 
modities. -\.The classical economists could not correctly 
understand the effects ·of changes in .the supply of, 
money. They were too much occupied ,with the idea ~j 
'Val~of_1-foney' or chaqges .in. the general-pFice-lev~~ 

t:Again, there was very little connection .between 
the rate of interest as determined_Qy 'real' fac!.Q!s like 
the marginal productivity of capital, ~n~ the ra~e__j>f 
interest presented in . treatises 01!_ ~oney and bankini} 
There was no unity of approach even- .within the 
1fonetary Theory itself. 'The - exchange -value of 
money' was defined as the reciprocal- of. the ·general 
price-level. The term 'price of money' was used to 
designate the rate of interest on short-term loans. 
There was no attempt to co-ordinate· these · several 
views at all. , : . ' 

(_The classical_ economists were mainly concerned 
witn ste!!.s. equilibrium. They mled out all uncertainty 
and expectatioiisiroiiltheir analysis. That is why they 
took into account only the first two. ftinct~ons o( money, 
namely, the medium of exchange ~nd the ·standard of 
value, and neglected the third and most important 
function, namely, . that of the store of value.- The 
function of money as a store of value obviously refers 
to intertemporal contt:"acts, and· naturally the timeless 
static theory of the classical economists could not make 
this an integral part of their analysis.) · . 

The cla~sical economists did_ not develop a t_heQq,_Qf 
ot;!~Las ~ whq_le. They 'Yere mainly concerned witli 
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jhe-":ii}alysis of particular equilibrium. They did not pay 
~t~ention ··to the repercussions of changes in the supply 
_:Of and demand for one .commodity on the price system 
as jl whole. . . 
• ll~The classical economists acceP.ted Say's.- dictum 
(the en11nciation of which owes much t() James Mill) 
tliat su 1 creates its own demand.'" So general oyer
production was impossible. ay's Law of 1\Iarkets 
·may be expressed as. follows. _Exchange is a twO:Sided 
process. Hence, it is to be viewed as a series of tran-

. sactions between two sets of producers, each of then1 
·. ~artering its product against the. others. Thus Ricardo 
said, "No man produces but with a view to consume or 
sell, and he never sells but with an intention to purchase 
some other commodity, which· may be immediately use
ful to him, or which may contribute to future 
production. By producing, then,. he necessarily becomes 
~either the consumer of his own goods, or the· purchaser 
:and consumer of the goods of some other person."1 

. All individual supplies ·and demands are equal,. and 
consequently aggregate supply and demand are equal.' 
There may be a disparity between the demand for and 
supplf of ·particular· commodities, frut this disparity 
would soon be corrected by appropriate changes in the 
price of that commodity. But general over-production 
was impossible. \_In other words; Say's Law means. that· 

• 
aggregate costs of production: are always. spent in 
purchasing the aggregate product, i.e~, aggregate 
idemand price and aggregate supply. are always equal. 
Llncidentally Say's. Law is equivalent to the assumption 
~f '{}!1_1' employment~') Production ~~ill •, be expanded 
until the supp(y price is equal to the dema~d price. 

... . 
1 Pt'inciplu IJ/ Political Economy and Taxation, p. 174. . . 
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But supply cannot be increased beyond· the point. at: · 
which the supply of output ·as a whole~ has become quite· 
inelastic. Competition· would increase · production up
to this point. {It follows froni S~'s Law that every 
individual spends his il).come on s,onsumption,. ·and that 

·.whatever he saves- he immediately in.v.ests the whole 
<>!- it.~ . That is ~hy th~ ~ ~a~sical ec~n01nists held the . 
, v1ew that every act of tndtvtduC\1 ~avtng led ~o a cor- . 
responding increase .in . the aggregate saving of . tlie ' 
i-commu~ity. The whole economic system· was . supposed 
. to be self-adjusting.- $or the same reasons~ the classical 
economists held that capital-accumulation could· never · 
be in excess of the use to which. it could_ ~e put.). . ·· 

[The classical theory was thus wrongJn neglectiJ?-g • 
the_ aggregate demand function~ The propensity· to 
consume is an independent variable, ··and it determines, 
in conjunction with 'the amount of investment the l~ve.l 
of aggregate incomes. Corresponding-· to ·a given 

J amount of investment. the. lev:t ·of income· and ~h~~ the\ 
r. am.ount of employment lS ; htgher the greater lS··· the 
. -propeJ:Isity to consume out- of a given income. . Thus 

' a low propensity to consume is very often· a formidable 
I • . • . 

<>bstacle to the attatnment of 'full' employment by the 
eommunity.) . . . - ~· '. . -~ .. ·. 

C'These were some of the shortcomings of the ,'real' 
approach to economic theory. The traditional economists 
thus created ·a fal.se «;livision between the . 'fheory .• of 
Value and Distributfori an.d the · Theory ' of ·Money, 
EconomiSts li~e '¥~~all were aware that 'tl).e mon~tary 
fac.tor could .c. reate';disturbance. s in the~economy: ~hey,} 
,:therefore, overc~lJle tr1e di(ficulty by assul'!!Lt!g_ ·the 
·existet!f:~ of m~,. But this is··an unreaT 
assumption. The actEal wP_r!q. is dyna~!i_Jull Qf _ttti
certainties. It is precTse)~ because of the existence of 

'"%·· •• • 
. ; t~. ' .. 
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uncertainties that money becomes important as a store 
of value. Hence· static equilibrium and money are in· 
compatible, for in such an economy there is no 
difference between money and debts. Because of its 
static character, the traditional analysis could not 
explain the occurrence of such dynamic phenomena like 
the trade cycle and unemployment) N oW-we..musurace 
th~ history of the attempt to co-ordinate the theories of 
val~~-:arut:-moner; .. :. Many-earlier·· -economiStS-· like 
Bentham, Thornton, Malthus and Marx criticised many 
postulates of the classical theory, especially Say's Law 
that supply creates ·its own demand. In the writings of 
these economists are to be found many modern idea~ 
on capital, money and interest. But these attempts were 
not systematically co-ordinated./ / 
· l There were tw,Q_circum~E~~- ... which. paved the 
way for the co-ordination of the theory of .val~e and 
the' theory·~of·money,- namely the,tash;bglance an~Jy,is 
and . the· te,JJital analysis. Both these took the time· 

ffactot into' consideration and bu\lt. a dynamic theory 

{attaching due importance to the role of expectations and 
uncertainties in the determination of current prices, 
out~ut and employmentJ · J. · -

; t. The Cash-l!a!an.ce analysis explained th~ d~n:mc!J 
I for mQ_ney fas an tntegral part· of economtc theory~ 
"What m~etarf-tneory i1aa· nof explained so far was 
1 ~hy people-desire -to hoi<!_ a pJ!rt of their w.e.aJ!l:t_ .. in 
\the form_of idle mol'!eY (which earns no income at all) 
rather than invest it in income-beari.!}g 9,SSets-Tradi
·tional theory was pre-occupied with ·the notion of value 

1 of money) ~The explanatio~ of· the detp.and for cash· 
balance, i.e., the desire to hold wealth in the form of 
money is . par excellence the monetary problem. The 
)irst impOrtant economist to explain the desire for 
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cash-holdings was Leon W alras.} Since then greater, 
and greater attention ts being paid . by economists t.c>. · 
this~roblem. - . ' . . ' . 

1 
.· 

"tin f __ explai~ing _th~-demand . .;for cas.~-~~~~:s,· ," 
economtsts for thLfir.s_t..tune_made.. use ot the tn..Qrguial 
utility -a;;~J~i.~~~E~~~~-"~~ Ltnon.etary theo~y:) It 

' was realised that money too possessed marginal utility. 
like any other commodity .. Now marginal. utility. js 
nothing but a choice be_tween alternatives. . The .. d~sire 

I to hold money is an alternative to holding assets. ,The. 
holder of wealth is always· anxiqus to obtain the best 
advantage front the possession of wealth-}· So he dis ... -

1 
tributes his· wealth between the holding oi mortey and 

' :the holding of assets in such a proportion· as to equalise 
1 

their marginal utilities .. (§o the desire to h~~ey . 
\ is dependet:tt upon other eco!lomic ·variables such as the 
, I price~ ... ot. assets,. state of expectations · regarding the. 

:, fut{;~e most important sing!~ :au~e for the ·~e~] 

} 

for money or cash:balances 1s the pre_~~ce of un-~ 
· certainty regarding_j:h~ co.!!!:§.e~. of future pri~s ~f 

ass$is and co!!!_moditie_~l ·Our knowledge of the~ future 
events is itnperfect. ., 6ur expectations regarding the 
future -are invariably sut:"rounded by .a penumbr~ of 
doubt. '\.As ¥r .. Keynes. puts it, Q:Qur desire to- hold 
I money as a store of wealth is a barometer of the degree! 

\ 
of our -distrust o~ our .own calcu1ations, concerning. the 
future. . . . . . . The possess! on of actual money lulls our 
disquietude.''' '(M:oney is a veiy safe ~eans o:f exchange• 
and it has future" sal~ability. ·That is, it -possesses . 
high liquidity.._ The · possession . of mqney . invoh;es 
negligible ·carryi~g costs. · Apatt ·from the motive o£ 

2 "The General '!l'heory of Employment'', Quarterly. Journal of 
· Eco11omics, Feb. 1937, p. 216. 
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security there <the speculi_tive mo.tive which creates 
a large demand for cash holdings. People may desire 
to- hold money. with the expectation of a fall in the 
prices of goods and securities. Hence, cet. par~, the· 
d~mand. for llloney varies directly with the degree of J 
uncertainty. 1) 

There are a few other reasons for the keeping of 
idle cash. · Generally, investments for relatively short. 
\periods are not made because.o(such costs as,brokerage 
?~.d _ ~iatpp _duties. ·. ·These costs are relatively ·large in 
comparison with the yield expected from such invest
ments. Also a lot of trouble is involved in such short-

riod investments. _ . 
LThe importance of the holding' of· cash-balances 

lies in the fact that the relative ·preferences of 
individuals. to hold moE_~· or s~~~.tities determine the 
r~f investmenJ .go,2fls,. Tpus an t}riduly high 

·preference to hold m~ney may create · a slump in 
. investment-goods industries, and this slumP. may (and 
often. will) spread to the other industries. ~ 'the_~h~ 

. balance apP.,roach_brings together the theories QLmoney 
and ptke. ~At the 5ame.1im;it111dicafeS the incompati-

• blmyoi.-l'Jloney and ~tatic equilibrium.) 
· Kn_!lt W!£ksell may be sajd to be (he first economist 

to make real progress it:~ the unification of the theories. 
of value and mopey .. This 'task was (and is) pursued 

~ . ' . ' 

3. However, as lwfr. Lachmann · h~s poi~ted out (in l!conomica, Aug. 
1937), there are two cxcepti~ns to this statement. The first is that 
when the future of the currency is in Clabger or when there is a flight 
from the currency, the demand for money diminishes and people ex
·change cash for illiquid goods like articles of ·consumption, clothing, 
jewellery and furniture:- Secondly, people may desire .. to hold cash be
cause they are certain that priets will fall in the near future. The first 
exception js an abnormal situation and the second is unusual. Hence 
they do not diminish the importance of uncertainty in determining the 
demand for 'CaSh-balances. · ' 
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by his critics like Davidson and Cassel and followers 
like Hayek, Lindhal, Myrdal, Ohlib; Misis, .' ~ynes,. .... - - ...., . . . 

'Robertson and Hawtrey. _ - . ·· "·· 
\.Wj~ksell aband~s ... Say's ___ Law __ of- Ma~~~~s and}. 

attempts to construct a theor~u~~~'l:l_t .. ~~- ~~y_!Iole. I 
He develops the thesis that just as a· change in the 

. . . 

price of a single commodity is due to a change in the 
relation between the supply of and deniand for it, the 

(
same must be true in the: case of a change in the: general 
commodity pric~-level. 'fhus, a rise in' the general
price-level means that the demand"for ·all eomtnodities: 

/takeri together has risen:· relatively to~tlierrsupply.] This·, 
thesis is explained by 1Vi~kse!!. t~rough an analysis ~of 
saving and ·investment . .L._According to him the .four 
elem'ents of~ilibrlum are (a) demand far" consuntp:. . 

. - ·- ·----- -----. .- . 
tiori goods; (b) production _of consumption · goods,' 

. (c) saving, .. and (d) investment. _in- real· capital) Thef 
, amount of consumption· goods produced is· direc~ly \ 

governed -by the amount of ·income~ people sp~nd on 1 
consttmp~ion; bttt the amount of investment is not~ 
directly- governed by that parf of income ,.Y.hich people i 
saYe. The _}(ey governing thjs equilibrium is the/' rate·-

. ' . .· .. :.· .. .. ~. . ~ -...~··· ...... ·-: ., ........ ' ~'!~---

\
. oUnt_~~t. In analysing the conditions of equilibrium 4 

\Vicksell brings in· the . t,heQry of monsy ~and cr~dit. 

!In th~ actual ~o':ld money and credit plaY,' ~n lm?or~n.t~ 
1 part tn determtnmg the volume of output ·and employ#"' 
' " . . . 

ment. \ \Vicksell holds. ihe view that an increase in the 
quantity of money, while .raiSing the general price-level 

r als~ i~c~~ses._ ~rod~stion," . esp~~ially tl_J.e _P!Q~!!C.ti~~ _ of 
t cap:_!~L_gqgds. Thts happens for two reasons, .. In the 

first instance, the demand for all commoaities increases, - .. 
and immediately prices rise. So the entrepreneurs earn 
greater profits.~ :Also, the money rate of interest falls 
·owing to the increase in the quantity of money. Hence 
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.production o'f ·all goods, and in par~icular that of capital 
goods, ·increases:'! . _ . 

Another . very important c~ntribution of wicksell 

lis his theory of the _relation between the rate of interest' 
and the general price-level. \!.;<ccording to Wicksell, · 
the conditiq~ __ 6Lequilibrium is that the 'no_rmal' -;ate 
of· interest and the money or. ma..rket rate _of injerest 
should be equal. · Wicksell's 'normal' rate is supposed 
to, ciOtiii=ee functions. In .!th~ fir~t place, it is the 

. ~rginal yield Q~~! ca~!t~! determined ~Y .• th~ rot;nd
about process of production. Secondly, 1t 1s lhe rate 
which equates the supply of and, demand for savings. 

· T~irdly, it ,is t~e rat: which stabilises th'e_ general) 
pr1ce-level) "ff e shall .9tscuss later whether th~se ~hree . 
conditions of equilibrium are identical. What we should 
:emphasise here · f~ •lhat, · according to Wicksell, any 
divergence between tqe . !normal'~ and money rates of 
interest would lead to a cumulative process of produc
tion and . price~ • Th"us', if the money rate o; ; interest 
was kept 'lo\ver than the ~normal' rate for a .sufficient ' . . 
length of time, _;1 ,cumolative expansionist process would· 
set in, and the· general price-level would rise until ~itch 
-time that the two rates oecome identical. Similarly, if 
the rnoti~y .• rate were kept abov~ ·t~.e; 't\ormal' rate, 

. then a continual downward pres~ure would be exerted 
~n prices and proauctfon. • · .__ · 

!"': • • I . ~. . • . 
;:.._Thus Wtcksell ctttemptea to co-ordmate 'real' 

r- -' ... ," -- ~ 

econo~cs aJld rrion~ta!)'· · eco,!!Q!!lics.) But his _efforts 
were not completely successful. For, while his theory I 
ot money was dyna~i'c, his theory_ of value was 1 

essentially static. He assumed consta!lLPrices and 
perfect foresight. Complete co-ordinatio_n between the 
theories of money and price· is possible only when both 
the theories are . dynamic. Wicksell was a strong 
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adherent of the vie~v ~t, to begin with: the ~~e"J . 
problems of production and consump~_on should . .lne
kept separate from the purely_ monetary problem.. He 
attached equal importance to the 'real' as well_ as the 1 - ·,.· -
.monetarY , aspects of the economy. That ·is why hej 
refused . to accept the view that __ the trade Cyhle _is 
essentially a monetary phenomenon. 

So far we Imve• only stressed the .tremendous 
importance of money in the modem economy, and we 

..... hav«; pleaded for the co-ordiha.tiot:~ of ;the theories of 
,-alue and money. Let us study in gr~ter detail the 
impact of this on the theory of interest. 

In ·the earlier chapters, we hav:e rejecte4 the 'real' 
theories .:of interest on the . grcrund that !~f)' .. ~~ no~ 
eq:.!a:n how tne rate of interest is determined. Now' 
'';e shall examine wh.e~her the monetarY theories off~r 
a satisfactory solution of the· interest problem.· \Ve 
ba\·e already made out a case 'for regarding int~st as 
a rnonev-premium oYer money lent." Here we "shall 

£ • • 

GWe~t length on the moneta~pproach. f'~l'-f i/..l.il"""' 
/[!he rno,netary approach to the· theorY of interest 
has produced two rival thearies. One is the· 'Loanable 
Fupg' theOry, and- the --other is .the 'cash~~· or 
4liq~ity pr~eren~tJl. ·The· difference of opinion 
between the two theories rests on this: "Is the rate of 1 

-~~ ____... I 

interest determined by- the supply of· and deman<tfor" ~ 
loanable funds ( orcredif ordaims)? Or,. -is it deter- I 

mined by the SUpply' Of and de~and for mOtley ftself?'~ I 

The forrne·r view is held by Pr~~. ~~rtil phliJ? and his\ 
gr9u~ of Swedisl!_ ~nomists, and by·. Professors{ 
Robe.L!§gn and Hicks, and many otpers. The latter 

view is held by 1Ir. J. 1!. -Kevnes and his followers:} 
~fost of, the write;=-s "o1--the 'Loanable Fund'- theory 
believe that ~Ir. Key!1es's theory is on the \vhole the 
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same as theirs, whereas Mi-. Keyn;s holds the view j 
(that the two the~es are .. radicall_ opposed to one)' 
another."' · . 

.......-.- ' e I 

~Both the schools of thought have many things in·"" 
co!!.!!l!Qn. Both of them :aim at constructing a theory~ 
~f output_ as a whole. · Their analysis . runs mainly in 
monetan:.._!erms instead of in 'real' terms. Both the 
.schools rej~the view of the classical economists that 
the rate of interest is -~~petermine_d by the condition 
that it equalises the· supply of and the demand for 
savings, , ~in ~ther words,· equalises savings and 
investment". 1 

-·· 

. But, 1 should not be '.presumed that' ·both the 
schools hold that' saving is always equal to investment. .. 
-According to the 'Loanable Fund' theories there can be f 
:a difference between. saving and i~vestment, and' in this t 
~connectio. n they make. use of a period, analysis. bn the\ 
,contrary· _Mr.· '~ynes maintains .. that saving andJ 
investment are always equ_al:1 But, as we will point 
out, there is no real difference of opinion between 
the hvo views.~· . . . 

{1\~ ... ~-~~riable~F).tn<f:Jh~ory. of _intetest represents 
·the first step in the transition from the classical theory 
to the . modern tlleory. (Economists 10f this school' 
recognise that hoarding, . dishoarding and changes in 

.,_. . .. ~... ~ 

·the .amount of ·money have something. to dp w}th the 
sttpJ2ly of credit and the. rate. of interest.:·: "l'lley base 
their theory of interest on a thorough analysis. of "-the 

. " 
·cone~ of. saving an_gjnve_§tment. ·· U nl~~Mr~-Keynes, 
they do itot .. maititain that saving is always eg_ual to 

- - .1/1 ~ -

4 ]. M. Keynes, "Alternative Theories of the Rate of Interest"r 
Eco1wmic Journal, 1937, p. 241. 

t 5 Bertil Ohlin, "Some Notes on the Stockholm Theory of Savings 
and Investment: II'', Economic Journal, 1937, p. 221. 
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-
investment. They admit both the possibilities of saving 
being ~qual to investment, and saving and--i;;'\i:esurient 
being unequal. ~In this connection t~ adopt a ;,.P~..£.d ·, 
~Ealysi_$. · Here 'Ye have two slightly ·different versions 
o. f it. One is the version developed by Prof. Rgl;l~rtson,~ 
and th~ other is the ex-/?.Qst and ex-anfe ~analysis· of/ 
the Swedish_ economist!} ~fr. Hawt;:-ey too develops. 
a similar scheme. Since these schemes of analysis ·are 
practically the _same, it is~ ~nough if we study any one 

·of them. We shall take" the analysis of .the Swedish. 
schOQ} into consideration. '. _ s "-'" t ~ .; ' . 

·• -Jl'i'he Swedish economists · look upon economic"'" 
vari~Ies .like.'ir1c2_~e: sa;,i.Qg a~d investmen.· t in a d~~ 
se.!!?.e, namely,_!_x-post and ex-ant~.) .&::p..asL!:_~J~ 
the past, and ex-ante ~der.S-!Q.Mtbe future.~ Lookin 
baCt~ over- a periOdOf time that has just elipsed, it· 
is possible ·to rntasu~e correctly what incoJE.e, sayjng-, 
and inve~tment are; (:rhis is an ~x~po_st · accotint of tpeJ. 
magnitudes} It· is a .retrosl)ectiy~_ or a book-keeping 
,;iew.: The ex-post account gives us a <i_irect.Jgio-\yl_edge 
o(the ·actual conditiO!_!S at ~r~sent, such ~S ,the. SUpply 
of capital goods and commodity stocks;· and. the nature· 
of existing contracts .. ·.An ex-fdst }}nowledge influences. 
expectations • regarding tlie future .. ~ course .. of events.\ 
.Th:- Swedi~h.· s.cho.· ~I too .holdWJ'te· _:rj~,w: ~~t, ~f:ipstJ 
sav~g_.and_tpy_e_?tm~_I1!..~_!~eg~cllJ~ .. · ,· . ; · · · _. $ 

N<?w we must .. study the: course of. expectations 
1 regarding· the future_ period,! because in the; actual 

business \vorld, these expectations pl~Y. a:n important;_ 
role in determining_ current prices ' and production. · 
This type of forwa_!d-looking ~nalysi~ is called ex-ante."_. 
The entrepreneur has certain expectations· regarding
the future events, such as prices, costs~nd rates of 
interest~ In addition to these expectations,. he ·,passesses. _'-

- ~ \ ....... ...., ---- ! """ 
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certain knowledge) regarding his productive capacity, 
contracts, etc. ( On the basis of these he constructs 
certain plans regarding his investments during the next 
period~ and carries them out. These plans are , hased on{ 

'the expected rate !lf ~_rofits and the rat~_Q_f -inte~~st. .. 
Similarly, the production of consumers' goods is 
planned, taking into account the consumers' plans arid 
preferences. In the same · way consumers also plan 
during the coming period. to spend so much on con
sumption and to save so much. Their plans 'too depend 
ttpon their expecte.d_.Jnc9mes, prices. oL consumption 
goods, and future ·needs. Taking all these into consider
ation· for the-economy as a whole, we get the ex-ante 
()r planned magnitudes of income, consumption- saving I 

~nd -·investQ.ent) These ex-··a1de magnitUdes refer-to 
schedules. For example, the schedule of ex-antt saving 
·shows the amounts that people choose to save at different 
hypothetical rates of interest. 

(According to the Swedish ~chool, it ought not to 
-be assumed that planned savingand planned investment 
I should be equal. . But at the end of the pla.!}!!ed_p~~iod, 
li.e., ex-post.~ they are equal. The way in which this 
-equality comes aboUt is-"that the inequality of planned 
saving and planned investme'nt sets ill motion a process 
which makes realised in£Q.IDe. differ ·from expected 
incQ_me, realised savings from planned savings, and 
realised new investment differ from the- corresponding .. ..__ 
-plan.. These differences we can call Une!}_~cted income, 
Unexpected new investment and Unintcntfo.nal 
savings.''6 ) And it must be noted that an expansionist 
rprocess is possible "even if planned savings and planned 
investment shoul~ happen to be e~ual. The only thing 

6 Bertil Ohlin. "Some Notes on the Stockholm Theory of Saving 
-and Investment: 1 .. , Ecouomic Journal, 1937, pp. 64-5. 
I 
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then required is that*expect~.J~comes grow,. and that_ 
cons~quently consumers increase their purchases.':7 

· · 

-'[he lengt_E. of the period ~hosen varies · witp 
different economists) ".For instance,; _Prof. Robertson's 
6<!,ay' is such that during this period the money income 
received ·cannot be spent within the same period. 

/Prof. Ohlin's period is so chosen that .. no alteration 
·wil~ b~-· made .in the plan. b_& the entrepreneur till the 
be1mnmg of the next pen9<Y' ·• · . . · 
--J ~._This analysis of saving and investme_nt leads us 
to the 'Loana~Fund' theory of interest. This theory· 

---.-----.- --~--. ~-·- . 
too rejects the view thaf the ·-rate of interest ts 
determine.d by the· condition_ that it brings about the. 
equ~Ji.!Y between saving and investmevtl "T~ere is no 
such market for savings· and· no price for savings:'8 

though there is a supply curve for savings and 
_a jemand curve for savings. · · · 
/. ,l.._ Accordin~ to this ~chool, :'t~e rate of inter~st ·is 

1 

'

stmpty the pnce of credtt, and It _Is th:refore g!l~rn~ · 
by the supJ2!y of anll demand _f_or cregit"• or claims or 
loans. '1 There is a demand curve or schedule for credit; 
~nd also~ a suppl~ curve for cr~dit,. ~n_d the r:te of( 
tnter~st.J~- d~ternuned __ ~t_lh~-- po_t!lt_oi_ __ !~!~se~tton_~~~ 
th~~~_t_wo_~rves. These·· two curVes are, of course,. 
er-ante concepts; and refer to a period- of time. The 
demand curve for loanable funds has close affinity -with'" 
the curve of marginal producti_yity_.of capital. This 
rurve normally slopes downward from the left to the 
right, indicating that as the rate of interest falls, more 
funds will be demanded by ·entrepreneurs for invest
ment. The supply of loanable funds comes from three 

7 Bertil Ohlin, "Some Notes on the Stockholm Theory of Saving 
and Investment: 1", Economic Journal, 1937, p. 66. ' 

8 Bertil Ohlin, "Alternative Theories of the Rate of Interest", 
Eco~10mic Journal, 1937, p. 424. ' 

, 9 Bertil Ohlin, "Some Notes .•.. etc~"· p. 221. 
9 
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sources, namely, ~ort_i!ation quotas, new savings and 
~'inflation' ',Vhich includes no.t ~nlY. newly crea~ed bank 
money but also dishoarding -of cash. Generally the 
supply curye of loanable funds ri~p~rds fr9m left 
to right.) Of course, it is difficult to state precisely the 

i elasticity o{ this curve. . Sometimes it is elastic and at 
other times it is inelastic. That is why, very often an 
increase in.demand for funds results not in an increase 
in supply but in a ris~e in the .f~te of interest. We may 
note that normally the amgunt saved fr..om current 
\income is largely .insensitive to changes in the rate of: 
'interest, at least in t~e short period. But the supply -
of fru~ds crea~e~ by .~!pfl;ttion' is elastic. 

·'.It is necessary to emphasise that the supply arid 
I demand _curves fot: loanable.· funds are .related to the 
lcurves of ex-ante saving, and investment. But the 
two-pairs of curves .are _not identical. ~or instance, 
the supply_ 9f lo~ns. may be greater or less than planned , 
savings, according as the quantity of the cash-holdings 
of the savers is __ diminished or increased. Similarly, 
. .the demand for. -loans may not be equal to planned 
,investment, for the. entrepreneurs may vary their cash
!holdings.'; In _short, all that is· saved need not be lent,. 
and all that is lent ~need·· not be invested. Thus, this 
1heory too attaches great importance· J;o the desire for 
i~\1~-holdings. . 
.ji •lJhe fLoanable ·Fund' theory may be expressed 
m~t E.recisely in Mr.-~~~ wo~~s. "The· rate of. 
interest is the price that equa~ the supr>Jy of 'credit',. 
,or saving plus net increase in the amount of f110ney in 
Ia period, to the de"inifu! for~edit', or inve!ttpent plus 
bet hoarding in the period.'~- · 

to "}\lternative Formulations of the Theory of Interest", Economic-
Journal, 1938, p. 213. '• 
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Now w~ shall qesc.Qbe~r,._7Keynes's. theory( As 
we have already seent~ holds that i~respective of anY1 
rate of interest, savi!lg and investment are alwaysl 
equal. J df course, this must be· ex-post. In ,£act, the 
classical theory too held that s.aving ~as always equal · 
to investment:'t In stating the equality ·of saving and 
. investment ~~ype'S. i~ . "returning to· ·. old-fashion_e,d:
orthodoxy".11 ~he n~y in 1.{r. Keynes's t~eory t 

1Hes in his contenti~n t~at it i~. nQ_t the rate of jnter~st( 
1 

but the level .<:>f . tn<;omes whtch ensures t~e · equahty! 
between saving and investment) If the rate of interest 
is not determined by the demand; for and supply;. o:£ 
saving, then how is it d.etermined at-all?· Perhaps it .. is 
determined 'by the marginal P.roductivity of eapi~l. -
But ~fr. Keynes rejects this view as it leads to.c.ircular 
reasoning. . · . / .. 

Mr. Keynes offers· a s.olut1on. \)'he fault of the:: 
, , '' ~--- , ... 

traditional th~ory was that it did not. pay attention to 
the point, "in what form is the unconsumed part of 

'income going to be held?". Will-it be held in the .form 
of money or in the form of securities. or · deb'ts ?' 
1fr. Keynes pays most attention to thi~- point. In 
doing so,Jie draws his in,.Jpjr.~tiof!.J.!.<2!Il_t~S-;...~nti
lists.~~cordi?g to Mr. Keynes; inter..,est iuimp.ly__!bel 
pre~.!!!!Jl obtantabl~Cllr.!~nt cash ~ver·d~f~rred cash~. 
It ts not ·the pnce or . reward for savmg or "not 
spendiri.g';. but it is ·the·_ pay~ent .. for · lendin.K.JP..Qney; \ 
it is the reward for 'not. hoarding' or the reward for 
part1ng with 'liquidity'· fqr a specified· period).~ "I tis 
~- m~C1~.!~te of tile unwi.!!!ngn(s""s ~£ ' those ' 0 

1

• possess 
money to part. with their liquid control over it .. , ..... 

- . . 
:It is the 'price' which equilibrates the desire to hold· 

............ .. lol , • -

, I 
11 Keynes, "Alternative Theories, etc.", Economic Journal, 1937, p. 249. 
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wealth 'i~ the form of cash with the available quantity 
t of cash.').l But as Professors Robertson and Vi~er , 
have po1nted. put, this definition pf interest does not 
exdude the previous. definitiohYWithout saving there 
can be no liguidity to surrender. _Hence interest is the 
return for saving with~ut liquidit!j That is to say, it 
is '-reward both for not-spending and for not-hoard- · 
ing;) Howev~r, it is a different matter in the case of 
ban~s which "rend money which is n~t, often, the result 
of saving at ·au. . ·· 

The _monetary theot'ies~_Lint~st are- le~ 
T 

··copcerned wi~lLtl:'!e ~rigit:l_Qf_j_llt~resL than with the 
iorces determining. the level of and ,.the fluctuations in 
·the rate of interest. "( The only cause for the payment 
of interest is the op~rtunity of making a gain with the 

J'se of •money borrowed. :· .. 
1 ~·According to Mr. Keynes, the independent 

yaricili'tes determining the rate of interest are :twq, 
;namely, liquidi!Y-prefereii'Ce and tJ:e quantit_y q~ money.) 
In this context money may be taken as co-extensive 
with bank-deposits) Hence the total quantity of money 
is a heterogeneous mixture of cash and bank-deposits 
of various kinds. (. Tpus · the quan_tity of money- is 
a known term depending upo!l banking policy. ·It 
constitutes the sgm>ly_oL money.) . ~ 

~ \·,Liquidity-preference i·s nothing but th~ d~~nd 
~fot""money. The schedule of liquidity-preference shows 
the-~amounts of money an individual will desire to hold 
at different rates of 'int~resi) Mr. , Keynes holds that 
tlie liqu.idit_y-preference curve slo_p~_s_·_~Q~nward from 
left to right. '. That is~fthe ·rate of interest falls as the 
quantity of money is increased. T_he rate of interest 

12 Keynes, General Theory, p. 167. 
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is determined at that level where the demand for ~ 
money is equal to the supply of ~one;) The. same . 

· might be expressed in a different way. (Ihe supply of 
money depends upon the liquidity-preference of ~!'te 
banks. The demand for money --depends -·upon· the 
liquidity-preference of the public. Hence we may say 
that the rate of inter~st is determined by' th~ interplay 
of the terms on which the public· desir~s _to become 
more or· less liquid and those. on which the .ban!dng 
system is ready to become more' or less illiquid:)· . 

4Ir. Keynes enumerates ·three motives for liquidity-
preference: .. · ·- , • • 
..,.·" (1) Tlze traizsactio11s-niotive.-A. ce"r~in ·amount 
of cash is always ·necessary joi .persoti~t and busines.s 
exchanges. There is always a· time-lag betweet) the 
receipt and ·the disposal of income by the publi6-J In 
the _case of . !,_nh:epreneu'=s,': the ·amount of inoney . 
required for transactions ~~rpQ~es~consists of two parts. 
~One is the active business deposits-., to meet costs 
during the time-lag &tween the rec~fpts of their ~le, · 
and the payment by .. them of wages and other• cost~. - .. ----· Another source o:( demand for money is due · to ·the 
time-lag between the inception and the executio~ of 
entrepreneurial decisions. · This is the financial depOsits 
or what 1\Ir. Keynes calls 1finat:tce':) .'Entrepreneurs 
accumulate . cash~balances for outliys in. the future. 
This need f~r cash is the result of the 'ex.:ante character 
of investment decisions.) This temporary demand for . 
m~y is quite . distinct from tl1e dema:nd for activ:e' 
balances which.· \;ill arise when the investil)ent is 
actually being executed. Between "the two kinds of 
deposits for transaction purposes, !Jhe active business 
deposits are larg-er in volume. Finan"cial deposits are 
relatively small in volume, but have a very high v~locity:·~ 
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That is :\vhy 1Ir~ Keynes regards •finance' as a revolving 
fund.' ,~·He~ce the total quantity of money required for~ 
tra~sactlons purposes depends upon the level of b1;1siness 
.activity; the level of mQ~y income, and the volume of 
, 'planned~ investm~ · • 

,, ((2} /The precautionary moti'lle.~ash is needed . . 
, ,,.to provi2e_for conti~gencies requiring sudden expendi· 
·ture and for unfor..eseen- opportunities. of advantageous 
purchises, and also to hold an asset of which the value 
is fixed in terms of money".11 The first part of this 
sentence i.s va~e;. but the second contains the truth~ 
Money is the commodity which possesses debt-discharg
ing quality. 

,/ t(3): The ipeculati't~e-motive.-This is by far the' 
~mQ.S.Limportant mgtive for liquidity-preference.· The 
reason for this motive is the existence of- a special 
. kind of uncertainty-uncertai~ regarding t~~J~!lture 
course of rates of interest, which, according to 
Mr~ KeYr'tes, "is the sole intelligible e~p_lanation ·pf" the 
type o! Jiquidity-prefere~ce"u mentioned here.) "If 
the rates of interest ruling at aU future times could 
be foreseen with certainty, all- future rates of interest 
could be inferred from the present rates of interest for 
-debts of different maturities, which. would he: adjusted 
to the knowledge of the future rates.m5 'It is on 
account of the eleme~ainty that .speEJ.lators 
l,<lesire cash-holdings with "the object of securing profit 
~rom kriowing better th~l! -~!!~ .. D.l~_rk~_t what_ the future 
!will bring forthme and also with the object of avoii!ng 

13 Keynes, Central Theory, p. 196. 
u Ibid., p. 201. 
11 Ibid., p. 168. 
u Ibid., p. 170. 
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capital-lo.ss. Liquidity~preference due· to the specula..: 
~i\:e . motive is a highly psychological phenomenon.) If-:. 

,: Thus the total demand for money (~I) is made up 
of two parts. One part of it ( ~~~) consists of the 
amount required to satisfy the transactions and pre
cautionary motiYes. This is the active money. X: The i 

, liquidity-function of ~~~ "\-aries with the .··general~
. business acti\;ty and the leYel of money mcome, but it" 
is very insensitiYe to changes in the rate of inte!~st. 
7he second_part ( ~~~) is the amount required j to 
satj5fy the speculative-motive. It· is the inactive br · 
idle or hoarded money. The liquidity-preference fotJ 
~!2 · may be called 'liquidity-preference proper'.} 
1Ir. Keynes does not clearly distinguish between 
liquidity-preference in the wider sense of the total . 
<lemand for .. money (~I1 + M!) and 'liquidi_!y-prefer..: 
ence proper'. Sometimes he uses it in the wider Sense . 

. ' 
and sometimes in the narrower one. But his· main 
emphasis is on the 'liquidity-preference proper'. 

(The liquidity-preference ~rve proper. is ,·ery/ 
. sensitive to changes in the rate of interest and 
' eA-pectations regarding the future course of the rat~ 
~~~ is negatively correlated with the rate of interest, 
and ~~~ has a greater negative correlation with the rate 
of interest than has ~I, the total quantitf of money. :. It 
is because of the hig_h degree of sensitiveness of Th 
to the rate of interest that monetary management'an 
influence economic activity cither thr~ugh ·~market· 
operations' or by discoun~-rate policy. ' ~ 

1 
~r . .._Keynes attaches . very great . importance to 

1 liquidity-preference as a determinant of the volume of 
,.__. ---- ----·-· - ----··-·- .,---::·- ---
' investm~! __ ;t!ld_ ~lqyment. '\ The schedule of liquidity-

preference might often negate the efforts of the 
mcnetary authority to increase~the rate of investment. 
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ThUs, an .increase in the quantity of money may not 
cause. the rate of interest'to fall (and thus stimufate 

1jnvestment), for it may so happen that the_increase in 
. ~pe quantity of money might create a high d~fee of 
uncertainty regarding the future and thus strengfuen • 

1 

the liquidity-preference of the investing public. Con .. 
.. ,-efsely, liquidity-preference may be the auth-;r of 
recQvery. Certainty and optimism regarding the 
future, by lowering liquidity~preference may encourage 
investment, especially long-term ·investment) The 
success ~f any policy of monetary management depends 
upon the existence of a. variety of opinion regarding 
what -is uncertain in the future. In other words, ther 
success of capi~alism itself depends on the policy .. off 
divide and rule. 

~-· 

1 So much for Mr. Keynes's theory of inte.rest- just 

~
t-present. ,Jn- his .theory the quantity of cash and the 

state of :long-term expectations occupy.._ a central place .. 
It fs· this feature that gives a sense of realism to his 
heory of ·interest./ · 

Now that we have stated the two theories of the 
mo~etary 'approach, . lel us examine the criticisms 
levelled against each other. This will enable us to judge 
whether the theories are fundamentally different or 
practically the same .... 

{Mr. Keynes _believes that the 'Loana~le ___ ~t.!~d' 
. ~heory is preciSelY, the $atne ·as tb~c~.§.§ic~J .. !~eo~y _of 
~~ terest. He ar~es that the net supply of credit 'is 
l thing but the quantity of saving, and the net demand 
}f r .credit is the same as the quantity _of' net investment. 
Mr. Keynes therefore regards the' ~Loanable Fund' 
theory as implying that the rate of interest is det_ermin
ed by the condition that it equ~s the demand for 
saving to the supply of saving-. d§.ut this criticism of 
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Mr .. Keynes is not correct because he does ·not dis
tinguish clearly between the ex-post and the .ex-ante 
phenomena.· Saving ~nd investment. are equal ex-post 

r but not ex-ante. The e.:-Post equality between saving· 
and investment ·"does not prove that the · price· of 
credit cannot be .determined by the conditi_9n that in· 
a free ~ket supply and demand at t~is price is made 
equal"~Prof. Ohlin gives an instat:tce to prove this. 
If in an authoritarian state the rate of interest is fixed 
below the rate of interest that would prevail in a free 
market, then ex-post saving and in~estment ,• are no 
doubt equal, but the quantity of credit demanded is 
greater than the quantity offered, and rationing h9-s to. 
be resorted to. The equality of saving and investment 
is consistent. with any rate of interest, But, "not so 
\vith credit. Given a certain willingness to grant and I 
to take cre_dit on the part . of individuals, firms and; 
banks, only · one interest level is . pos~ible 'in a free. 
market. · , The truth is that the price of 3 per cent.· 
bonds-and thus the · long-term rate of interest-is 
fixed on the bond market· by the demand q,nd supply 
curves in the same way as the ·price· of eggs or straw-
berries on a village market".18 

_ 

. (Mr. Keypes forgets;~that th~ 'Loanable Fund' 1 
theorists have· made it cleir *that 'the·· curves relating 

' to the demand for and supply of credit, and the· curves 
relating_ to savings and investment are • di~tinct~ · .. This 
is be~use of the importance of hoardin~ or the desi~e 
for holding cash) 1'Mon!over, the desire to vary cash 
holdings due to liquidity-preference ·is manifested in 
the supply and demand of credit, for it . is only in . the . 

17 Bertit Ohlin, "Alternative Theories of the Rate of Interest", 
EcottOmic Jou.rnal, 1937, p. 423. 

18 Ibid., p. 424. -
:...,, ~vEA- I S.L 1>.-

,_s.lJ. 
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, . . , 
market for credit that the exchange of claims and 
cash takes _place.) The point is well expressed by ,·· 
Prof. Hicks: "For any short period, the difference 
between the v~lue of the things an individual acquires 
(including money) must, apart from· ·gifts, equal the 
change in his net debt-his borrowing and lending. 
The same will apply to a firm. If, therefore, the 
demand for every commodity and factor equals the 
supply,- and if the demand for· money. equals the supply 
~of tJ!Oney, it follows by mere arithmetic that the 
demand, for loans must equal the supply of loans 
(when these latter are interpreted in a properly 
inclu~ve way).m• · . 

· ijnother point of ~ontroversy is how a rise in 

\

. nvestment demand for funds (owing to a rise in the 
arginal efficiency of capital) affects __ the ra!~_gf 

'~terest. According to the 'Loanable Fund' theory: 
~would,- cet. par., raise the rate of interest. 

. rvl r. Keynes· apparently seems to deny that SU!h an 
\rlcrease in demand raises the rate of interes.U He 
writes: "Tlie schedule of the marginal efficie~cy of 
capital may be said· to govern the terms on which 
loanable funds are demanded for the purpose of new 
investment; whilst, the . rate' of interest governs 
the terms on which funds . are being currently 
supplied."20 Tl;lis ·will be valid only if one of the two 
following assumptions is fulfilled, namely, that the 

1
1iquidity-preference curve is perfec;t~ elastic, the curve 
representing a horizontal)ine. "For in that case, every 
increase in money will have no effect on the rate of 
interest; or that the monetary authority not only 

19 "l.fr. Keynes's Theory of Employment", Economic Jourflal, 1936. ' 
p. 296. 

20 Cmeral Th~ory, p. 165. 
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possesses the power but also uses it to k~p down the 
rate of interest to some level in face of an increased 
demand for funds. But ~Ir. Keynes does not believe_ 
in both the assumptions. He says that the liquidity
preference cun·e slopes downwardsc from left- to rig~t. 
He also denies the ability of the rnomtary authority to 
control the rate of. interest thoroughly. In reality, 

· :\Ir. Keynes admits that the "increased demand for 
money resulting from an increase in activity has 
a backwash which tends to raise the rate of interest; 
and this is indeed, a significant elel!lent in my theory 
of why booms carry within them seeds of their own 
destruction. But this is, essentially, a part of the 
liquidity theory of interest, and not of the orthodox 
theory".21 "It is thus: The entrepreneur ~y need more 
cash in anticipation of an increase in his future 
expenditure .. Secondly, the additional !JlOney he has 
borrowed may ·aU be spent on transactions, and this, 
means that the quantity · of money · available for. 
speculative purposes is diminished. / So in either case , 
the liquidity-preference has risen, and hence the rate 
-of interest rises. - · 

1Ioreover, there is another important factor which, 
owing to the rise in the marginal efficiency of. capital, 
increases the demand for money. This is 'finance' _of 
which we ha,-e already spoken. The discovery of 
"finance' is an amendment of ~Iy. Keynes's theory. 

It must be noted that tlyf rate_ of interest rises 
only if the supply of m~ney is p.ot increased either by! 
banks or by dishoard_ing by the public at the current) 
rate of interest. Usually the supply of money in the 
5ho~riod is inelastic and this will lead to a rise in 

~ . . 
21 Keynes, .. The General · Theory of 

Jcurnal cf Economics, February 1937, p. 210. 

. •. 

Employment", QlitJI'Ieriy 
' . 
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the rate of interest. But if the supply of money is 
actually ·increased, the rate of interest will not go up. 
In this case the increased supply of money by the 
banks would mean, according to Mr. Keynes, that the 
banks are· willing to bec9me more illiquid. This would 
cancel the effect of the· rise in the liquidity-preference 
of the public. Dishoarding by a part of the- public , 
would mean the same. 

I . 

· Thus· (Mr. Keynes does not deny the fact that 
a r~ in ~marginaL efficieney of c~pital h~~ 
a tendency to rais_e the rate Q_f int~r~t. .But this 
is far from admitting, as Prof. Robertson holds, that 
the rate of interest is actually determined by the 
marginal productivity of capital. In the first place, it 
is not the_ current marginal productivity (as the 
classical theory implied), but it is the rise · in the 
anticipated marginal productivity or \'{hat Mr. Keynes 
calls the marginal effick_n~tal that raises the 
.rate of interest. Moreover, the classical theory did not 
explain the causal route through which the rate of 
interest is affected. Mr. Keynes furnishes the answer 
to this." {!he rate . of interest rises owing to the 
increase in the liquidity-preference of the entre
preneurs• · . And the rate 'of interest does not 
always rise. It is only when the monetary .at!!hority 
does not respond quickly to the increased demand for 
credit that the rate rises. If the monetary authority 
is very responsive, tpen there will be no rise at all in 
the ,~te of interest. J 

ll}he s~..9.llc! important point we have to consider. 
is the inter-relation between saving, liquidity-prefe-......... .. --·. ·- .-.. 
renee and the rate of interest... Let us study the effect 
'of a rise in the propensity to save (a fall in the 
propensity to consume) on the rate of interest and the 
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amount of investment. CThis subj~ct-has been the topi~ 
·of a long controversy betwe~n .1\fr. Keynes and 
Prof. Robertson. The outcome of this-controversy is . 
that both are agreed that the rate of' interest yaries · 

/inversely with. t~-~~pensity_to sa_ye~ But·. their 
explanations of, this ~equence ,.~re different. C£he· 
classical theory, I as we have. seen, (:assumed a ·constant 
level of aggregate income. An increase i~ the-
~propensity ~o save, the! ar~ed, in~r~~ses · the· aggr~- . 
\gate quantity of saving In relation to aggr_egate 
'investment. They made the further assumption that. 
the increased saving would always be invested. Hence - ' ~-" ~ '· 

the quantity of saving is greater than the amount of 
· investment. So the rate of interest falls · and 
aggregale_ID.v~stment is increased.)~ 'Loanable., 
Fund' theory would explain the same'iy_~ing that 

t the rat~ oL interest falls owing to an increase in the 
! '-~pply of credit relative · · to the demand for it..l 
~r. Keynes daes n~ explanation.. If, as 
the clas.,&cal grtd the 'Loanable Fund' theorists hold, 1 

an increase in saving were al\vays, inv~and the 

I ~otal money income remained ~onstant~---~~ _~~!.~:of J 

1nterest .. need not fall. For with the- same Income, · .. 
liquidity-preference, or the demand fdr money as well 
as the supply of money have remained the same~ · That 
means the rate of interest too remains .,at the same 
level. ·Even if the increased saving is hoarded; instead. 
of being spent · on investment, the rate .. of interest 
iremains the same. An increase in the· quantity of 
saving diminishes aggregate · incomes and thus ~ 

diminishes the demand for ·money for active balances 
(1·ft), while the demand lor money __ fot__,sp_eculative1 

. purposes ( 1·12) increases by the same amount. .A, gain, ' 
the total demand for money as \vell as the total supply 
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remain the sa~ tha.t the rate of interest too remains 
at the old Ieve. · · · . · 

/ 

, ~.:Mt=a Keynes's explanation of the ,fall in the rate 
of interest is this. An increase in the propensity to 
save, which is not itself hoarding, diminishes aggregate 
income, and at the same ·time reduces the marginal 
efficiency of capital. Aggregate employment and 
income fall. That means the demand for active 

~ . 
balances is lowered. That is, tota.l demand for money 
falls; But the· total quantity of money, which con
stitutes the supply of money, remains constant. Hence 
the rate ,of interest falls. 6_ So Mr. Keynes's.. conditions 
for the fall in the rate of interest are: ( i) a fall i~ 
aggregate income and. employment; '( ii) the aggregate 
quantity of money must remain the same. As to th 
effect on investment, Mr. Keynes would not admit that 
the increased saving stimulates investment}. ' 
, (Thus, .though there is agreement of opinion be
hreen Mr. Keynes and ·his opponents regarding the 
effect of a change in the propensitx.._to save on the rat\ 
of interest, Mr. Keynes's th~ory is more satisfactory 
in that it indicates. the ~usa) route through which 
changes. in the propensity to save affect the rate of 
interest~ : 
~ et another important point we have to disCUSS·· 

here is the eff~ of an increase_ in the qua.ntity o£:. 
money on the rate of interest. The classical economists L 

held th~t the primary effect of the increase in the 
quantity of money was to r:aise prices and n~t lo~er .. 
the rate' of interest. This is ·a direct result of their 
a1sumption of _1~!1~- .~mployment~./ But Mr. Keynes 
,notds that the primary effect of the _increase in the 
quantity of money is to lower the rat~ of interest, the· 
rise of prices ·being an ultimate consequence of 
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a change in the rate of interest) Mr. Keynes argu_es 
. that the increase in the quantify of·money will-increase 

effective_"· demand and emplo~~nt) He . therefore 
restates the quantity theory of money as follows; "So' 
long as there is unemployment, employment .. will 
change in the same proportion as the quantity of· 
money; and when there· is full etpployment, prices will. 
change in the same, proportion, as the quantity .of 
money."22 ~But he does not deny that ·in addition to 
the increase in employme:qt the quantity of money 
will partly raise prices too. J · · • 

~ccording to Mr. Keynes, the incr~Cl$~ __ _j~ 
effective demand is brought about through the fall itiJ 
the rate of inter~t. For, liquidity-preference remain
ing the same, 'in· increase in the· quantity of money 
·must lower the rate of interest. At the ·lower rate 
of interest more .money i's . held for transactions 
purposes, since the fall in the rate~£ it?-terest increases. 
investment and effective demand)) More idle money 
too will be held because of the lower cost of holding 
money. Equilibrium will be established- between the 

.. , 
·demand for and supply of money at , the lower rate 
. of interest. Mr. Keynes is aware of the fact that the. 
actual increase in effective demand and employment 
due to an in,crease in the quantity of money depends 
upon such factors like the marginal efficiency of capital,. 
homogeneity of productive resources; elasticity of 
su(ly of factors of production and the level ~f wages. 

-Mr. Keynes does not hold that the increase in the 
. . 

quantity of money always ·leads to a fall in the rate 
of interest. If the increase in the quantity 'of money 
causes uncertainty regarding the future· Iev~l of prices 

22 Keyn~s,' General Theory, p. 296. 
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and interest-rates, liquidity-preference due to the 
security-motive rises and the rate of interest is not 
lowered at all The . volume of investment docs · not 

; increase. The rate of interest loses its power as·· 
.~a regulator. of invest111ent~) As Mr. Keynes says, "If, 
however, we are tempted to assert that money is the 
drink which stimulates ·the system to· activity, we 
must· remind ourselves that there may be several slips 
between the cup and the lip".13 The 'Loanable Fund'· 

. theory would not probably deny ali these repercussions 
~f changes. in the quantity of f!lOney. j) ,· 
· (Incidentally we -might discuss another point. ~ If 
·every increase in th, quantity of money brings down 
the rate of interest, is there no limit to the fall in 
the rate? Ca.nnot the rate of interest reach the zero 
level? Mr. Keynes admits that· there is a limiLto_the 

• . ....... .....__.. ... 1 • ..,.,-,~01- ·- • 

, fa!!:,. If · the rate of interest is 2 per cent. or below 
'that the elasticity of demand for money becomes 
'almost infinite. This is because of two reasons. Z In 
the first place, such a rate is considered to be lower 

;than the 'safe' ·rate. In the second place, th~ ~arnmg 
f of interest by parting with liquidity is not much.; That 

-=:oar . 

is why ~Ir. Keynes regards the rate of interest as 
a highly. conventional phenomenon, because it depends 
·upon what the community thinks to be the 'safe' rate. 
Apart from this limit to the fall in the rate of interest, 
there are certain other reasons why the rate of interest 
cannot fall very low. In the first place, there are costs 
:of banking. )n the secona place, a risk-premium has 
; always to be paid for the loan of mo~ey1 At very low 
rates of interest the demand for loans becomes infinite, 
especially _ for the buying of durable consumption 

" .>!< 

2:J General Theory, p. 173. 
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devoted to satisfying the whims of the rich people 
while the elementary needs of . poor people go 
unsatisfied. 

At present, we need not cqncern ourselves with 
the problem ... of distribution of..,the national income -in . 
a socialist society.. Since property-incomes are absent 
in such an economy, and since the members of such an 
economy are entitled to an equal benefit from the 
productive activity, the national incomes will be more 
evenly distributed among the members, and there will 
be very little inequality of wealth and incomes. · Hence 
we shall concentrate our attention on the problem of 

f allocation of productive resources. 
In the absence of a central planning authority, 

apitalism solves the problem of the allocation ·of 
resources between the several industries and occupa~ . 
tions through · the mechanism of a pric~ ~stem 

1 -established by the forces of competitive a~d semi
-competitive cohditions. Price is the index of the· 
-supply and demand conditions. Equ~librium between 
demand and supply of a single good is brought about . 
·by appropriate changes in the prices of those goods. 
Similarly the allocation of resources 'between several 
industries is do.ne by the level of relative prices. · Arid 
the allocation of productive resources between the 

. manu_facture of consumption goods and the manu
facture of capital goods is determined by the rate 

, of interest. The amount of investment .depends upon 
the marginal efficiency of capital.in relation to the· rate 
of interest. That is, the rate of interest has a second 
important function. It determines the distribution of 

'-resources between the several ·capital-good industries. 
\ 

It helps the entrepreneur to ·undertake those industries 
which are most profitable with the current rate of 
interest. 

11 
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A socialist state too shout~ solve the problem of 
the allocation of. productive resources. If the socialist .. -
economy has to achieve lhe maximum efficiency in: 
production, it must have a mechanism of pricing, which 
is the indicator ·of the conditions of demand and. ,. 
supply. At present, we shall be content with studying 
the factors that determine the allocati9n ·of resources. 
between the manufacture of present and future 

. (capital) goods in a socialist economy. 
' In the first place, the planning authority in the 

socialist state has to determine how much of the 
~ggregate productive resources wielded by the com
munity will be reserved for ·capital maintenance and 
net investment. In a socialist community the amount 
of . investment is determined not by individual choice 
but by the state. The state can cover the costs of 
investment in two 'vays. The state might collect it in 
the. form of taxes and loans, or, instead of making 
a money levy on the publie~ the state might allow the 
public to spepd all their incomes, and mark the prices 
of the goods sold to them in such a way that it can 
raise ·whatever sum it rteeps for purposes of capitaf 
maintenance and net investment. Doctoring of prices 
is the- beL:ter method. In a socialist community, the 
amount of net investment is not determined, unlike 
under capitalism, by the voluntary forces of S'!pply and 
demand operating through the rate of interest. Thus 
in a socialist society (like Russia in 1918) where the 
initial capital equipment of the society is very little, the
state will devote a far greater proportion of its pro
ductive resources to the building of capital equipment 
than ~it . would . be the case under capitalism. The 
present sacrific~ to be made by the community for the 
increased future satisfaction is decided by the state . . , 
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Now that the total · volume of investment is 
decided upon by the state, should interest be. included 

. as cost in the price of the final consumption goods 
produced? · If the socialist community has attained 
absolute stationary equilibrium, that is, · ir it possesses 
all the capital equipment it requires and accumulates no 
new capital, and the only costs of capital are the costs 
of maintenance, there is no need to include interest hi 
the cost of goods. . Pric~s of goods will be identical 
with labour costs. 

But, in reality, conditions are not stationary .. 
Capital equipment can never reach the saturation point~ 
The supply of capital will for ever fall short of the 
demand for · it. There is no limit to· the want. of 
people for capital goods. Increase in population, 
inventions and new wants of people always open up 
new channels of investment. . T--hat means there will 
ahvays be a certain net accumulation of capital. In 
this case, interest would have to be included as one o:( · 
the elements in the price of goqds. Tpe ·presence ·of 
interest as an element of cost wquld mean tli;~.t . only 
a part of the total output is distributed by the ... state in 
the form of consumption goods. If. interest were not 
treated as an element of cost, the~ goods and services 
embodying large quantities of capital would be r~latively 
cheaper, and it would .he impossible for the. state to 
meet the demand by the public i6r such goods and 
services. Hence it is absolutely necessary that interest 
should be included in the price. of goods and. services 
embodying capital. Since there is no capital market 
and no market rate . of i'nte':"est, the· actual rate of 
interest will be . fixed by the state and it depends upon 

. ~ . -

the quantity and variety of the 'capital equipment that 
it already possesses; and the state of demand for furthet 
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equipment by the community. As the capital equipment 
of the community increases the state might · gradually 
lower the rate of interest. We shall discuss the actual 

. . 

determination of this rate below. 
A socialist community should make use of the 

device of a rate of interest for another important 
reason. When once the . aggregate amount of invest
ment is decided upon, there is the further decision to 
.be· taken as to the allocation of resources between the 
various investment industries. In a capitalist society,. 
this allocation is solved by the marginal efficiency of 
capital relative to the rate of interest. In a socialist 
society too there must be some such device if produc-
tive efficiency · is to be maximised. , 

Now in a socialist society there are many kinds 
of capital equipment, which do not yield a stream of 
output, but which are essential for civilized life. In 
this. class of equipment' fall roads, hospitals, schools 
and colleges, playgrounds and parks. The investment 
of resources in these is not governed by the rate of 
interest at all. And naturally a socialist society will 
make abundant provision for such investments . 

. 'Apart from such types of maintenance and 
investment, there is a very wide range of investment 
over which the rate of interest plays a decisive part 
in the task of allocation. It is not necessary that 
a rate of interest .should be present if the ·allocation is 
to be done. The allocation may be done· arbitrarily
by ·guesswork or by' luck. But this kind of allocation 
will involve a rnaldistribution and hence a waste of 
resources: As Prof. Von Hayek says, "We should 
expect to find over-development of some industries at 
a cost which. was not justified by the importance of 
their increased output, and to see unchecked the 
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ambition of the engineer to apply the Jatest develop
ments made elsewhere, ·without considering whether~. 
they were economically suited in the situation."3 To 
put the same thing in Mr. Henderson's words: The 
rate of interest "separates the sheep from the goats. 
It serves as a screen, by means of which . capital 
projects are sifted, and through which only those are 
allowed to pass which will benefit the future in a'high 
degree."4 

• 

The calculation of the rate .of interest in a socialist 
community does not present any great obstacle,. if, as_ 
we have assumed, there is a free consumers' market 
for finished goods. Nowreach capital undertaking in 
the economy should draw alternative plans of the Sefll~ 
of investment at hypothetical - rates of interest. At 
each rate of interest, the amount of· investment decided 
upon oy the undertaking depends upon the schedule of 
marginal efficiency of capita~ in t~at undertaking. 
Investment will be carried up to the point at whic4 the 
marginal efficiency of capital and the rate of interest 
are equalj This marginal efficiency or expected yield 
is directly dependent upon consumers' choice, i.e., upon 
the prices they are willing to pay_ for the final product 
of the capital undertaking. · With the help of mathema
tical and statistical technique it is possible to calculate 
the marginal efficiencies of eac~ capital. undertaking. 
This procedure gives the planning authority an idea of 
the demand for capital in each_.undertaking at hypotheti__: 
cal rates of interest. The sum '"of these individual 
demands for capital is the aggregate demand for capital 
for the whole community. Of course, the productive 
plans of each undertaking have to be submitted for the 

3 Collectivist Economic Planning, p. 204. 
4 Op. cit., p. 130. 
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- ' . 
approval of the Central Planning Authority, which may 
alter the plans in any manner it thinks nt!cessary. As 
Prof. Von Hayek· points out the Central Planning 
Authority is not merely a super-lender. It has a direct 
and an ultimate responsibility for the mistakes com
mitted by the· various individual productive under
takings. 

There are two ways of fixing the amount ·of 
investm.ent and the rate of interest. First, the Central 
Planning Authority may fix the · total amount of 
capital to be iQvested. Then the actual rate of interest 
\vill be determined by the schedule of the marginal 
~fficiency of. capital. Or, the planning authority may 
fix . the rate of interest, and thus determine the 
aggregate amobnt of capital demanded. The rate of 
interest would be determined at the level where the 
demand for and the supply of capital would be equated. 

Though this· rate of interest. is _arrived at by 
taking into consideration, as far as possible, consumers' 
·-preferences, it has a large element of arbitrariness 
abou.t "it, since a capital market is absent in a socialist 

· ~conomy. The rate of interest may be either too low 
or too high. The correct or equilibrium rate cannot 
be determined' at one stroke. The equiliprium rate of 
-interest will be arrived at by a series of adjustments. 
()f course, the success of. the planning authority· in 
fixing the correct accounting rate of interest depends 
-upon the rapidity with which prospects and expectations 

. undergo change. But we may reasonably expect a large 
-element of stability in a socialist society, owing to 
-a m~re or less equal distribution of wealth · and the 
-absence· of profit-making. There will be temporal 
variations in the rate of interest fixed by the state. 
As the capital equipment and the incomes of the 
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.community increase, the community can aff.ord 
to make a greater provision for future. Thus the ·.rate 
.of interest can be lowered. One of the reasons for 
relatively low interest-rates in a socialist economy is_ 
the presence of low liquidity-preference. 

There is no reason to believe tliat in the absence 
()£ ;t free mark~t for capital, the amount of capital· 
maintenance and net investment would not reach the 
()ptimum level. . In fact, there is reason to believ~ that 
.in this respect the record of the socialist society would 
be a much better one than that 0~ a capitalist com
munity. In a capitalist society, investment is much· 
.dependent upon the profit-motive. The ~pected rate of 
profits plays a greater part i~ determining aggregate 
investment than the rate of interest does. Secondly, in 
.a capitalist society private individuals· often ·fail ~o 
-.distribute their resources equally between present and 
future provision for satisfaction. That is, their pre
ferences are very often non-ra!ional. · In a socialist 
.economy, the planning authority will distribute prOduc
tive resources behveen present and future in such a way 
as to maximise economic welfare. 

So far we have dealt only with the rate of interest. 
But in a socialist economy too there are two rates .of 
interest, the l~ng-term and · the short-term. The pro
vision of long-term and short-term capital will be made 
through a Central Bank. In addition to the provision 
-of long-term and short-term· capital, the state has also 
to provide ..capital for durable consumption. In 

--a socialist society the state will provide in greater 
··abundance amenities like dwelling houses, furniture, 
motor cars and radios. The state may provide these 
<>n the basis of hire or hire-purchase. 

\Ve have now finished our enquiry of the 
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importance of the rate of interest in a socialist economy~ 
We have discovered that the rate of interest does exist 
in a socialist society both as an element in the cost of 

) production and as an° 'instrument for the economic 
utilisation of productive resources. That is to say, in 
a socialist economy too it fulfils precisely ~he functions 
it does in a capitalist society. That is why many 

.... economists1lold the view that the fundamental character 
·of the economic problem and economic laws remain 
the same in spite of changes in social and economic 
institutions. For instance, Mr. Henderson points to 
"the existence in the economic world of an order more 
profound and more permanent than any of our social 
schemes, a~d equally applicable to them all."' 

Op. til., p. 11. 



CHAPTER l.XI 

THE REAL NATURE OF·CAPITAL AND. 
INTEREST 

\VE have now· finished the detailed survey of the 
various theories of interest. We have criticised each 
theory in detail and pointed out its merits as well a~ 
its shortcomings. But at the end of this long survey 
we cannot help feeling that most of the theories of 
the nature of interest are ultimately less divergent than 
appears at first sight. In t~is chapter· we shall attempt 
to co-ordinate the important truths we have discovered 
in the ;veral theories. ., .. · 
. \Ve must begin. with an analysis of the nature of 
ca$1, for(in~t is r~garded as ~he earnings_.of

1 
capt tal. or the payment made for the use of capt tal.~ 
'Capital' may be regarded as a factor of production in 
any one of_ three ways. It may be ·an active agent in 
the productive process. In this sense it stands for 
to.21s, machinery and raw materials. These· are 'inter-· 
med,Late:goods' or 'produced means of production') 

( 'CaE!!.al' may also be used to denote -pu~ing 
po~ or · 'control over resources'. In this sense, 

. capital as a factor of production has ·come to· be 
associated with the function of 'waiting') In an earlier 
chapter we have dwelt at length on the nature and 
services ,. of . 'waiting'. · Ull production and ~the 
consumption of durable goods demand 'waiting'. Iri 
an exchan~. economy this 'waiting' can be transferred 
from one person to another, by means of a loan of 
liquid purchasing power .or 'control over resources'.~ 

/ 
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{Capital becomes identical with a· certain .sum of value ---for a certain period of time. In a monetary economy 
,·alue is ~pressed in terms of money) That is, the 
transfer of value or 'control over resources' is effected 
by means of a quantity of money. (So in the second 
sense, capital stands for,"'a ~·sum of money'~) 

( Capital, in the third sense, denotes 'cfJpital 
.claims'. ·It is a source of a particular kind of income. - . \Vhen a person lends a sum of money to another, he 
receives iri tum a premium over the. money lent. This 
premium is interest. Or the same person may invest 
his money in the shares of.an industrial corporation and 
earn dividend on. the shares. These shares constitute 
capital, b~cause they are the source of an income to 
the owner) 

(Though some quantitative and causal telationship 
does exist between these three senses of capital, they 
are di~tinctJ A person 1nay ·lend money to an entre
preneur by ·buying the debentures issued· by that 
~ntrepreneur against ·a fixed rate of interest. The 
~ntrepreneur may invest the purchasing power in 
machines: raw materials and factory building. - In 
thi~ case, there is a very close causal and quantitative 
correspondence between capital purchasing· power, 
capital claim an~ capital equipment. But in the actual 
world, the correspondence between· the three senses ·of 
eapital is not complete.· All those in possession of 
capital purchasing power do not part with it by lending 
to entrepreneurs. They may spend it on durable 
consumption goods. The borrower of capital J>Urchas
ing power may not invest it on capi~al equipment. 
He may not be an entrepreneur at all. He may spend 
it on consumption goods. It may be that he expects 
a larger income in the future than at present. J-I.ence 
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he may desire to live temporarily above his income . 
. And even if entrepreneurs borrow capital purchasing
power, they may not utilise it for capital equipment. 
So tpere may be capital purchasing power_ without· 
capital claims or capital equipment.- Again,· there ·may 
be capital claims without there being any corresponding. 
capital equipment. 

::.. Of the three senses of capital, that of capital1 
equjpment is of the least importance to the· theory of ~ 
interest. Capital, in this sense, is purely a technical 1 

factor of production) Capital goods are multiform 
.and heterogeneous. They. include instruments of pro· 
duction of various kinds, raw materials and semi• 
manufactured goods. CMoreover they are· essentially 
derivative, in the sense that they· are the product- of 
past labour and land, ang not original productive 

' ' eliments. ·, , 
( Of far greater importance· to the theory of. interest, 

\
are the, concepts of capital claims and capital purchasing
E_O\Vef.! . We shall study the natu~e of these concepts: 

, and the relationships· between the two~ (.A capi~l.daim. 
arises in various form~ It. arises w1ien concrete 
ntateiial goods are leased in return for~ fii~t_payment 
in kind or cash for the use of these goods. . But this 
1dnd of claim is not usually regarded as: CaP.ital, and 

. the payment made for the use of concrete goods is 
_; regarded as 'rent' and not as 'interest') But the 

distinction between 'rent' and 'interest' is· not funda-
. mental. Both are alike in several respects .. In both 
a principf)J thing is lent to be returned together with a 
payment for the time-control of the thing lent. With both 
the relation is one of an exc~_ge b~tweeri the_conf.rct~tual 
object_ of the present and. the con_tractual_ object of the 
future. The chief differen~e-·oetwe.en the two is that 

---··-.. --k··-• -· • --- I 
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rwhile rent is expressed in real terms as a sum, 'interest' 
is expressed in 11afue terms as a rate. The distinction 
between 'land' and 'capital' rests on the fact that 
a loan is regarded as a capital claim and the payment 
,from that claim is regarded as 'interest' if the loan is 
liquid and represe~ts not concrete pieces of property, 
'but 'wealth in general' or ·~ontrol over resources' or 
'general purchasing power'. (In a monetary economy all 
loans are made in the form of money: Productive 
.property is not rented for various reasons. Most kinds 
of rentable goods can be produced under conditions and 
' at a cost more or less accurately known. So it is not 
'necessary to hire concrete pieces of productive 
property. It is enough if a loan is taken in the form 
Lof money. Seco~ly, loans are made in the form of 
money to carry as far as possible the specialization of 
the _ entreprene_u~-- function) Many people who are in 
possession- ot-spare . purchasing power are ignorant of 
the best way of investing it. · -The institution of lending 
money at interest relieves owners of wealth from this 
burden. The entrepreneurs take upon themselves the 
responsibility of investing the resources borrowed to 

1
the best advantage. (so in a monetary economy\ 
a capital claim arises when a_person parts with a sum 
of money f<;>r a' period of time in return for a regular 
net income) 

r( In a monetary economy, a capit~!~laim~_ft:ri.se~ in 
two ways. A person in possession of money and 
desirous of investing it, may do so in two ways. In 
the first· place, he may invest his money in a caPital
asset.) That is, he may buy shares of an indus~rial 
corporation and derive income in the shape of d_ividend 
-he becomes an owner of the industrial concern. "-This 
kind Qf investment is of the greatest importance in the 

• 
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nlCxlem world.) Ever since. the industrial revolution 
roundabout production is becoming more and niore 
important. Industry is being carried on a gigantic 
scale. The joint-stock company form .of business 
organisation with limited liability. and the presence' of 
organised markets in securities have given a great 
impetus to investment in' business undertakings. C The 

f'!let income £roll!.. ~is_ .kind of investment is known as 
1 -natural' interest) . · · 

{A capital claim can also arise in a s~ond.. way. 
The same _person, instead of_ buying the shares of e cOmpany may lend his money against a fixed paym~t. 
p£ interest to another individual, or - a bank or 
. a municipality; or to a government;) He now exchanges 
'tiis cash for a debt. It is immaterial to the lender· as 
to ~t--usetlle/ borrower will put tlie J!lOn~y borrowed) 
The borrower may spend the monex for consumption, 
particularly that of durable goods ... The borrowing of 
money for this purpose is becoming increasingly 
important. The borrower, if he is an entrepreneur, 
may invest the money in a business undertaking. This 
is precisely . the thing done when · industrial concerns 
borrow money by the issue of debentures. Governments 
bo_rrow 'for all sorts of purposes-to provide. relief 
to the poor and ·unemployed, to undertake public works 
or to wage a war.· People also desire to borrow money 
to strengthen their cash-holdings, because of uncertain
ties regarding the future. They may indulge in specu
lative activity on the stock exchange with the object of 
making a gain. (These forms of direct lending ofl 
money are becoming as important a kind of investment 
as that of buying industrial securities. The payment 
made for loans of this kind is 'contr.s.ctual' or '@n' 
interest.) · · . 
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. (Thus, the holding of capital purchasing power 
(or money), the holding of capital-assets or the hold
ing of debts are alternative forms of holding wealth. 
The way in which an individual distributes his wealth 
among these three forms, depends upon the relative 
advantages and disadvantages . of each type of holding 
the wealth. The fWldamental distinguishing feature 
between capital purchasing power and capital tlaims is 
the .degree of liquidity that each possesses. Money has 
hundred per cent. liquidity, while capital claims are 
relatively illiquid) · . 

i,._ • So far we ·have discussed the several senses in 
which . 'capital' is used. For out purposes, we have 
preferred to use 'capital' in the sense of capital 
purchasing power. (In the modern· world it is capital 
purchasing power that is primarily demanded, whether 
for production or for consumption, or for simply 
holding wealth in liquid form. So the loaning of 
resources is invariably done by means of money) But 
in this chapter we have not yet answered the question 
as to why an income in the form of either 'natural' 
interest or 'loan' interest accrues to the owner of 
a capital-claim. An answer to this question is t;-be 
found in the preceding chapters. All that \'le shalf• do 
here is to piece together the conclusions we have 
)...alre~d! arrived at. . . . . . •,) 

~ F1rst, why does 'natural' tnterest extst? ' We have 
answered this question fully in the chapter on the 
pr'oductivity theory of interest. When resources are 
invested in capital goods for purposes of production, 
these capital goods earn a lnet income because they are, 
prod~e and they are ~ce;J The supply of capital 
goods is always scarce tn relation to the demand for 
them. -'The demand for capital goods is insatiable. 
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But the supply of capital cannot increase indefinitely~ 

because of the scarcity of economic resources. The 
more of capital goods we produce, the-less of consump
tion goods do we produce for the present) If we 
want more capital goods, we musl be prepared ~o have 
a smaller amount of consumption goods for the present. 

· Thus (there is a definite limit beyond which_ we cannot 
curtail present consumption. That is to say, there is a 
definite limit beyond which the supply of capital goods 
cannot be increased. How much of capital goods ·we -
produce and how much of consumption goods we 
produce during any period of time depends upon our 
relative preferences for present as against future 
consumption. The .amount of investment or capital
production we decide upon depends upon the urgency 

. of our present wants and the mar~nal productivity of 
the capital goods we produce . .~ If _we expect 
the fl!~rgi_rtal_pt:".Qductivity of · capital to be y_ery 
~igh, we . do not mind · foregoing a little _ m~re 
of present consumption in order to enjoy_ a greater 
and finer product in the future. _ If the marginal 

« -

productivity of capital appears to be very-- Jow, we 
do nqt care to postpone present consump~ion 

be)·ond t]le point we are doing at present. (Thus · th~ 
· prodtJctivity of a- cap! tal good is nothing but the rent · 

of scar_city paid for the _use of ~ital. And it tnay 

} 
be noted that we -measure t~e prod~ctivity of capital, 
not in physical units, but in value units. The margina~ 

. productivity of a capital good is nothing but the val~e 
f we a!_!a<;h_ to the marginal product obtained with the 
( aid of the capital good in the course of its life-time.) . 

, There is absolutely no necessity to enter the ( 
industrial world to prove _the existence of interest. \~ 

_·Interest js_a t1niy~rs.at_ phenomenon. It does exist even .. 
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fin a society where opportunities for investment are 
\absent. In such a society there will always be demand 
for loans for· purposes of consumption:) There are 
people who ~"<pect to get higher incomes in the future 
than they do at present. Hence they desire to borrow 
t~ increase present consumption beyond the level of 
their present incomes. (There are many people who pay 
no attention to their future, but who want to spend 
money extravagantly, far above their present or future 
incomes. At the same time, there are persons who are 

. better provided in the present than they hope to be in 
the future. These are prepared to ·lend their present 
-resources to be returned in the future. , The first group 
1>f persons .. is prepared to pay a premium in the form 
-of interest for the loan it takes. The second group can 
-certainly lend with advantage. The interest which is 
-paid on·· money loans in such a community is 'loan' 

.<>r :contractual' interest.) • 
{In addition to the demand for money for purpose's 

<Jf production and consumption, money is also demand
-ed for commercial and speculative purposes, with the 
()bject of making a profit. The people who are engaged 
in such activities are prepared to pay interest on the 
maney they _borrow) • · 

.~~,":: /Thus there are various sorts of people 'who want 
·to borrow mon~y and who are _prepared to pay interest. 
This only. explains tlie demand side. What are the 
forces· operating on the supply side of capital?) W ~ 
nave definitely rejected the view that the supplier of 
capital undergoes a sacrifice such as abstinence. 

rlnterest is not a reward for saving; even if there 
,·were no interest people would save. In a society in 
'·which opportunities for investment are absent, the 
lender of money makes no sacrifice at all. But even in 
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such a society a positive rate of interest is necessary,
just to restri~_l_~e. __ demand for Joans. : In the absence~ 
<Jf a positive rate ·Of interest· the demand for loans 
would be infinite:·) At zero rate of inte.rest there will 
be too many borrowers and very few lenders~ The 
same happens in a society where there are opportuni
ties for investment. At zero rate of interest the · 
-demand for capital goods and durable consumption 
gqods becomes insatiable.;_{Zero rate. of·· intsest isl 
possible only wh.en the community's. stock of capital· 
equip~nt has reached . a saturation point, and the l 
margin~ productivity of capital is nil, and when the\ 
1ncom~s of people are constant over time, and nobody 
wantuo borrow any money to increase present con- 1 

-sumption. This is an imaginary and an· im~ssib~ s_!ate ~ 
-of affairs. So a positive ~e of interest is ahvays I 
necessary); . 

{In an industrial society, there are always opportu: 
mtles for employing money-capital gainfully.'! Money 
-capital may be used for investment in a business 
-undertaking to obtain a perpetual income. Or money 
.capital may be utilised for speculative puq:iOses. (So 
that in a progressive 7ociety the most important. ~eason I 
for the payment of Interest on a money· loan Is. the 
productivity of money~pital. By productivity of 
-capital, we mea~, that ther~ are advantage~ .to the i 
borrower from the time-control of the resources he I 
bas borrowed. ·' . ..... 
· We have also come to the conclusion that a rate( 
-of interest is necessary even in a ~ocialist community 
1n the preceding chapter we analysed the nature and 
-services of· the rate of interest in such a coinmunity. 
1nterest would f!Ot exist · as a class-income, · but · it 
'vould be an enduring phenomenon as an element of 
cost. 
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We have clearly demonstrated the necessity of 
'na.tpral' interest as well as 'loan• interest. {Many 
economists. have thought that these two forms of 
f.:terest are identical, and that the 'loan' rate of interest 
JS derived from and- is dependent upon, ·the ~natural" 
rate of interest) We have already criticised this view 
and . it is unn~cessary for us to · dwe~l on it at length 
on~e again. t{•Natural' interest i~ rnothing but the 
margin~roductivity or the marginal efficiency of 
a capital-asset. The. margin~t prodw:tiyity of capitaf 
depends upon the scal~Lh"lVestment, and the scale of 
investment · ~epends upon the current _r_ate oLinterest. 
So we cannot determine the rate of interest from the 
·marginal productivity of capital. Marginal producti
vity of ·capital explains only ·the rents earned by 

.capital-assets. This rent fs only a sum and not 
a rate.) To know the purchase value of a capital-asset 
we. must already have a ·pre-determined rate of intere~t 
on ,a money loan. 'Nat~l' interest and_~l_<?~!( httere_~t_ 
cannot be egual, for there is aJways an antagonism 
between industrial-capitalists ahd money-capitaliSts .. 
If the two rates of interest are equal, then industrial
·capitalists have no inducement to . borrow -at all .. · 
1\foreover, in the-inodern world the bi"nk~g system 
can create any amount of money and maintain the 

I rate of interest at any level it desires. It can. create 
money which .is not·· at" all the result of saving. · It i5 
only under the impossible conditions of perfect co"mpe-

i
tition and stationary equilibrium that 'natu·ral' and 
'loan' rates .. of interest :re equal; In the ~¥-~L"~~o.r_!~ 
the 'natural' or 'pure• tnterest 1s only a ficttQJl. Th~ 

~ concept of. 'natural'"~ very helpful in the 
determination of the rate of interest.) Hence we ought 
to give up th.e ph~ase 'natur~l interest' and simply use 
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instead the phras~ 'marginal efficiency 'of capital'. · "'vVe 
should reserve 'the word 'interest' exclusively to mean j 
the money-premium paid on the .money-sum lent:-J 
Thus (the rate of interest . is essentially a money rate} 
and its determination primarily a ~onetary pheno~enonf} 
If there is no money in a community, there will be no . 

. unique rate of interest at ai.L) . 
· The question naturally arises . as to why it is the/ 

money-rate of interest that is of the greatest importancq 
in the economic world. The answer to this is to be 

' found in ,the fact. that money. possesses certain 
characteristics which make the money-rate of ·interest 
the most significant one. • 

People aim at obtaining ·the best· advantage from 
the possession of wealth. This wilt set up a tendency 
for capital-assets to exchange, in 'equilibrium, . at values 
proportionate to their marginal efficiencies in terms 
of a common unit (money): It is usually the greatest 
of the own-rates of interest that ·determines how far
the production of ,a~y · new capital:-asset- wilJ be 
carried. ·In other words, the ·marginal efficiency -of, 
any capital-asset, if it is to be newly produced, must1 

be equivalent to the greatest of the own-rates o1 interest . .., 
And we can show that it is the money-rate of _int~rest 
(i.e., the marginal efficiency of money , in terms of 
itself) that is the greatest.' · 

All capital-assets posses5 three attributes in· dif ... 
ferent degrees. They produce ·a yield or . output q.1 

They suffer a wastage or involve a. carrying· cost c~v 
,They possess liquidity-premium , l. - Hence q r c + l .. ' 
(all measured in terms of . a common unit,' namely 
m~ney) is the own-rate of interest of any capiSal-ass.et. 

1 The terminology used here is borrowed from· Mr. K.eynes's 
· Cmeral Theory. 
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• 
Some goods like instrumental capital have a yield 
greater than their carrying-cost, while their liquidity
premium ·is practically negligible. In the case of 
money, its #yield is nil, its carrying cost negligible, but 
its . liquidity-premium substantial. The marginal effi
ciency of most capital-assets falls as the output of it is 
incr~ed. Bufkthe characteristic of the money-rate 
of ,.,.anterest is that it declines most slowly as the 

.. 9tfantity of money is increased. This is because of the 
/fo1lowing characteristics of money: · 

· ( i) The elasticity, pf production of money is zero, 
../or very · near that, so far as private enterprise is 

concerned, apart from the ability of the monetary 
authority, ·"elasticity of production meaning,· in this 
context, the response of the quantity of labour appli~d 
to producing it to a rise in the quantity of labour 
which a unit of it will_command".1 This 'condition is 
most strictly fulfilled. when there is a managed incon
vertible currency. 

( ii) The elasticity of substitution of money is 
j 'Zero, or very near that. This is due ~to the fact that 
· the utility of money is solely derived from its exchange

value, "so that- the two rise and fall pari passu, ·with 
the · result that as the· exchange· value of money 

· . rises there is no motive or tendency, as in the case 
of rent-factors, to substitute some other factor 
for it".' · . 

( ili) Even if the actual supply of money is 
increased, the fall in the rate of interest will be very 
gradual, and below a certain level'it will not at all fall 
in response to a large increase in the quantity of money. 
This is because money commands a very high liquidity-

• 
2 Keynes, General Theory, p. 230. 
a • Ibid., p. 231. 
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premium. And the possession of money involves 
negligible. carrying-costs. · 

On account of these factors the money-rate of 
interest "is very sticky. Hence it . is . the· marginal· 

:efficiency of capital-assets 'that has to adjust itself to. 
!the rate of interest and not vice versa. This stickiness 
of the money-rate of interest often retards investment · 
and is responsible for unemployment. 'rhu~-- · if .the 
money-rate of interest is fixed at a relatively high_ 
level, the production of many capital goods is retarded 
while the output of money is not stimulated.· ' Thus. 
unemployment occurs "when the object of desire (i.e., 
money) is something which cannpt .be produced .and 
the demand for which c~nnot be readily choke4 off".~. 

Interest, we must emphasise once a1!3.in. is the. 
return on the loan of monev. 

' Keynes, General Theory, p. 235. 



CHAPTER XII 
-

INTEREST RATES: SHORT-TER1I AND 
, . LONG-TERM 

'l'tt.L. now: ·we have been talking of the rate of interest 
, as if there_ were (only one. rate of. interest. This is 
. not so. .In facti\.. there are ma.!D'. different rates... of 
· in~est, which are classified broadly .into long-term 
l and short-term. There -are many kinds of loans to 
. pch of which is attached a distinct rate of interest. 
( 'l'he. r~lationship. betwe\n these interest rates presents 
1 very .intricate problems.) What are the causes for the 
diverge~e of the rates of interest? Do- long-tetm and 
short-term rates move together in the sam~rection? 
What is ·the relative magnitude of the changes in the 

, long and ·short rates? Can the two rates be regarded 
a single factor, e~ch being derived by appropriate 
·additions (for the element of risk) to the pure rate of , 
interest? Or, are tlie two rates separate and distinct 
elements~ In. answering these questions there is not . 
always_ identity of views between those who rely on 
statistical investigation and those who draw conclusions 
theoretically. 

(First, let us 'Study the causes for' the divergence 
of interest rates. 4i'here are two reas~s for the 
apparent multiplicity ·of interest rates'; (a) the market 
~onsiders that the risk1 of various sorts is greater in 

1 In this context, risk is defined in a broad sense. It ·includes 
.. uncertainty' also. Thus every rate of interest includes a risk-premium 
-as. well as an uncertainty-premium. The uncertainty-premium may be 
g~ater or less than the actual toss the lender suffers from the loan 
transaction. Hence when we say that every rate of interest contains 
a risk-premium, we mean .it includes an uncertainty-premium also. 
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the case of some loans than in the case of otpers ;~nd 
. (b) loans are made for different periods of timeJ) · . 

1.... (a 'J( \Vhen money is lent at a fixed -.rate of interest 
1 

• for some time, there is always the dan er fo the lender 1 
that the borrower may fail· to return the loan._ This 

·_-danger varies with regard to different persons. ' The i 

.ability of certain people to repay the loan is certain. 
Their 'credit' stands \·en: 'high'.• On ~ge other hand· 

1the creQ!t of some· borrowers is 'lo)v'~~he borrowe~ 
whose credit is..l9w has to pay a higher-rate ,of interest 
than- the one whose_ credit is relatiyely high) For the 
:Same reason, '._loans which ·are 'unsecured' carry . 
! a. higher rate of interest than loans which are 
1-'seqtre~) · _ ~-- _ 

( There is anoth~ kind of risk present when loans 
(are made.lt The value of money might gr~tiy de~rec_iate 
\'vhen the loan is repai!U (Jn so far as changes.inthe 
Yalue of money are foreseen by· the lender, he demands· 
a. higher rate of interest as a" compensation for · the
fall in the future value- of money) - · · ·: ~ _, ·, 

.. /;..Differences in the rates of interest are alsq to ·be i. 

accounted for by the use to which the loan is going. 
to be QUt.1·· If a spendthrift borrows money for 
-:extra,·agan_l_cogsumption be-will be charged a higher 
rate, because there. is the risk of his failing to repay, 
the loan. · 

J. The rate of interest also depep.ds upon sucll 
f acto.rs_ as P?~i?_!__~nd socia~-~e~~~i!Y. f Political tu~oill 
and msecunty ratse the- ~ate of tnterest to a_ very htgh{ 
levet1 

- -
L AU. these factors of risk raise the rate of interest. 

·These elements of risk are present not- only when 
individuals borrow, but also when governments and 
111tmidpalities borrow.~) The-credit ~f some governments 
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stands higher than that of others. For instance, on 
15th September 1937, the following were the three 
quotations of market prices of securities on the 
London Stock Exchange.1 

· 

Securities ' Price I Percentage 
i Yield 

£. s. ~ • . 
British consols 21% • • •• 731 3 8 0 

-
Southern Railway 4% debenture 104 3 17 0 

Polish GovernmeiJt 7% . • • •• ~ 10 18 9 

, ~ This indicates that the 'credit' of the British Gov
ernment was ~gher than that of the Southern Railway, 
an<L · very mu~h higher than that of . the Polish 
. Government.. . 
. (fThus one of the important reasons for differences 
I in· the rates of interest is the presence of an ins e
. premium agai,nst risks of various Kings 2 

· J( (b) ( Anoth~r very important factor responsible 
for differences in the rates of interest is the length 
of t~riod for Which the loan is mad~;On the 
one . are loans which are repayaDle· on demand. 
These are the· 'current' c:l_~posits held by individuals in 
banks. These carry no i:gterest at all/ It. is even 
possible that the depositor himself may ~ave to pay 
something yeriodically to the bank towards 'incidental . 
c~es'. (At the other end there are loans which 
are not ·repayable at all. Between these two extremes, 
loans are made for all kinds of periods., from a day or 
a week up to a fifty or hundred years. I · . . 

~:Loans. are classified according to the length of 

2 Benham, Economics, p. 255. 
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the period for which ~ey are ~de.~ ~de for 
~y period less. than one year are called 'short-term' 1 

loans. Bills of exchange and Treasury Bills. are 
, familiar 6cample5of short-tel"!ll loans.) The_· rate of 

J interes,t charged for short-term loons is the shott-term 
rate. (:Loans made for.a period from one to, say, five 
or eyen ·ten years are called 'intermediate' or 'medium

\. temi' loans. Loans made for longer periods are called 
'lon~oan.S. ~nsols and.debentures_are ~p~e5 
of long-term -loan~ It is sufficient if we keep the 

_ distinction between long-term and short-tenD. loans. 
f,~hough the distinction benveen long-term and short
i ""term loans is arbitrary, ·a distinctio~ does ·exist 

between them. In a country like Gr~t Britain tlie 
distinction between the two kinds of.~ loan is . very 
important. In that. country are to ~ · found two 

I separate money_ markets, the_ money market· 'proper;j 
dealing iri short-term credit "and the 'capital-market~ 
specialising in long-term credit. There_ is -a fuithet; 

>complication ·within the group of long-term loans. 
- Long-tenn__l~!!,S. may, be perinanent loans.- They are. 

not_ repayable. ·· ·consols are an example of this kind 
of loan. Some roans-are payable at_ a definite date. 

I \ " ;after a term of years.- In the case of a few loans .the 
borrower has the option of repaying the loan after 
a definite period or not as he wishes. · 

(~Generally the rate of interest on long-term ·loans~ 
'is higher than the rate of- interest on short-term loan~ 
This is so, for variaus reasons. \Vhen a person lends 
money for a long period, he is liable to risks such as 
those mentioned in \..(a)) There are the risks -of 
default. of a fall in the market-- value of the "3.sset, 
e~ially if he. wants to sell it bef~re· it matUres.) The 
capital value of his asset may also fall due td a rise 
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• • 
in the rate of interest. ':Qn other words, a long-term · 
loan . possesses a low degree o~ liquidit~l Hence 
lenders of long-term loans demand and deserve 
a higher rate of interest. ( Short;.term loans, on the 
other hand, possess a high degree .of· liquidity) It 
must be noted that the higher liquidity:premium of the 
short-term loan is only relative. {Under normal} 
circumstances both loans are liquid, and in a period of ~ 
crisis both are illiqui~(The difference . between the 

: t}vo loans is that the lender. on short-term runs only 
a sli_ght risk of losing any of his money) We may 
regard· the short-term rate of interest as a payment to 
lenders to compensate them for the sacrifice of 
liquidity) ~: · · 

(It is possible for a long-term rate of interest to 
fbe·Iower• than short-term rates of interest if the . . . 

investors are confident of . the stability of future · 
~onditions. They may nat like to undergo trouble and 
expense in investiQg and reinvesting in short-term 
loanS) In that case long-term investment would 
appear attractive and the long-term rate of interest 
may be lower than short.:term ones) But this situation 
"is far from reality in the present world which is full 
()f uncertainty. · . · 

Q; Short-term rates of interest fluctuate much more 
~videly over a period of time than the long-term rates 
~o. One reason for this is the fact that changes in 

f_he. rates of interest normally take their. origin in t~e 

1 market for short-term loan~:) 1\Ioreov~r, chapges tn 
the liquidity-preference of the public as weJI as the 
'banks fluctuate for various reasons."\ Thus@uring a 
depression and in the early stages of recovery the 
short-term rate 'is low because the demand for bank 
loans and overdrafts is lo~1whethet_: for transaction or 
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for s~culative purposes ifurhereas in the up~r stages 
of· the boom, there is ~"tendency for the· short-term 
rate to rise owing to the enormous increase in the 
demand for funds. That is,(Jluctuations in the .. short-

. term rates of iuterest an! the ·airect consequence of 
fluctuations ·in the demand for nioney relative to the 
supply of it.) The demand, for s~ort-tqm loans comes 

, mainly fro~ industrialists, commerciaJ men · and. 
: gove!"Jliilen~'j · 

. (It is very important to note that the short-term 
1 rates · of interest are completely determin~ bY-..:!he 
Cen 1 B k . . . h . : ...... """ ....... 1-,. ...... 1 ..... """ , tra · an tn ... co-operation mt _Its m~~-;) 
In countries where central banking has developed, fUlly';' 
aU the short-term rates of interest fo11ow the Bank Rate. 

\ 
the rate at which the Ceiitral Bank discoulitSgOOd 

; ~ommercial bills. The Central Bank can easily dictate 
1the short-terni rate. It can keep the rate low _in the 
face of a large increase in the dema~d for loans by 

:a corresponding increase in the supply of money. -The 
Central Bank, subject to certain legal and conventional 
restrictions, can increase the supply of money in 
reswnse to any increase in demand) . -

(The demand for long-terin loans comes from 
tvarious source~. The largest demand comes from 
\industri~~ firm~) Though 'firms raise large amoun~ of, 
capital by the issue of _shares, they also raise money 
'by the issue of long-dated fixed-interest securities, 
·which are· called~ebentures or bond~ Different kinds . .;.,._ ......... .__.-

-of security are issued to ·satisty different preferences: 
-of investors. 1\Iany. investors do no~· like to invest: 
their money in shares. But they readily buy bonds. 
They prefer a fixed money.,.income to a fluctuating one. 
1\Iany inv?tors act the other way. They prefer shares 
to bonds. L. Another source o~ demand- for long-termy 
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, . 
loans . are ~nments and mu~.IDalitk_s. To-day 
these two borrow on a very large scale:\ Government 
bOrrowing for armament and public woris is reaching 
treniendous figures. phe demand for long-tern1 loans 

~
so comes from consumers "for acquiring durable con

umption goodb such as houses, motor. cars and radios. 
his .demand for loans is becoming very greatJ 

/ (The supply of long-term loarts comes from various 
I sources. The first source is the saving__Q.!_j~iduals. 
The second and a larger source is the credit 1ssued by 

I ba~s. , In additi<?,~ to these supplies, a large amount 
of saving is done by joint-stock companies themselves 
by not distributing a portioil' -of the • dividends. 
Insurance companies are a source of further supply of 

1 ..... ---..__. ~'" 

loans. / , 
!~While ·the· control of the ~ntral Bank over the 

short-term rate of interest is absolute, it is not so in 
·the case of the long-term rate. The long-term rate 
-depends upon various factors such as the ·expected 
:.yield· of investments, changes in demand for loans due 
'to· changes in population, inventions and tastes, state of. 
confidence and expectations regarding the future)'. The 
policy of the Ce~traJ Bank i~ one of the important 
factors in the situation. Bat 'the control of __ th~_j~!lg
term. r~e by the Central Bank is not ~bsolute for the 
following reasons:-

( 1) There are certain legal, and conventional 
·rules which li.mit the monetary authority's, willingness 
to deal ,in l~ng-term debts. (The banks have to -keep 
their assets .in liquid form. (Their power to expand th!! 
issue of notes and credit is subject to legal restrictions;}' 

(2) '.The public may _have nq_c_.onfidence in the 
permanence of the rate established by the monetary 
. authority) The publi<! might' feel that a particular rate 
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of interest fix~d by the monetary authority_ is only 
experimental. QYioreover the public may feel· that it is 
unsafe for the rate of interest to fall below .a certain 
level, which, it thinks, is 'safe)J That is~hy~~~eynes 
calls the rate of interest a highly conventional ph_en<;r-

,. -· _...,.. ......... >-'"''. '· .... • - ' .• ..., .... , - ,., _. ---· ~ .,_., ................ ._: .... -· .••. - .. ~ .... ---.. • 

m~C!.!!:/ Uf, for these reasons, the pubhc has no 
confidence, then its liquidity-preference increases, and 
any increase in the amount of mon~y will be absprbed 
by the public to satisfy liquidity-preference.~ · . 

" ( 3) 'rhe mone~ry . authority cannot bring the 
rate of interest below a certain- figure, Sa.y 1 ~ or 2 
per cent. because_ of the· presence of·· banking costs 

~ - ~ 

and risk-premium. ~ · ·· . 
/ ' ' . 

../ If the· Central Bank is to control the long-terni 
rate of interest effectively, it must be· freed from 

· certain legal restrictions. The Bank itself shoUld pursue 
a bold policy ~of dealing in long:..term debts of .vario~s 
·maturities instead of confining itself to short-:term 

~ .. ~ . . 

debts. · · 
( Tht:;re are two principal clas~es of long-term loans~ 

One class comprises of the loa~ which the· government 
borrows. The other "comprises of the loans borrowed 
'byothers such as :r;nunicipalities and _induili@Lfirms. 
Iqvestment in long-term government debts, such as the 
Consols, is the safest form of long-tenii investme~ 
There is absolutely no risk of a default of payment. 

:That is why the rate of interest on such government 
rsecurifies is considered to be the long-term rate of 
~ interest. The terms on -which others can borro\v on·. 
long-term is governed by this rate of' intere~ ~ u suaily 
the rates at which the muniCipalities can borrow are 
fixed hig_her than. that at whi~h the government. cari 
borrow. The rates "it~hich industrhlJlorrow~rs --can 
obtain loans are_:;_!ill hig~r by an 'amount . ~ufficient to 
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compensate the lender for the extra risk he runs of 
losing his capital or his interest or both. Usually this 
rate is higher than the rate on gilt-edged securities by 
one to two per cent. · ' · 

, . ~Thus the rate of interest on gilt-edged securities 
occupies· a most important position in the long-term 
interest · structure.)' So we should study;'" the factors 

• which . determine this rate of interest . .l!This ··rate· is 
influenced by any or all of the follqwing factors:-

(i) The short-term rate of interest at which the 
money-market can borrow from the commercial banks: 
. - (ii) Purchase and sale of government securities 

by the banks; · . 
. · (iii) The state of public confi~ence in the solvency 

· ~f the· government; . · 
(iv) The expected yield of profits from industrial 

enterprise. If the expected y~eld. of profits is high, 
then investment . in government securities -· hecomes 
relatively unattractive. Their prices fall and th~' rate 
of interest goes up; and ':";' . 

( v) The state of liquidity-preference of the 
pubjj_cJ ~-j . · · · 

, (_}Normally there is a te~del)_cy for·long-:te~m rates 

l of interest, as measured by the 'yield of consols or 
bonds, and shor.t::term._rates to move together. One of 

l
the rea~ns for this is lending at short-=ierm and lending 

. at long-term are altema~rms of investment. There 
is a aQ';e connection between the relative levels and the 

. relative ~avements of short ·and long· rates owing to 
the presence of an efficient. market in securities and 
bill~)i The presence of the Stock Exchang,. faciHtates 
the· "~ovement of funds into the . long-term capita) 
market, because at any time the inv~stors may sell their 
long-dated securities on the Stock Exchange and realise 
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cash. Hence there is mobility of funds. between·" thef· 
long and short markets~ an~ t;orresponding sympathetic 
movements of the two rates.lrl£ the short-term· rate of 

.~-
interest rises sharply, investors may· sell their long- · 
term securities and invest in · sliort-terin ones. This. 
lowers the prices of long-term securities and thus raises. 
the long-term rate of intere,st also ..... A rise in the 

-short-term rate of interest also deters finris and other· . ·, 

persons . from resorting to bank advances for short- • 
term, and they either sell securities· or borrow long
term. This leads to a rise in the long-l:erm rate) Thus~ 
to the borrowers too, long-term and· short.,.term loans. 
are alternative modes of borrowing funds.) · . 

(The fact th.at normally. the long-term -and. short- . 
term rates move-... ~gether gives rise to an interesting
problem. \Vhich is't!Je rate that affects the other?) 
Does the short-term rate of interest affect the long
term rate or t•ice ·versa?') Or do certain common causes 

. --- . 
affect .both the rates of interest? Actually all the' · 
three tendencies are present in varying degreesJ 

( \Ve have just now studied how changes . iiL!h.e{ 
sho,!!:!_enn rate P_!._<>Puce _s,Qrresponding__cl)anges in the 
tong:term rat~fJnterestLSimitarty a change in the tong-
term rate affects the shQit::.tertn rate. If the long-term 
rat-e is low, relatively to the short-term rat~ industrialists 
and traders borrow on long-term instead of paying high 
rates for short-term advances, and they may deposit · 
the idle cash in the banks and !nake a profit. Now the 
b~s stand to iose, becau~~ their incom~all owing to
the low demand for bank advances,· and to the· fact that .. 
their payments fo_r_jnterest on depasits are increasing. 
Hence the banks will red~e thuate both on deposits: . 
and advances, unless the Central Bank is determined 
to enforce a high rate."' Similarly, when the-long-term .. 
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.. . 
rate is unduly higher than the short-term one, long- · 
'term borrowers begin to borrow short-=ierm on a large 
scale~ This will raise the short-term rate, unless· again 
the Central Bank wants to enforce a low rate) The 
substitution of short-term borrowing for long-term one 
( ~vhen the long-term rate is unduly high) 'is more wide-

-spread than the sub'stitution of long-term borrowing 
for short-term one (when. the long-term rate is low 

. relatj,vely to short -term rate). . · 
(There are many common causes affecting the lorg· 

term and short-term rates. WJ)J or the, fear of war 
woqld,· very often~ raise both the rates of interest. In . 
a periO!J of rising traqe activity, there is a large demand 

· for working as well as fixed capital. This leads to a 
rise in both the rat~s. Again, in a perio.9.._ of depression, 
the demand for working capital falls and with it the 
short-term rate also falls. The long-term rate too falls) 
in spite of the ~ncreased demand from 'distress' borrow
ers like governments with unbalanced budgets; collap
sinr! business ·firms and long-term debtors. All the idle 
funds which were invested in short-term canital 
.are now liquidated ~nd transferred t,Q the long-term 
market. ~Ioreo~er the demand for long-term loans for 
1nvestmen.t falls very low. Hence the supply of long
term funds will be greater than the demand for them 

/ 

and so the long-term rate also falls. 
i r Because of the tendency for the short-term and the 
long-term rates · to vary together, many economists 
suggest that the long:_term rate of interest could be 
-controlled by the banking_2ystem by influencing the. 
short-term rate. Mr. Kemes is one such economist.) 

(1tfr. Keynes does not agree with Mr. ~trey that 
r-changes in the short-term rate of interest affect appre
ciably investment in liq~id goods. 1-.t\ccording to 1Ir. 
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Keynes, changes in the short-term rate of interest affect 
capital outlay by influencing the long-term rate~ 
Obviously ~fr. Keynes underestimates the inft_uence o{ 
the short-term rate on investment in liquid goods. and 
overemphasig.s the influence of the Ban.LRate on ·the 
rate of investment in capital goods. Still there is some 
truth in his contention t~at the short-term rate influen-1 

~ ces the long-term rate correspondingly) \Ve have already 
~seen how the short-term rate affects t~e long-term one~ 
But the difficulty lies in finding ou!_!he {Iegree to which 

t. ,....;:- - . 

changes in the short-term· rate affect· the long:-term rate 
_corres~o?dingly. . Econom~sts like Mr. M..,eade are. o~/ 
the optmon that ·changes tn. the short-term rate . havJ 
very littlt-rlfect on the long-term rate, which, they 
argue; depends much more upbn the bullishness or the 
beari§.bness of the market (i.e., upon its expectations 
regarding the future price of long-term securities) than 
upon the short-term rate. This is, in . the main, trueJ 
Yet, for· reasons stated already,· the short-term rate does 
~;tfect the long-term rate. (It is possible for the banking~ 
system to inflHence the long.;.term rate through the 
short-term rat~~) Now, one ·of the factors 'governing the 
long-term rate of interest is the anticipated short-term 
rates for future years. If the publ~c is confident that· 
a particular· short-term rate will prevail for a certain 
pericx;l of time, the long-term rate' would correspond
ingly vary. Therefore the monetary authority should· 
make an announcement concerning its future policy in , 
respect of short-term rates. This will create plenty of 
confidence in the. minds of the investors. If, for 
instance, the rise· in the short-term rate is believed to 
be temporary, the long-term rate would not at all be 
affected. But if the rise in the short-term rate is 
believed to be permanent, the long-term rate would· 

13 
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C;ise correspondingly, though not to the same extent as 
the former. However, 1-Ir. Keynes would be the last 

I person to believe that t11e only way of controlling the 
long-term rate is by the manipulation of the short-term 
rate. LThe Central Bank should pursue boldly the 

J
open-market operations; that · is, the . Central Bank 
sliould act as a buyer or seller in the bond. market.· Its 

I control of the long-term . rate will be considerably 
effective, if it is support.W... by _!he government. Let us 

• suppose that the Central Bank wants to raise the long· 
term rate. Then it should begin selling bonds. If it 
so happens that the sale of the entire stock of the bonds 
with the Bank is insufficient to lower the prices of 
bonds, then the Bank itself should issue bQflds, 
guaranteed by the government) 

, ' Jl'he long-term rate of interest has a peculiar 
rcha~eristic in that it remains constant ov~r..Jong 
j pe~iod~_()_f_!i~e:} It is found that for many centuries 
in Babylonia the rate of interest stood at 20 per cent. 
In Ptolemaic Egypt . the regular rate was 2 per cent. 
per month. In Greece, in the days of Solon the rate 
was· 16 per cent. In the Middle Ages the Jews were 
charging nearly 40 per cent. But with the development 
of banking the rates of interest have fallen enormously. 
Thus in England between 1825 and 1880 the rate stood 
at between 3 and 3 U per cent. Since the beginning 
of the twentieth century the rate has stood between 4 , ~ 

and 4U per cent. Recently, 1\Ir. Kalecki has shown 
that the long-term rate of interest has ·remained 
practically constant between the years 1853 and 1932.8 

. So far we hav~ differentiated between rates of 
interest concerning the length ~of the period for which 

a Essays in the Theory of Economic Fluctuation.r, p. 114. 
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loans are made. Now we must make a further 
differentiation between tE2~J.t and loan rates of interest. 
'rhe banks charge a hig er rate on· the loans they make 
"than the rate they pay on the money deposited with 
them. The reason for this difference in. the rates is 
that the banks have to raise money to meet banking 
e-xpenses and to obtain profits -for the owners of the 
banks. 'rhe margin between the n\·o rates varies with 
the degree of monopoly _that the banks enjoy. The_ 
margin cannot be unduly high, because it would lead 
to loan transactions directly between the_lender and the 
borrower without the mediation of the banks. The 
deposit rate is not of much significance to the 
entrepreneurs who work with borrowed capital. But 
those investors who have a choice between investing 
their money in industrial enterprise and depositing it 
with the banks pay attention to the deposit-rate. A 
fall in the deposit rate may induce such persons to 
in,·est money in industrial shares. A fall in the deposit 
rate rarely discourages savings. The fall in the rate 
alters only the form in which savings· are n1ade rather 
than the aggregate amount of savings. 

The loan rate, on the other hand, is of \"'ery great 
importance to the entrepreneurs, since most of them · 
work with borrowed money. ~Ioreover, the demand 
for loans is more elastic than the supply of loans from 
savings. Hence the loan rate of interest exerts 
greater influence on the investment schemes of entre
preneurs and the price level than does the deposit-rate. 

!--.Thus in a highly de,·eloped monetary economy there 
are several significant ~f interest~ 'Ve may 
enumerate them : ~ 

'"' (a) The Bank Rate.-. That is, the rate at which 
the Central Bank discounts approved commercial bills. 4 
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· ..J (~) The Call ,Ratc.-That is, the rate at which 
dealers in bills and other money titles can borrow from 
the commercial . banks at call or short notice. usually 
this is 1 per cent. below the bank rate. 

~(c) T1lc Deposit Rate.-:-That is, the rate at which 
the banks pay interest on deposits, which could be 
withdrawn ·at a week's notice. This rate is 1~ per 
cent. to 2 per ·cent.· below the bank- rate. . 

.J(d) The lr!arket Discount R<Zte.-That is, the 
rate at which commercial borrowers can obtain .money 
for· short periods from the money market. This is 
usually 1 per cent. below tlie bank rate . 

..;(e) The· Rate at ·which Depositors can Borro·w 
from the Banks.-This is 1 to 2 ·per cent. above the 
bank rate . 

.j (f) The Rate ou Treasury Bills.-That is, the 
rate at which - the government borrows for short 
periods. This is about 0 per cent. 

..1 (g) The Rate at which. the Gtr4!crnmcnt Borrows 
for Long Periods.-Very often these loans are not_ 
repayable. This is the Consols rate. It varies from 
5 to 3 -per· cent. This is 'often considered as the long-
term rate of interest. ~ 

..J (h) · The Rate· at which the Other Borrowers like' 
Jt!unicipalities and Joint-stock Cmnpa1_zies cat~ Borro1.u 
for Long Pcriods.--This is the debenture rate. This 
varies from 3 to 7 per cent~, dependin'g upon the 
credit of the' borrowers and the purpose to which 
they pu~ the loan.) · · · ' 

rhe surv'ey of the general theory of iriferest we 
have 'ffia(Je serves to emphasise the comp~ffitracter 

t of the (interest> phenomenon. It Gs influenced by 
tecfu1ica1, psychological, politiCal _arid institutional 

• factors. ·At any m-oment of time there is no one rate 
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of icterest. \ Ve find a great variety of. interest rates.)· 
(jn a . country ·which is hlghly industrialised and in 
/which there has been a . remarkable developmenJ of 

banJ...;ng, relatively low rates of interest prevai~ lThe · 
' banks act as a reservoir of funds. They lower th~ -

risk-premium payable on loans. 1Iore than all, the 
banks are not only the pun•cj•ors of money, but _are · 
also the creators of money. It is no doubt. true that 
banking facilities· increase the demand for money, since 
borrowing is cheaper and less hazardous. But the ~ 
banking system as a whole can meet any demand for 
loans.· The banking system, by controlling the quantity 
of. money supplied, can control the rates of interest: . 
This control by the banks is greater the greater the 
extent to which central banking has developed in 
a country:)l Thus in Great Britain, where central bank
ing has developed to a very great extent, the control of"' 
the rates of interest by the banks is · mucli greater and 
more effective than in a country like the U.S.A., where 
central banking is not highly developed. Again, ·1n 
the U.S.A., the central banking structure. is very rigid. 
oecause it is dominated by legislation. Whereas in 
Great Britain legal enactments do not hamper the 
freedom of the Central Bank. The . who!e banking 
syst~m is very fle.."!Cible. Hence control of the ~nterest- · 
rates is easier in Great Britain than in the U.S.A. :, 

(In a country like India which is geographicaliy 
vast, and which is mainly an agricultt.rral country, and 
where the banking system is inadequately developed, 
not only are the rates o.f interest. undu.h-bigh, but there 
is a lot of confusion and chaos of rates of interest. - -
In the absence of adequate banking facilities the local • 
money-lenders charge ruinous rates of interest) 'rhe 
money-market in India is divided into several segments-
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which are only loosely connected. Hence there is no 
relation between the ·several rates- of interest. The 
bank rate ·has no significance as the regulator· of the 
other rates of interest. . . 

. · Even in the most advanced countries with a highly 
developed· loan market there· is. no one general money 
market and no· one rate of interest. It is a paradox 

,. that there should be so many. prices for . a commodity 
like money which is most liquid ·i~ ~orm. 'Loans seem 
·to be less amenable to standardization jhan many 
concrete commodities such as wheat or cotton. . -



CHAPTER XIII 

RATE OF INTEREST AND THE PRICE-LEVEL 

IN modern economic theory no subject has been more 
-controversial than the relation between the . rate of 
interest and the price-level. This subject is not only 
-of great importance to . economic analy~is ~ut also of 
paramount significance to economic policy. The theore
tical importance of the subject lies in that it is an1 
1mpot;tapt steQ in. bridg_ing the gulf bet~~~n val tie theory s 
:and monetary theory. In spite of the fact that there 
is wide disagreement of opinion .'¥Dong A economists 
:regarding the ultimate ends of economic PQ1icy ·and the 
means for carrying their! out,~e majority' of economists/· 
are of the opinion that by controlling the complex of 
rates of interest, it is possible to ~uence the course 
l<>f prices, output and employment in the best interests. 
1<>f the commuilfty) Thai is why the rate of interest ~s 
·regarded by many as the regula!or of the econormc 
syste_m. \ In the following pages we shall trac~ briefly 
the hisfory of the doctrine of interest and prices, and 

~ ~ -
then examine the several 'conceptual' ra.tes of· interest 
suggested by economists "either~ the 'ideal' rates to 
\vhich the banking system should endeavour to align its 
-actual rates of interest, or as criteria~ which it should 
use in the control of monetary and industrial con-
-ditions.m ' 

Changes in the general level of prices haye excited 
great interest among economists and business men •. , 

1 B. P. Adarkar, Theory of ~lloutary Policy, p. 8. 
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. 
Such ~nges affect the entire economic system. They 
upset bu'siness expectations and cause injury to several 
sections of the community. They affect the debtor
creditor relation to the advantar of the one and t<> 
.the dis~dvantage of the other. Thus a rise in the 
gen~ral level of pric~s is to th r?isadvantage of all 
those whose incomes are fixed 1n terms of money, 
such as salaried people, wage-earners and capitalists 
who lend money at fixed rates of interest0 But indus-
trialists and merchants gain from· the rise in prices. 
A fall in the general level of prices has the opposite 
effects. (Changes in ·the general level of prices would 

)lot ha~e these x:epercussions if they were foreseen with 
certainty by the community.) In that case, people would 
so adjust ,their contracts at present as to nullify almost 
completely"'future changes.in the prices of commodities. 
A better adaptation of means to ends would be possible. 
Buf the real world is dynamic, and .full of uncertainty 

.. regarding the future. rlt is rather difficult to measure 
precisely the net benefi)- or injur_y to the community as 
a whole from changes in the general level of prices) 
Some economists hold th~ view that a rise in prices i' 
on the whole beneficial to the community, since higher 

/prices stimulate industrial activity, though in many 
. cases the stimulus may be short-lived. On the other 
hand, . many economists plead for a stable level of . pnces. 

Changes in the general level of prices, however 
important they may be from the point of view of social 
justice, would not be primarily relevant to economic 
theory if all prices, in the broadest sense of the term, 
were affected equally and simultaneously. In fact, 
some prices chan{!e much more than others do. That 
is to say, there will be a significant change it} _relatiye 

~~' -·· ·- ·-·· ... ~" ' ·-· 
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, prices also. (Changes in relative ~rices ex~~ great 
-influence on industrial activity) Productiorr of ,~all 
goods is increased or decreased. Production" • of 
particular goods is affected much more ·than the 
production of other goods .. And there. will always be 

i some tip:Ie-!?_g between changes ii_I the prices' o£1 one set 
·of commodities and changes in the other. It must not 
be thought that changes in relative · prices C!-re purely 
incidental to changes in the general price-level. Changes1 

· in relative prices are probably more important . than 
changes in the. general price-level,. and both are very 
often the result of the· same cause. 

In the present chapter we are majnly concerned 
with the relation between the rate of int~rssLand. .. Jhe 
price-level, general as welf as relative. We must find 

. oUtWhether there is any :fiinctionaf relationship between 
changes in the rate of interest and changes in prices, 
and if a relation exists we must determine the nature of. 
the relationship. In this connection ·we must employ 
two. points of view. lJ_!Uh~_firsLplace, we must' study 
how far changes in the rate of interest exert an active 
influmce 'on the price-level. In the second ·place,-we. 
must also study how the rate of inter.est itself is 
influe~.d by changes in the price-level. I~· the 
terminology of Prof. Adarkar we may call the former 
the 'acttye' and the latter the 'pape' aspect of. the 
interesf-.prices relations~ip.'\ This distinction between 
the 'active' and the "passive' aspects of the interest
prices relations helps us to avoid much confusion and 
misunrlerstanding. 

There is no doubt that there must be some relation 
' between the rate of interest . and the level of prices. 
For. both. the rate of interest and prices .are primarily 

· monetary phenomena. The level of prices and the lev~ 
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of interest are both determined by the quantity of 
/money. Hence Cthe .guantitr of ~oney plays a very 
'\important part in the interest-prices problem. 

J.. As we have already noticed, the mercantilists. were 

l
the first to conceive of the relation between the rate 
of int~st and the quantity of_ money. They held the 
view that the rate of interest was determined by the 
quantity of money.~ John;kocke explained that the 
quantity. of money hffected both the rate . of interest 
and the level of prices. ( ~ut he was ·of the opinion that 
changes in the rate of interest had no pirect effect on 
the price-level.) 

From the time of David Hume onwards, the theory 

1that the rate of interest is determi~ed by the quantity 
of money was definitely rtiected. Attention was con
centrated on the effect of changes in the quantity of 
'money on the general level of prices. or the value of 
money. The Quantity Theory of Money was expound-

red to explain the relation:between the quantity of money 
·and the general price-level. Thus some economists 
concentrated their attention on the value of money or 
the effect of changes in the quantity of money on the 
general price-level, and some concentrated their at
tention on the price of money or the effects of changes 
in the quantity of money on the rate of interest. But 
they could not comprehend that there was some relation 
between the value of money and the price.of money. 

Economists-from-very early days were-aware that 
a rise in the general price-level due to an increase in 
the quantity of money ·stimulated industrial activity. 
David Hume was aw.are of this, but he knew that the 
increase · in the quantity of money was beneficial to 
industry and trade owing to the time-lag in the appear-

• 
;tnce of its effects. Changes in the prices of different 
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goods. are affected in tum, aad the fillip' to industry 
would cease when the rise in price became general to 
all commodities. · , 

The first economi,st to state clearly the relation 
between the rate of interest and the quantity of money 
was Henry Thornton. He put forth the view that there 
was ng]imit to th~ quantitY of money that would be 
demanded from the bankS so long a~ ·the rate of interest 
at which the banks lent money was ·tower than the 
amount of profit that could be .obtained by the emplt1y
ment of the borrowed money in industry· or trade. 

Ricardo too held the same view. He was of the - -opinion that the banks could regulate at will the general 
lev·el of prices. If the mtnks lent money. at a tate lower 
than the 'natural' rate or the rate of profit, the demand 
Jor money \YOUld increase, and the banks' could meet 
this increased demand. But atcording to. Ricardo, 
the increase in the quantity , .. of money, would rtot 
increase production. but would ~only raise prices. -This. 
was the direct consequence· of his assumption of full 
employment, in which case every increase · in the 
quantity of money wOuld only raise price.S instead 
of increasing output. . · ; · 

But economists like Locke, Full$rton and ].( S. 
~fill held a different ,;ew. They maintained, on the 
assumption that the banks issue notes primarily by .way~ 
of lending on security, that the banks _had no polver 
of i&fluencing prices. The q~tity of money required 
was entirely dependent on the requirements of 
busir..ess. Qb,·iously· this view is erroneous. Th;-' 
·banks, by \'al"};ng the terms on which they advance 
money, can directly affect the total amount ol money 
in circulation. 

So far we have studied the line of thought which , 
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pays attention to the relation between the rate of interest 
and the quantity of money in circulation, and the 

(general level of prices as influenced by the quantity of 
'money. No'v we shall pursue another and a more 
important line of thought which pays attention to the 
effect of an increase in the quantity oj_~.~ney upon the 
production of C<?~odities, especially that of capital 
goods, either directly Qr through the rate of interest. 

Robe.rLMaJ.thus was the first- economist to discuss 
this problem. He explained that if the increase in the 
quantity of money went into the hands of entrepreneurs 
, they would devote the, money to investment in . capital 
1 goods, that the increased demand for .goods would lead 
'to a rise in the prices of commodities until the produce 
of the country has been increased. Industrialists and 
businessmen · would make greater profits, and ·hence 
l a certain section· 'of the . community would suffer 
:in justice. 
I ·.The .first economist to co-ordinate the two lines 
of thought we have discussed now was Knut Wicksell. 
He was the first economist to deal at great length ~th 
the problem of interest and prices. We have already 
considered his contribution to the theory of capital 
and interest, and we have indicated briefly how he 
attempted (_?nd succeeded to a large ext~t) the co
ordination of. the theories of value and money. Now 
we shall study at length his theorY of· the relation· 
between interest and prices. . 

tAccording to Wicksell the most important cause -)for movements in the level of prices and production is 
the divergence between the 1natural' or 'normal' rate 

_and the money or market rate of interest. Wicksell's 
'normal' rate has three attributes. (i) It corresponds 

e to the 'natural' or the 'real' rate of interest in 
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a non-monetary stationary economy. It is the_ marginal 
productivity of real capital determined by rotl}ldabout 

/process of production. (ii) It establishes -equilibrium 
between the demand for and supply of real savings. 
(iii) It is neutral in relation to the . price-level, and 

,-stabilises the general price-leve~.'J It is a matter of 
great doubt whether each of these characteristics of 
'normal' rate is sufficiently clear' and whether . these 

. three conditions of equilibrium are identical, or mutual~· 
ly consistent with the same intetest rai?J · · 

In the · first place, the concept . o a non-monetary 
or barter economy is vague and bristles ~ith difficulties. 
It is doubtful whether a·barter economy is also a stable 
economy. In· a .barter economy too th~re would, be 
several goods doing the function of money for differ~nt 
individuals. Even in such an economy ·there is no 
guarantee that demand for and supply of. saving 
would meet directly. It is extremely doubtful whether 
a barter economy can be a good model for a monetary 
·economy. \ 1Ionetary economy and barter eco~o~y are~ 
fundamenta'lly different. The existence of money and 
that of static equilibrium are incompatible;.;"" These. 
difficulties regarding the barter economy ·· Iect \Vicksell 
to abandon ,.gradually, the idea of the 'natural' ~rate 
which would prevail· if loan transacfions w~re niade iri 
~md, and to conceive of the 'rui.turaf. rate as the rate 
of profits on capital, measured and received in terms of 

. money. Ltlefined thus, the 'natural' rate becomeS the· 
same as Prof. Irving Fisher's 'rate of return over cost'· 
and 1fr. Keynes's 'inarginal efficjency of capital'J) 

\Vicksell's formulation of the 'natural' rate is 
defective in another important respect. As DaVidson 
and Prof. Hayek have pointed out, · the two· functions· 
attributed to the 'natural'" rate, namely, that it e<trialises 
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r savings and investment, and that it stabilises the general 
price-level are mutually inconsistent. It is true that 
so long as the 'natural'- rate and· the money-rate of 
interest are equal, the rate of interest remains neutral 
towards prices, in that it does not influence the price
level either in an upward or in a downward direction. 
·The development of prices proceeds in accordance with 
the dispositions and expectations of the public. But 
a neutral rate of interest does not imply an unchanged 
price-level, except in a community which· has attained 
perfert stationary equilibrium, and in which there is 
no net increase in capital and output. In a progressive 
economy, .the banks could either maintain equality 
·between the demand· for real capital and the supply, of 
savings or keep the price-level stable, but they cannot 
do both. For, in a progressive economy, where the· 
yolume of production and transactions rises,. the flow 
{of ~oney must be increased in order to keep the price
level stable. And if there is to be a net inflow of 

· money .into circulation, the money-rate of interest 
r ~h?uld be low~~ed. If the. monetary authority ~oes not 
tnJect an addtttonal · quanttty of money, the prtce-level 
must fall. Hence the rate of interest which stabilises 
the price-level is lower ·than the rate at which the 
demand for real capital is equal to the supply of 
savings. We shall >therefore abandon this third 
attribute of the 'natural' rate of interest. · Henceforth 
we shall tre~t Wicksell's· 'natural' rate as equivalent 
to the 'marginal efficiency of capital'.· 

- Hitherto we have considered the features of the 
'natural' rate of interest. (But in a monetary economy, 
there is another significant rate of interest, namely, 
'the rate of interest on a money loan) In a monetary 
r economy· the 'natural' rate and the money-rate do not 

• 
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coincide. \There is always a divergence between the 
two, because the demand for and the-supply of savings 
do not meet in their natural form, but meet in the-
form of money. I But the quantity of money in exist-

\ence is directly controlled by the ba.nking system. That 
is, the banking system can keep the rate of interest at 
any arbitra!)_' level. The divergence between the 
'natural' rate of interest and the~loan rate of interest 
come-~, ~~t ___ Tnt-;o ways. Either the --~~~r--;ite 
itself varies relative to the loan-rate or ~e loan-rate 1 

varies relative to the 'natural' rate. A divergence 
between. the 'natural' and loan· rates of interest would 
result in a cumulative process of, expansion or contrac-· 
tion of prices and production_,/ .... • ~ .. _ 

In order to understand most clearly t~e relation 
between the rate of interest and the price-level it is 
advisable, as \Vicksell did, to start with simplifying 
assumptions. Let us suppose that the monetary system 
of t~iety has the followin~ characteristics:-

_1. The · mone~ry syste;Il operates in a ~e.d 
econom,y. \Vicksell assumed that the leading banks-of 
the world act together. But it is sufficient if we confine 
our analysis to a single closed economy. By doing so,_ 
we can safely neglect the complications arising from 
international transactions irt goods and money. 

2. A free currency exists it1 such an economy. 
Banking is cut looseehtirely from any reserves. The 
monetary authority is under no obligatioh· to keep the 
currency on a parity with gold or any other commodity. 

)
The monetary ·authority enjoys complete autonomy as 
regards the credit policy it pursues. -

3. The creation of credit as well as the issue ·of 
legal tender -is centralised under, say, th~Central- Bank. 

4. The credi!_system is so highlyd~eloped in that' 
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economy that there are no cash hold~ng$.at all, and all .· 
transactions are done 'by means of instruments of 
credit. 

S. To start with, a stationary equilibrium prevails 
in that society. · -"'------ -- · 

· In such an economy the primary causes affecting 
the price-level are the policy of the monetary authority. 
the demand for consumption goods,_ the supply of pro
ductive services, and the result of. the co-operation of 
productive services. These causes are partly objective,: 
such as changes in population, wants, productivity, and. 
partly subjective such as expectations and preferences. 

The most important instrument in the hands of the 
monetary authority for influencing the price-level is the 
control of the rates of interest on deposits and loans. 
For a while we may neglect the differentiation of 
interest rates. . 

. With these preliminary notions we may study' the 
effects of a lowering or a raising of the rate of interest.) 
Since we have started with _a position of static equili .. 
brium, the 'natural' rate of interest and the market or 
loan rate of interest are equal Hence, when·; we speak . 
of a lowering of the rate of interest, we' mean the lower- · 
'ing of ·the loan rate in relation to the·. natural rate. 
Similarly f~t ,.a" raising of the rate of interest. In 

· studying the reladon between interest and prices . we 
shall follow in Jhe main Wicksell's theQry. Of course, 
we shall introduce modifications to his· th~ory .wherever ... 
necessary. ·'- . . 

Under these circumstances the thesis which Wick-
sell develops, is as follows: :'If, other ~things remaining 
the same, the leading banks of the world2 were to lower 

2 As indicated above, we shall for the present confine our analysis 
' to a single society. Hence we s~ll. speak of the policy of the leading 
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the rate of interest, say l per cent. below its ordinary 
le\·el, and keep it so for son1e years, then •the prices of
.all commodities wmild rise· and rise and rise without any 
limit whatsoe\yer; on the contrary, if the ·leading banks' 
were to raise their rate of interest, say l per cent. abOve
its normal level, and keep it so for sOme years, then all 
tJrices would fall and fall and fall ,,;thout any limit: 

"3 _, .. 
except zero. . 

Let us {ftart with a position of full employment and· 
a rigid investment period. That is, resources in the. 
consumers' goods and. capital goods industries are so· 
bighly specialised as to constitute non-competing groups. 
In this case a lowering or a raising of the market rate · 
of interest relative to the 'natural' rate does not give 
rise to a cumulative process of ~lJClnsion or· contraction. 
If entrepreneurs want to expand production of capital 
goods owing to the lowering of the rate of interest. and . . 
'the rise in capital values, it will only raise the price of 
the factors of production, so that the advantage ·of ·tow 
interest costs would be neutraliz~. Similarly, in the 
-consumption goods • industries ~the advantage of -low 
interest costs would be neutralized by a rise in the price 
of capital goods) Hence in such an ~onomy the absolute' 
beight of the Joan rate of int~rest ~erts no significant 
influence on the general· price-leveL ',J .. . 

Let us no\\~ drop the assnmpt~on of. technical rigi-~ 
~ity in. the organisatiop of productioti, • \vhile retaining 
the assumptjon_ of full ~~mplo}ment. Let us now study 

{the effects of ~a lowering the market ·rate of interest 
below the 'normal' rate.") 

. ' . "-. ~ 

banks within a countrY rather"' than that of the leading banks of the 
world. • 

• 3 \Vicksell, "The · Influence of the Rate of Interest. on Prices'". 
Econmnic Journal ... ]une 1907, p. 213. -

14 
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'\0-Vhen the. market rate is lowered the demand for 
loans increases in a thousand ways and the banks corres
pondingly grant more credit. An increase in the quantity 
of money increases the demand for goods in general 
relative to .their supply. Hence prices ri~ Thus, accord
ing to Wicksell,. clianges in relative as well as general 
level of prices can be explained in terms ' of demand 
for and supply of goods. "Every· rise or fall in 
the price of a particular commodity presupposes 
a disturbance of the equilibrium between the 

1 supply of and the · demand for that commodity, 
whether · the disturbance has actually taken place
or is merely prospective. vVhat is true in this respect 
of each commodity separately must doubtless be true 
of all commodities collectively. A general rise in prices 
is therefore only conceivable on the supposition that 
the general demand has for some reason become, or is. 
expe~ed to become, greater than the supply ."4 

· . ~hen the rate of interest falls, capital values rise. 
Production of capital goods is stimulated, because the 

.·profitability of ·capital is greater than the rate of· 
inter:e.s~ Since we have started with a position of full 
employment, factors of production can only be shifted 
from consumption goods industries to capital goods 
industries at higher r'ates ~f · remuneration. Thus the 
increase in demand for labour, raw materials and land 
raises their prices. And entrepreneurs can ·pay more to
the factors of production. With a lower rate of interest, 
entrepreneurs can borrow more for the same totaf 
interest cost. This is most common in the case of long
term investments:; For instance, if a railway company 
could borrow money through the issue ' of debentures 

" 4 Wicksell. Lectures 011 Political Eronomy. vot. II, p. 159. 
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at 3~ per cent. instead of at 4 per_ certt~ it cou_ld a_fford 
to borrow, and pay 331

/3 per cent. of more money ~ 
the factors of ·production. Hence the prod~ction of 
capital goods is stimulated and their prices rise. . . 

/ . . - . 

{ On the other hand, the output of consumers'- good~ 
is diminished, since factors of producti01_1 an~ partly 
shifted to capital -goods industries. . But the d~J)d 
for consumers' goods increases owing to the. ip.crease in 
incomes of labourers, lando\\~ners and ~wners of ra\v 1 

materials. Hence the prices of consumers~ goods. rise:~ 
Thus every increase in the production of capital goods ' 
increases the incomes of people and their demand for 
consumption goods, and leads to a fresh rise in ~ tlte 
price~level of consumption goods. · 

:~-Thus a fall in the rate of interest belo\v the l 
'normal' rate leads to a cumulative rise of ·prices, and 

I this process conti11ues so long as the market rate is kept 
~at the lower leveO Though the costs of production of 
the entrepreneur have increased, he gets higher prices . v 
for his product. He is exactly in the same position as 
before the rise in prices took place. Hence the money 
demand for goods and services during any period is. 
always- greater than their supply and a continuous rise 
in their prices takes place. Now, if the rate of·interes 
is restored· to its normal level,~there would be n 
.tendency for prices to go down, because a new level of 
:relative prices will have· already been ·established, and 
·'the rise in prices will have been uniformly spread over 
'aU commodities. Relative prices will have attained a. ' 
new equilibrium position once again, and the higher 
rate of interest cannot disturb that equilibrium. 
Entrepreneurs would still be able to pay higher prices ' 
for factors of production since they expect -the ·same 
increased prices for their products to continue. v • 
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" 
• ·, If the inflatio~ist cumulative process is to be 

stopped, it is not sufficient if the rate of interest· is 
restored to the. original level. It has to be fixed at a 
pi~~el _!!!~~)hat. For, to restore the rate of 
tnterest to 1ne ortginal level, when prices are expected 
to rise has the same effect as a low rate of. interest has 
-\y hen prices are not expected to rise:J 

\Ve need not enter the controversy whether the 
, increased saving as a result of the -greater production 
· ·uf capital goods is 'forcei.saving'. In the case of fuH 

employment, there is 'forced saving' ·from the point of 
view of the community as a whole, since the redistribu
tion of factors of production from consumers• goods 
industries to producers' goods industries entails a 
restriction of consumption. But from the point, of view 
of the individual there is no 'forced saving'. 

\Ve shalLnow drop the assumption of full employ
m~t. <Let .us suppose t~at there are unemployed 

. resources, especially labour. 
: : Q{ unemployment is· confined to consum~tion goods 
industries only, and if factors of production cannot be 
transferred from consumption goods industries to 
capital goods industries, then, production ·will not in-

Jrease in either of the industries owing to a lowering 
of the market rate of interest. But, if the factors of 
tproduction can be transferred, then the p:oduction of 
;,capital goods will be increased. The qutput of con
isumption goods may not be much affected. But the 

. )demand for them i~creases. So th~re will be a rise in 
1the prices of both types of goods,~ though not to the 
same extent as in the previous cases. 

' . 
(If there is unemployment in capital goods indus-f, 

/ tries only production of capital goods increases.. The 
• 
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f demand. for consumers' foods increases anq the price 
: of these goods goes up. , • · 

~· If there is unemployment in both types of industry 
and if factors of production cannot be transferre4 
from one industry to another, then a fall in the rate; of 

J int~est will increase production in both types of indus~ 
ltry. The ·rise in prices of these goods will be very 
gradual. 

(Now we come· to the._most realistic case, where 
' unemployed resources are present in both types of in~ 
· dustry and these resources can be transferred from one 
industry to another. As a consequence of a fall in. the 
rate of interest ·production of capital g~s will first , 

·increase. This increases the incomes of those · em
ployed in the production of these goods. They spend 
a part of their increased incomes on consumption goods 
and save the rest. The production of consumers' goods 

1 increases. There will be a steady rise in the prices of 
r both types of g~ Even after the economy ·attains 
full employment, the cumulative process of eA1l311Sion 
of prices takes place in the same manner described 
earlier. 

:\Ve have now completed our study of the 'fffects 
of a.. lowering of the market rate of interest below ·the 
'natural' rate. \Ve have seen that the lower rate of 

1 intetest starts an expansionist ·process. The general 
; price-level rises and there will be a. change m the level ' 

I of relative ¥ri~es also due to the tr:msfer of the factors 
of. production from one type of mdustry to another. 

(Aggregate production will increase· so long as· there 
'are uneq:mloyed reso~o._p~sent. The problem we 
ha\"e to soh-e now is how long this cumulative 
prQCess will continpe. Will it continue. jndefinitely? 
Or "\Viii a new stationary equilibrium gradually ~ 

,. 
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established when capital resources have been SO· greatly 
increased that no more capital can be absorbed at 

[

existing interest rates ?":J (If individuals expect that 
present . prices will. be . maintained in the future, ' 
the~ at some point the transfer of factors of 
production from consumption goods industries to 
capital goods industries will come to an end, 

"because of the diminishing profitability of capital. 
rrhe rise in prices too would stop, . and the economy 
kould have attained stationary equilibrium) Of course 
it takes a long time for equilibrium to be established 
()nc~ again. (But, if individuals, particularly thcl 
·entrepreneurs, expect prices to rise higher and 
higher, then the cumulative process will continue 
indefinitely.) 

(If the banks kept the rate of interest permanently 
above the 'natural' rate, effects opposite to those we 
havt: discussed .above would follow. A cumulative pro
-cess of contraction of prices and production would 

. . ' set tn. J · · · •. 

: {Thus, under the assumptions we have mc.tde, there 
1s no limit to either inflation or deflation) The price
level would ·be absolutely at the mercy of the .banking \j 
system.· · 

/In the actual world we do . not come across the 
'" 

type· of cumulative processes we have discussed above . 
becaus¢. the conditions we have 'postulated are not 
present) Wicksell himself says that his thesis "cannot 
be pro~ed directly by experience because the tact re
·quired in its· hypothesis never happens".' In spite of its 
·abstract· nature Wicksell's theory contains a profound 
truth and it will go a long way in help~ng one to under-
---·-

1 Erik Lindahl, Sfudiu in the Theory of Money and Capital. p. 180. 
6 0/J. cit., Economic Journal, p. 213. 
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.stand clearly the interest-~rices relation. _His theory 
brings to light the in{"portance of the rate of jnterest 
.as an instrument for controlling the course of produc-

. tion and prices. For, in the actual world many of 
\Vicksell' s assumptions are present in :varying· degrees. 

, The development of central banking · has conferred 
enormous powers on the banking system of controlling 
the quantity of money and the rate of interest. With 
the cessation of the circulation of metallic money, w~th 
the issue of inconvertible paper money and with a highly 
-developed credit system, metallic reserves are losing the 
pre-eminence they once enjoyed. . . 

~\The most important contribution of Wicksell to 
the theory of interest and prices is the point that it is 
not the absolute height of the market rate of interest, ' 

\ 

)
but its height relative to that of the 'normal~ rate that is 
responsible for variations in the price-level~ '1 "It can at 
once be seen that it is quite useless to try to demonstrate 
the existence of any direct relation between the absolute 
movements of the rate of interest ·or of the discount 
rate and movements of prices."7 

This relative concept of the market rate of inte
rest explains a fact which appears ·to be contrary to 
Wicksell's theory of interest and prices. It is the fact 
'tthat the market rate of interest and the general level of ... 
!Prices vary directly, both· rising or falling together. 
vVhen trade is brisk and prices are rising, the rate of 
profit ·on capital is high. The rate of interest on money 
follows the same course, out with a time-lag. The rate 
of profits being higher than the market rate of interest 
is the same as the market rate being kept lower· than 
the 'natural' rate. "In one word the interest on money 

. . - .. 

7 \Vicksell, l11tercst .. a11d _Pric_es, p. 107 .. 
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is, in reality very often low when it seems to be high~ 
and high when it seems to be low."8 

Hitherto we have studied the interest-prices prob
lem under c~rtain simplifying assumptions. Now we 
shall study.._'_how far they have to be modifi(\d i{ our 
analysis is to be applicable to real conditions. ) 

<'in the first place, cash-holdings are present in the 
real worldJ \Ve do not have a:completely developed 
credit system. · We h:tve already studied the importance 
of and the reasons for cash-holdings. The desire for 

(cash-holdings is the result of uncerta!~-~Y· (With an 
increase in uncertainty liquidity-preference increases, 
and this retards the'\ acceleration of the cumulative 
process of investment. J 

/ . . . Again, the banks cannot entirely dispense with 
·metallic reserves. There is a limit to the capacity of 
the banks to increase the supply of credit. They can
not go on· expanding credit ad infinitum. That is, the 
cumulative process of contraction or expansion cannot 
go on indefin'itely. 

It may also happen that the Central Bank's 
:;authority · over · the . other banks in the country is 
not complete, and the actions of the Central Bank 
may very often be nullified by a deliberate action on the 
part of the other banks. But this complication is not 
of much importance in countries where central bank
ing has developed appreciably. Because of their control 
of the note-issue and because they are the lenders in· 
'the last resort, the Central Banks do exert very great 
influence on the banking system. ·'· 

I_: l.. Another source of complication in the real world 
I is that there is nJL cine rate of interest. There are 

-- • --r---~•·,-" 

divergent rates, as we have already noted, depending 
( 

I \Vicksell. op. cit., Economic Journal, p. 217. 
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:._,.. 

upon -the length of· the time for which the loan is made 
and the degree of risk present in each loan.) \Ve have 
earlier discussed the significance of the interest-rates 
differentiation .. _Changes in the short-term rates -of 
interest have a little influence on investment in liquid 
goods owing to the lower storage costs. Long-term 
rates of interest have a decisive influence on investment 
in fixed capital. For reasons we have discussed in the 
previous chapter,{}vhile the banking system's control of\ 
the short-term rate is absolute, its control of the long
term rate is not complete. Hence the banking system's 
ability to. stimulate an expansionist process of invest-
ment is limited.) · - -

· In our hypothetical case, we were w1der the im-. ,, 
pression that the 'normal'--.!'~!-~--~f_j_nterest:\: i.e., the 
marginal efficiency of capital) remains constant while 
the cu~~lative process takes ~lace. But this is n~t 
true. (,_~he marginal efficiency of capital itself varies 1 

\with the market-rate of interest. \Vben the market 
rate is lower than the marginal efficiency of capital 
investment is increased. But the increase in investment 
brings down the marginal efficiency of capital to the 
-level of the market rate of interest. And with this the 
cumulative process stopm ~f production and employ
ment are to rise further and further the market rate 
of "interest will have to be continually lowered:) 

· · , Then ·we have to consider complications due to 
international relations. No economy -in the . world is 
'dosed'. In fact, the more industrially advanced- an 
etonomy is, the greater is its contact \\cith interruitional 
economy .. Hence the monetary policy of an econOm.y 
cannot be completely out of harmony ''ith the monetary 
policies of other countries, especially \vhen there· is· a 
common currency link between them as in the case o' 
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0 . 
the International Gold Standard. If the rate of interest 
in a country is too low it may lead to transfer of 
investible funds from that country to another~. If 
a country's price-level is unduly high, it may lead to 
the import of goods from foreign countries. · 'fhe 
domestic price-level is not independent of the price
level of other countries. Of course, since the Great 
War economies are becoming practically · 'closed' 
owing to the abandonment of the International -Gold 

· Standard and the restrictions imposed on international 
trade. The Central Banks have now greater freedom 
to pursue any monetary policy and1 hence they can 
influence prices and production to ;/very great extent. 

Apart from these purely monetary factors, there· 
~re certain technical, psychological and institutional 
factors which often retard the progress of industrial 
activity. (Any lowering of the rate of interest may not 

, lead .to an expansionist process beyond a limited extent. 
In the first place, ·-p.r_o_;!pctive resources .are_. not homo
geneous. Very ofteif' they are not interchangeable) 
·Thus in certain industries the elasticity of supply of 
factors of production wil1 have reached zero, while in 
many ·other industries there will be unemployed factors. 
Then there are many rigidities in the economic system. 
Factors of production are ·immobile in various degrees. 
Prices of factors of production are not flexible. They 
do not move quickly when there is a change· ·in the 
relation between the supply of and the demand for the 
factors. · · · . 

f Again, the real economic world is dynamic and 
not. stationary as we assumed. Expectations play 
a dominant part in the determination of . output· and 
emolovrnent~. The ·public may have no · confidente · in 
the perman:nce of the policy ~£ the monetary authority. 
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. . ~ 
Hence the liquidity-preferences of the public · mayl 

·rise and no fall in the rate of interest. may induce I 
investment.\ 

/The several complicating factors we have 
enumerated above do not invalidate . our fundamental 
thesis that the banking system can influence the course 
of prices and production by pursuing a suitable 
interest:-rate policy) These factors in the situation 
serve only to emphasise the point that i~ the worlrl: as 
it is, an interest-rate policy does not lead to a cumu
lative process ad illjinittt11l·_, . but that the. intensity ~f 
the cumulath·e process will be· lower than it is in our 
hypoth~tical case. [The banking system by varying 
the terms of lending and the quantity of money can 
influence the rate of production of capital goods~ as 
well as that of consumption ·goods, and . thus regulate 
the total demand for commodities. Hence the rate of 
interest is one of the most important . mstruments in 

'

the hands of the monetary authority for controlling 
the general as well as the relative level of pri~J Now 
we should study the ideal way in which the ianking 
system ·should use this instrument of ·control This 
leads us to the theory of monetary policy. 

··• 



CHAPTER XIV 

RATE OF INTEREST AND THE PRICE-LEVEL 
( C ontinucd) 

. 
IT is beyond our scope in this chapter to discuss the 
wider aspects of the theory of mo~etary policy. Our 
object here is a narrower one. We shall examine 
whether it is possible to achieve the several ideals of 
monetary policy through a control of the complex of 
~ates of interest by the monetary authority. 

. (The major economic problem of every country 
to-day is the problem of controlling booms and 
depressions, and of utilizing human and material 
resources as fully, continuously and efficiently a~ 
pos~ible. j We have failed miserably in conducting our 
monetary and economic affairs to promote maximum 
prOduction and employment. And we no longer believe 
that there are natural forces in the capitalist world, 
which, unaided, can enst1re maximum economic well
being. We have come to believe that some kind of 
deliberate and concerted monetary policy by the State 
or its agent is ari indispensable pre-requisite of the 
smooth and effiCient working of the economic· system. 
r w~ 

~e have noted already that the control of the complex 
of rates of interest is one of the most important 
instruments in the hands of the monetary authority 
for influencing the trend of production and prices) 
Now we must discuss the possible ways in which this 
instrument of monetary policy can be used, and we 
'SfiOUld decide upori- the-most practicable and the most 
·desirable one. 
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It is not necessary for us to dwell at length .. on: 
the nature and causes of the trade cycle. The. trade 
cycl~-- is a high.ly __ 5Qm_p];.x phen_Q!PS!!On. A complete 
explanation--of the trade cycle will have to take. into 
account various economic factors. However, there is 
one factor which is considered by the majority of 
economists to be the most- important factor· in the 

, explanation of the . trade cycle. (It is the factor: of 1 
, n~ney and bank credit. l\Ioney and _credit occupy 
· a central position in our economic system.) ~Ioney 
and credit link the various markets of the economic 
system. l\Ioney is also a link between the present and 
the future. Demand and supply are ·expres:;ed _in 

·terms of money. And to-day the banking system 
possesses enormous }X>wers of creating money by 
various means. And in the last chapter· we have 
studied how by lowering or raising the rate of interest 
(and thus by increasing or diminishing the supply of 
n10ney) ~he banldng system can exert a predomi~t 1 

influence on the level of prices and 1 output.) It is, 1 

. therefore, most natural for economists to deduce from 
this relation between the rate~of interest and the price
level that fluctuations in prices and output are 
primarily due to a wrong credit policy pursued by the· 
banking system. j Therefore, different schools· of the 
monetary ., theory of the trade cycle recommend 

·different norms for interest-rate. policy to be pursued 
i by the banking system in order to achieve a particular 
ideal, which, they believe, will cqntrol booms and 
depressions. It is with these norms for· interest-rate 
policy that we are concerned in this chapter. 

'Ve shall content ourselves with considering only 
two obiectives of monetary policy, because they are 
~St fasn10naole and each of them commands-
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a wide following of eminent economists. \.The first 

~
ob j. ective is. th~ _sta1>iliza.tion_ of th~ _g~n-~ral price~ICYcl. . 

he second objective is that money sh<;_>ttl~l_be ___ neutral 
~yards th~ form_atiot!.._oJ_prices.~ 

r ~The economists who recommend the stabilization 
·of the price-level are those who pay the greatest 
attention to the 'influence of changes in' the ·rate of . 
interest on the g~1icral price-level. . According to this 
school of .thought, changes in the flow of money and 
credit are the main cause of fluctuations in prices and 

._ ! •• 

outpu~- of the alternation of prosperity and depression) 
The btLnking system, by means of credit expansion and 

·'d·"ediCcontraction, influences the demand for goods and .. . 
se.~ices in ·tetms of money, and hence affects the 

'n1ovement of .Prices and production. The analysis of 
.this· school regarding the effects of changes in the rate 
of ·interest (and therefore changes in the qua'ntity of 
the. supply of money and credit) on the level of prices 
rind output is practically the same as the analysis we 

) ~ave· in .the last chapter, except that( this school pays 
greater attention to changes in the general level of 
prices and their influence on outpu1: of goods ·rather 

':tha~ to the effect on relative prices:) As \Ve have 
' observed, in the actual world a cumulative process of 
expansion of output and prices cannot go on indefinitely, 
'because the banks cannot extend credit c:zd infinitum, 
due either to the depl~tion of their cash reserves or to
the outflow of gold owing to the rise in prices, if the· 

'

country is on the gold standard. The banl"S, therefore~ 
contract their credit .by raising the rate of interest. 
The contraction of purchasing power depresses 
industrial and business activity, the total money 
income of people shrinks and there will be a fall in the 
'general level of prices. The process of contraction to() 
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is cumulative and this goes- for a long time, until there· 
is again. a revival of prices and output, by a. lowering 
of the. rate of interest made possible by the accumula~ 
tion of cash, return of business confidence, etc.
Thus, ·the way in which it is being ope. rated;•, the B.ank~ 
Rate is no longer a "most delicate and beautifu 11 

instrument" foueg-ulating the price-and-money-incom , 
· '~ ~ r.,.....,... ~-bl f · fl. • • • · structure. It ts respons1 e or. severe·· ilctuatlons. tn 
prices · and '"'fncomes and is very of.!.en brutal in its· 
effects. This kind of excessive fluctuations in prices, - . 

output and incomes is very injurious to the economic 
well-being of a country. Under these circuinstances 

(the idea of th~ stabilization of the level ·of prices , ~s 
a factor in the control of booms and depressions caqie 
to prominence and faith was lost in the mechanism· of. 
the Bank Rate and ihe international gold standard. ·) 

Before we deal with the problem· of the stabiliza
tion of the price-level, we had better offer soine 
criticism of th~ view that the reason for the collapse· 

(of the boom . is the rising tendency of the rate of 
; I interest. There is no doubt that the rise in the rate of 
. ~ is one of the factors in the collapse ·of ~the' 
boom. But the most important reason for the collapse. 
is, as ~Ir. Keynes has pointed out, "uudd~-~-~Qll~I?._se 
i!l. !h.~ .J!:t~rgil_l~!._ e~.<:_!en~y of C£trif?1:'.1 

· Towards the 
later stages of the boom people expect that the marginal 
efficiency of capital will be high. enough to offset the 
rise in the prices of capital goods and· the increase in 
their quantity. (.vVhen once the marginal efficiency of~ 
capital · falls, the liquidity-preference of the public is 
strengthened and thus the rate of interest rises. Thus,· 
thoug-h the fall in the marginal efficiency of capital and 
the rise in the rate of interest go together, "the essence 

1 Keynes, Cenrral Theory, p. 315. 
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of the situation is to be found, nevertheless, in .the 
collapse in the marb,;nal efficiency of· capita1".2 This 
is precisely the reason why during the depression even 
an exceedingly low rate of interest fails to bring about 
recovery. That is to say, the reason for the collapse. of 
the boQm is mgre psy~logical than n1onetary.'\ 1\fo.re
over, the long-term rate ofintere~fis-fairij''sta~le over 
time. This ·excludes the· theory which attributes the 
breakdown of the boom to the rise .in the rate of inte
rest, since investment in capital goods is mainly 
dependent on the long-tern1 rate. · 

Now we shall get along with the subject_ of 
the stabilization of the price-level. 0'herc arc 
many criteria for the stabilization of the price-level. 
1Some recommend a stationary price-level, others 
(a. slowly rising pdce-level, and a few others a slowly 
l falling price-level.) (The object of . any policy of 
stabilization of the general price-level should not 
be merely to keep the value of money at a parti-

(~ular point, but to maintain and enlarg. c t.he. v. olumc 
-of . production and employment.}\ Tb_e__pr_9J>lem ·- of 
the stabilization of · th~_price-.kv.el_ts_the._pwblem _ of 
~~Jr.x~~f~ing-~q~ilib~iu~ 0~ ,,the_ m~rgin between_ rrrices 
l-and costs, of ensuring the reasonable profitableness of 
the production of goods and services. To put the same 

. thing in another way, there must be a proper relation-
ship_ betwc~n"Jhel\ . .vario~~s ___ p~_i.c~s. j Other\ vise disequili-
brium arises in the economic system. For instance, the 
,most important rea.son for the 1929-30 slump in the 

\
U.S.A. was the excessive growth of profits without a· 
corresponding rise in wages and salaries. 

We need not discuss the respective merits of the 
ease for a stationary price-level, the case for a slowly 

2 Keynes, Gmeral Tlleory. p. 316. 
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rising price-leYel and lastly the case for a .slowly 
falling price-level. · 'Vhat we a.re concerned with here 
·is hO\y far it is possible to achieve these objectives by 
<leliberatc monetary policy, in . particular, by mani.:. 

r p.ulating the rate of ititerest. · - · 
· . · (The argument of th?se w~1o recmn~nencf stabiliza- • 
tion of the. general-price level is th~t the banks should 
-control their rates of interest in both the active and - - .... ,...... ···------
p~t-~h-e a~Ufcts. In_ the_a..~_tiv~_2:spect,_)! ~ is_s_Egg~~~ ~ 
that first the rate of interest should be lowered to induce - . ,., . -· "'"~~ ~ ---~.,,., . ' .. ~.-- ~ .... _ - .............. _ 
a.,.!i~~jn _prices ~!l_cJ_an_~_,.xp~nsion _()f__output.a~Q.JhC!t 
i~-~~ou~<! .. J:>~-:-n.tised before_JbeJ)()Qni_reache~~d~p.gerous \. 
11~ig!lJ§, and thus stabilise output and the level_qf_p!kes. 
Various difficulties are involved iii this proposal.\&} In 
the first place, it is difficult to find the true index of the · 
intensity of the boon1. The general price-level is a very
vague. and elush:e thing. .. It is an average of averages.} 
It throws no light ·on the position of relative pric~s, and 
the/ relative importance of particular groups of com..: 
modities.\'-:)~Ioreover,(in the present world· e~pectations 
regarding future prices and profits play a more 1·mport..:. 
ant part in the further rise of prices and output than 
the rate of interest which may lose. its polver as a regu.:. 
1ator.)In such periods variations 'in the -rate of interes~_ 
might ha,·e to be very violent in either direction· tci 
maintain equilibrium. This causes disturbances in the 
business world{~)t\nd l very often the confrol of the ' 
banking system over the rate of interest: especially 
long-term, is ·not complete.) Hence· if .is extremely · 
doubtful if the banks could stabilise the general price- _ 
1e,·el by a control·of the complex of rates u£ interest. ) 

(In the passive ~t, it is suggested that c_g_rres-" 
1)onding to changes in t~~-general level of prices_.tlie . 
Tate of intere~t should be varied in a compensator:f · 

JS ' 
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manEer __ i!!_Erder ~o pres~Eve.-~<it!ilibrium. Prof. Irving 
Fisher's 'real' rate doctrine is an instance of this. 
Prof. Fisher di;tinguishes bet~~~~n. -;;.~~~ i~~r~~t7tnd 
'money' interest. According to Fisher. the 'real' rate,. 
~~ressed in:J(!Jtns __ of_a p~~tt!~r __ group __ oL.goads,. 
fluctuates wid~ly _ _o\vin~ to_c]lan.g~sJn _the value .. o~f 
mi!f"ey •. Fisher's 'real' rate is got by correcting not only 
~he interest but also the principal for price changes .. Ji is in this_that the 'real' rate of i~tcrest differs from 
'real' wages_. Because oi the inclusion of the principal 
for correction owing to changes in the value of money 
the 'real' rate is said to vary very widely) Thus Fisher 
states, "The. real rate of interest in the United States. 
from l\1arch to April, 1917, fell below inintis 70 per 
cent.! In Germany at the height of inflation, August 
to September 1923, the real rate of interest fell to the 
absurd level of minus 99.9 per cent."3 

_ The fallacies in the 'real' rate doctrine of Fisher 
have been most illuminatingly pointed out by Prof. 
Adarkar.\.')For one thing, Fisher is wrong in including 
the principal also for correction of price-changes. The 
principal is in many-c~ses ~ot at all returncdjts in the 
case of Consols, or returned after a very long-time as 
in the case of debentures. and even if it is 'returned 
it is' re-lent. That is why the lender and the borrower 
are not hit or benefited to any appreciable degree by 
changes in the value of money. As Prof. Adarkar says; 
"The fact is that money capital, whether shor:t or long~ 
lis a continuous proces~ a mobile fund; it' is continually 
embodied in real capital, either over long periods or 
over a series of short-period~, according to the prefe-
rence of the lender.'; · 

' 
3 Tneory of lnl£-rut, p. 44. 
4 o,. cit., p. 10. 
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Changes in the general 1evel of prices are no doubt 
of some importance when we take into account only the 
interest, but not the principal. Changes in_ the value of 
money are of importance to the lender in so far as 
interest is . a source of regular i~come to him. In the 
same way they \vould be of importance to the borrowerr
as an element of cost. In this way the 'reC!_l' rate woul~} 
be of as much significance as the concept of real wages. 
But ~he 'real' rate as applied to the principal ·is of' no 
import"lnce for one more reason. When there is a ris.; 
i~_!h~- general _ _ley_el_ of _prices, the entrepreneur wh7 
carries on the industry makes a profit, not at thf 

\expense of the lender, but really at .the expense 
~ bf the other factors of production whose prices have" 
~1ot rjsen correspondingly.) - · _ 
- (The 'real' rate doctrine as a guide · to banking , 

policy would lead to absurditie~ Thus, if the general 
price-level rises by 10 per cent., and if a 'real' tate of 
5 per cent. is to be established, then a money rate of 
15.5 per cent. is necessary (~l\rioreover (this doctrine 
ignores the fact that one of the mo~t important causes 
for changes in the genera_!. p.rice-level are changes in th1 
rate of interest itself. }tfo say that the_ n1oney rate. ofl 
interest (which has given rise to a· rise or fall in the" 
price-level) should be fixed at a different level to restore 

r the 'rea.l' rate at the normal level is meaningless 'and 
involves circular reasgning.) Even -if the changes in 
the general-level of prices are not due to a variation in 
the money rate of interest, a raising of the money-rate 
to such stupendous heights like 15 . 5- per cent. is not 

1
at all necessary. A small_ rise in the money-rate is 

i sufficient to check the rise in prices. · . - · 
(So far we have considered only one instrument of 

achieving the stabilization of price-level. . There art! 
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other monetary, as well as non-monetary factors like 
'taxati9n, pu~c wo~s policy, and rigid_ity or flexibility 
of the prices of the factors of production which decide 
the success or failure of ~ny policy of ·stabilization. 
So many difficulties are involved in the pursuit of a 
pOlicy .of price stabilization .. There is no guarantee that 
a mere stabilization of the general price-level will ensure 
. a stabilization of employment and output at an expand
ing rate.) But we need not despair ·that ·to search for 
economic stabilitY- in price stabilization is to pursue a 
'vill-o' -the-wisp. (Though price stability cannot be a 
remedy· for all ills of the .economic system, it is far more 

!conducive to smooth economic progress than· no stabil- · 
·ity y.t all.) · 
~Now we shall take up for consideration the neutral 

money doctrine of a group of Au.§!rian economists of 
\vhich Prof. Hayek is the outstanding· figure.' The 

)fobje.ct of the neutral money doctrine .also is to mitigate 
' the occurrence of industrial fluctuations.) Unlike the 
pur:e1y monetary theorists of the trade cycle, t!te eco
~omists_of the. neutraJ_money doctrinehold that the trade 
cycle is __ ~ot_ merely . a monetary phenomeno.n. This 
schoOl-of thought -analyses 'the effects of fluctuations 
in the supply of bank money not so much in terms of 
fluctuations in the general price-level as in te~ms of 

·fluctuations of relative'"_.pti~s, and thei~ '"effects. on 
the time-s~tti~~- of production. i~ccordingly Jhese 

} economist~-· abandon the, ~oncept . of sf.!!!!!e money and 
(talk in terms of neutral money.~ 

It is not necessary for us to trace at length the 
Austrian theory of the trade cycle as expounded· by 
Prof. Hayek. "\Ve haye briefly indicated his" theory 
'vhile considering the Austrian theory of interest. 
~ccording ·to Prof. H~ek, the lowering of the market 
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rate of interest below the- 'equilibrium' rate leads to· a 
relative increase .in _the production of capital goods and· 

~'a lengthening in the structure 'of production. .• Factors . 
?of production are shifted from the production of con-. 
l sumption goods to the production of capital goods.\ All 
this is famjliar to us: But according to- Prof. Hayek 
this process cannot go 'bn for ever~ Gradually the 
borrowing of the entrepreneurs are paid out as ··wages, 
rent2 interest, etc. The · demand of ·these income...;~ 

receivers for consumption goods· increases and· the 
\scarcity of these goods raise~ their price-level relative 
ko that of the capital goods. There is. a relative over~ 
production. of capital goods in terms of conswnption. 

. ........., . • I 

goods. The structure of production becomes top-heavy. 
l\1any extensions in the structure of produCtion cannot 
be completed. The error of- the initiaf atiticipati011s 
regarding profits becomes revealed~ And the Q.p.nks too 
cannot expand credit ad infinitum.· So they raise their 

r 
rate of interest and resti-ict the supply of credit. For 
these reasons, the boom comes to an· end. Thus .the. 
most important factors in Prof. Hayek's explanation 
of ·booms and depressions are two. . The first is . the. 
fact that the· b_ankjpg__system, by grtiJidally .. Iowe.cing
tq~rgt~_gf..Jnt~t~.~t, increases the supply of money, and . 
. is thus responsible for a maldistribution of ·resources 

j . . . . • • 

and a distortion in the structure of production which 
ultimately leads to a collapse of the boom. Secondly, 
the boom cannot last long b~cg.~e __ of t,h~_§hm:t~g~ of 
·saving. The increase in incomes of those who are 
~~ployed in the capital goods' industries is ·not. saved. 
but goes towards the raising of the demand for con
sumption goods~ Hence Prof. Hayek's. proposal for 

/
controlling the trade cycle is' that the banks should not 

\artificially increase the supply of money, but that th~~ 
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should keep the effctive (}U!lntity of money .in the eco
( nomic system . fi~d. Equality. should be established 
. betw~en the voh!!Jl_e_s>J .. __ current -~saving and -~urrcnt 
if!Y.~SUnent. The rate of interest that establishes 
equality between current saving and curre-nt invest-

E
ent · and which also keeps the effective quantity of 
oney constant is called the 'equilibrium' rate of inte

rest. When theJD_arke.Lt:ate....a..nd.Jhe~quilihritmL...ulte 
~~~~qua:l,_mon~.Y- is said to be netttraLtcn~ds_ prices. 

We shall not go to the extent of criticising Prof. 
Hayek's tqeory of the trade cycle. \Ve shall only study 
the , implications . of th~ 'equilibrium' rate of interest 
and 'neutral' money.· His conception of the 'equilibrium' 

• rate of interest is rather vague. And as for the defini-, 
tion of a neutral money system we·may adopt 1Ir. J. E. 
Meade's.- "A neutral money system is one which simply 
interprets the decisions of individuals, of companies or 
f the Government without: by its own action or in
ction, making tfie effect; of such decisions different 
rom what they would have been in a non-monetary 
conomy ."5 ~ 

, It is extremely doubtful in the first place, whether 
lthe 'equilibrium' rate of interest is able to perform both 

~
he functions of keeping the total effective quantity of 
oney constant and ;.tt the same time maintaining 
eutrality. Now the total effective money in the com

munity is the aggregate quantity of the media of ex
-change times their velocity of circulation; and both of 
them vary. And when a change occurs in any one 

' ~f these magnitudes, the banking system will have to 
. :correct it by varying- the other to countervail corres
-pondingly._ Prof. Hayek himself admits the need for 

- . . 

' The Rate of Interest- in a Progressit·e State, p. 11. 
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.such corrections ~i) to offset changes in· the velocity 
()f circulation, 'w(ii) · to counteract such changes in the 
-co-efficient of money transactions as are occasioned by 
the amalgamation of finns, and the like, and '(in:{ to 
provide for any changes in non-monetary means ·of 
payment, such as book credit, that may be taking place .. 
To effect corrections for changes in these maghitudes..f 
·certainly involves the violation of. neutrality. More
-over, it is very difficult to measure the changes in the~e 
magnitudes accurately · and .. in time. Errors of · esti-

' mation are likely to have serious consequences of. 
inflationary or deflationary movement: 

In the second place, it is not certain whether the 
fequilibrium' rate can equilibrate real savings and invest
(ment and at the same time keep the effective quantity"' 
-of money coi1stant iri the s.ense · of correcting for 
-changes in the velocity of circulation. 

Jn a progressive economy ("an economy .in which 
-output per head is increasing") 6 where tpe quantity of, 
-effective money is fixed, the general price-level will fall 

1 
over a period of time. This has grave consequences s6 

flong as productivity v~ries and does not remain ~on-
• stant. In the modern world,- due to the advancement 
-of :;cience, increasing productivity is on the whole the 
normal state of affairs. Now' when the produCtivity 
-of individual industries rises, their unit .. costs fall. 
Since the quantity • of money remains constant, the 
ptice-level must fall. But the banking system cannot 
lower the individual price of commodities. Hence 
·there is no guarantee that the fall in prices will take 
place in those commodities that ar~ ·produced at lower 
\cost~. If the prices of some of these commodities are 

o Meade, op. cit., p. 1. 
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1\held above their costs, .the effect of neutral money will 

t
ib <;to force down the prices of commodities whose costs 
havt: not fallen. Thus the equilibrium between costs. 

dnd p:rices will be upset. Of course this. disequilibrium 
__ between costs· and prices does not occur if· perfect 
.:ompetition is prevalent in the economic system. But 

( the assumption of the prevalence of perfect competi
l tion is grossly unreal. . 

' . . We should also consider the effects of a constant 
st~kj)f...money_on_):yages. Accorili!_ig_!Q D!. Hayek's 

E
esis the increase in productive efficiency leads to a 

. ecline in the price-level; but the average money wages 
I . ust remain stationary. But labourers are psychologi
cally averse to a constant level of wages though prices 

I 
are declining. - They . would rather prefer a constant 
price-level and a rising wage. Again, when productive ·· 
efficiency is rising piece ·rates have to fall, if equilibrium 

1 is to be maintained. But the labourers organised in 

!powerful trade unions demand a rise in money wages, 
both time-rate and piece-rate. Thus it is difficult to see 
how frictions and maladjustments can be avoided. 

11oreoyer ,· certain contracts are fixed in terms of 
; money for a long time. J?or instance, the rate of inte-

rest payable on debentures is fixed in terms of money. 
When money prices are falling, ·the debenture-holders 
receive disproportionately high intereSt in terms of real 
goods and services. And the presence of such fixed 
money costs as interest on debentures may lead .to 
several -bankruptcies, often very premature. The 
S\velling-up of fixed money costs lowers the normal 
profits of many industrial and business concerns. These 
:consequences are disastrous to industry. 

These are some of the grave consequences of a 
l}etttral' money system. Instead of leading _to stability 
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and progress, it appears as though a 'neutr~l' money) 
system leads to disequilibrium and maladjustment> 

!
Prof. H.a).'ek's dqctrine of 'n. eu_ tral' money presuppo:5es 
the existence of perf~9111R~titi.Qn and rubber-like 
elasticity_jn_ th_e.. econoJ11i.k.~xskn1. His 'neutral' money 
is nothing but a ··new term for the old conception of 
'veil of money'. It. is extremely_. doubtful_· whether -a 
theory of barter economy is useful in the understanding 
of monetary phenomena. A barter economy is not 
n~~~~aljly a stabl~<;2no~y; . changes· in fashion, 
habits and inventions do occur in a barter economv 

" 
also. T.here will be no equilibriun1 . even in a barter 

\
economy if different .. goods serve · for different 
'persons as · a stor~ of value. And this is much 
more true in the case of a monetary economy. 

·Prof. Hayek completely neglects the fact that· the 
-5ctual world is full of uncertainty, and that e~.; 

pectations J11ay ___ C\ _J~r_g~~J?..at:t: __ on . current ~cono~ic 

I 
behaviotlr. He attaches no importat1ce to .the function 
of money as a store of value. He seems to be totally 
unaware of hoarding or high liquidity-preference. Even 
in a 'neutral' monetary system there will be some hoard

f ing. This hoarding does retard investnient activity, 
/ u!lless the monetary authority intervenes by incr.easing. 
! the quantity of money. Hence the existence of money 
i and static equilibrium are in~ompatible. · 

Prof. Hayek's most important object in recom-: 
mending a 'neutral' money systen1 is to achieve equili
brium between real saving anqjnvestment, and to ~pre-\ 
vent ~forced' saving. · Readers of l\fr. Keynes's General 
Tlteory will realise that no object is served by trying 
to equilibrate saving· and investment be~use they are 

1 always- equal. Every increase in investment leads to a 
1 corresponding increase in saving. So the object of t!te 
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. 
n1onetary authority should be to promote investment 
arid allow saving to take care of itself. \Ve have 
,therefore no use for <lelightfulty vague concepts like 
:'equilibrium' rate of interest, or the 'natural' r;tte of 
,interest. These rates only preserve stat u.s quo· and hence 
(they are of significance ·only in a stationary economy 
·~vith full employment. · · ' 

- .As _!J:Q_f. Ag<:u~~ar_r~~ar~s, "underlying the whole 
concept of Neutral Money, there is to be found a great 
!abhorrence for any active,· exogenou! policy--:a philo-
sophy of defeatism and nihilism, the mental con-
1figuration of a terrified Alice in Wonderland".' The 
marvellous jndu~tt:ial and commercial progress of the 
world is to a very great extent the result of a highly 
developed banking and credit ·system. It is unwise to 
suggest that the monetary authority should be passive. 
By following a bold credi~ policy the banking system 
can stimulate industrial activity, so long as there are 
u~employed resources. And the assumption _of full 
employment is far from reality. That means active 
intervention by the banking . system is necessary to 
promote maximum product_ion and fu!l employment. 
And it is gratifying to know that Prof. Hayek con
esses that "money is of course never 'neutral' in the 
ense of being merely an instrument or servant: it 
lways exercises some positive influence on the course 
f events". 8 

(We therefore reject the schemes of stable money 
and 'Iieutral money. Our object should be to promote 
[full employment by all means at our disposal, especially 
I 

by means of appropriate interest rate policy. We 

1 "Prof. Hayek's Neutral Money Doctrine", buJim~ J ottmal ()I 
Economics, January 1937, p. 268. 
~ a The Pure Theo-ry of Capital, p. 407. 
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<mght not to think of depressions, but ~aintain the 
boom till such time· as full employment is attained.~ 
"The right remedy for the trade cycle is not to be found 
in abolishing booms and thus keeping us permanently~ 
in a semi-slurl1p; but in abolishing slumps and -thus 
keeping us permanently in a quasi-hgwn."9 That is 
why ~Ir. Keynes suggests that "the, remedy for. 

· the boom is not a higher rate of interest - but 
a. lower rate ·of interest".10 The rate of interest 
should be continuously lowered to that point relatively! 
to the marginal efficiency of capital at which there 
is full employme'@ . - · . 

C[t is not however possible. t~ ·hchieve the ideal: of 
, full employment solely through monefary policy. A bold 
and vigorous monetary policy has to- be supplemented 

• 
by other m_eans. \Ve must manipulate those factors 
\;hat affect the rate of investment and the propensity to 
~onsume, for these two, betw~n themselves, deteril:tine 

J ~ggr~g;te incomes and employment. vVe must stimulate 
the propensity to consume by various means. such as a 

li11ore eq!:!ltable distri!llition of wealth and co~umer's
cr.edit. The rate of investment should be accelerated 
by appropriate ct:edit policy and by a policy· of public 
work~ B?t there are certain factors in the· capitalistj 
system wluch do not make for harmony. and progress. 
The most dangerous of these factors is the psychologi
cal expecta~ions of the public. In the present w~rld, 
expectations regarding the future vitally affect the 
volume of business . activity. \Vhen business confidence 
is high, industry and trade are- brisk and employ- . 
ment increases. Then, for some unlmown reason, 
~usiness confidence is ,shaken, and the marginal 

9 Kevnes, Grneral TheorJ, p. 322. 
"to Ibid., p. 322. 
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efficiency of capital collapses· and liquidity-preferences 
of the public are unduly strengthened. There is a violent 
contraction of output leading to seyer·e unemployment 
;1nd waste of economic resources. Very· often the 
breakqown of confidence is not at all due to genuine · 
reasons. Tbese expectations or the errors of optimism 
and the errors of pessimism would not be so injurious 
to industry and trade if there \verc a vari~ty of opinion 
among the public regarding· the future. In' that case 
errors of optimism and errors of· .t)essimism would 
cancel one another. But actually 'these errors move in 

,one direction. The minds of entrepreneurs work in a 
team. There is a subtle sympathy which unites the 
entire business world, for "we devote ·our intelligences 
to-· anticipating wh~t average opinion expects the 
a\•erage ~pinion to be.''11 

It is practical_!y impossible to control the expecta.
ti9ns of · the public in any effective way in an 
individualist economy. Mr. Keynes concludes "that 
the duty of ordering the current volume of investment 
cannot safely be left in private hands".12 A certain 

lamount of centra~ ...... ecoll.Q!!!i<; plCI;nning: is._ very 
l desirable if the industrial system is not to br~akdown. 
And happily almost all nations are attempting to find 
a. half-way house between the complete anarchy of 
capitalism and the complete . regimentation of the 
Russian model. The object 1s ··'to combine the merits . 
of private enterprise with the benefits. of central 
co-ordination. The experiment is by no means 
discouraging. 

11 Keynes, op. cit .• p. 156. 
12 Ibid., p. 320. 



CHAPTER XV 
• 

CONCLUSibN 
I 

' 
\ VE have now finished our study of the theory of 
interest. \Ve have answered all the_problems we raised 
in the beginning of this essay. · \Ve nave examined in 
detail the various theories of interest ·from the Ca.rliesf 
times to the present dajp. And we h~ve analysed the_ 
real nature of interest and the various influences thaf . . 

are operating on it. \Ve have also studied in detai' 
the cent~l part it plays in the working'_ of the' economic 
system. \Vhi1e there are differences of opinion 'among 
economis s as to the relative· importance of the forces 
detem1ining the rate of interest, there is imanin1ity · 
among them as to i~ importance ·in the· economic 
system. Low interest-rates are w~lcomed by academic 
economists as a major factor in recovery and as 
a st_imulus to a process of expansion. Business com-~ 
mt!nity too welcomes a policy of cheap.. money. 
Fluctuations in output a!Jd prices ~ave ~ explained' 
in· terms of changes in· the rate of interest. . Thus the . 

:rate of interest has coiTit to be r:egarded as a r~lator 
of the economic system:) · , · . · · 

(Yet, beneath the outward ~ceptance o{ the_ 
importance of the rate of interest there has been. \\;de
spread bewilderment and scepticism regardi~g its claim 
to b~ a . regulator of ·the econotnic system) The 
question ts asked as to why. a low rate of tilterest 
should induce the trader to increase his stocks and the 
entrepreneurs to undertake long-term investment. If 
the trader stocks more goods. it is· because he expects . . 
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. 
a rise in demand and prices. Then it is · not 
low interest-rate that is the cause of the increase in 
stocks. It is also doubte<l·whether a low rate of interest 
will induce a large . amount of long-term investment. 
If long-term investment is to be undertaken, a rapid r:J,tt; 
of obsolescence will have to be allowed for. The future 
is uncertain arid any machine may bef:omc obsolete at 
a!Jy moment owing to inventions. So the capital good 

1 
must be able to 'pay for itself in a short period. And 
it is held that when new capital co~stntction is under ... 
taken ouilding costs are of greater i~portance than. 
the rate· of interest. • -, · . 

. ~lany economists have statistically ~verified the 
importance of the· rate of interest ·as a factor ·in 
influencing business decisions, and come to very 
interesting conclusions. T~us Mr. Carl Snyder of 

·America formulated .the view that the rale of interest 
is not· an important element o'f cost and that therefore 
changes in the rate of interest cannot explain the 

• 
occurrence ·of business cycles. Recently, in an article in 
the Oxford Economic Papers, No.· J, 1\Iessrs. j. E. 
l\1eade and P. W .. S. Andrews hav'e endeavoured to 
appraise the influence of the rate of inter~st on business
men's decisions with respe~f-· to both the scale of 
current activity and new investment. The articles are 
based on questionnaires submitted to 37 British business
men, drawn from a wide range ot enterpris'es. The 
sample is thus small, but this defect is partly offsef by 
nearly unanimous agreement. According to ·them, 
"Ther~ is almost t~niversal agreement that short-term 
rates ··of interest do not directly affect investment either 
in stocks or in fixed capital.m The reason for this is 

_,., 

c 1 Meade and Andrews, ojJ. tit .• p. 28. 
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that changes in the short-term rate are too small 
c~mpared' with the rate of profi!j Simil~rly , the 
majority of businessmen expressed the view tl)at the 
long-term rate of interest too does not affect 'ihvest~ 
ment directly, excepf in tlie building and public 
·utility industries.· The principal r~asori ap~ars to be 
that changes in interest-rates are usually sniall·relative 

• , I -

to changes ii1 other relevant expectatidns like demand~ 
prices, ·profits •t and c9ns!rudion . costs. · "A~other 
important reason seems to be that a.\ number- of 
businesses have sufficient funds ~at their disposal- for 
the replaceme11t and extension of plant. ·These con
clusions have·. beet) broadly confir~d by a mor~ 
detailed enquiry undertaken by the Oxford Economists" 
Research Group, which issued questionnaires to 1;308 
British businesses, regarding the influenc~' of the 

. ' ~ ' 

complex of rates of interest on businessmen's :decisions 
with regard to . repairs and . maintenance of · plant,. 
extensions of plant and the. size' of~ the stocks held. 2 

_ 

Lastly, Prof. Hayek in a recent book, writes:-
1 "The t'!Jain point· on which, this revised version· differs: 
from my earli~r treatments of the sanie problem (the 
problem of crises and depressions) is~ that. I believe 
. now that. it is, properly speaking, a. rate of profit 
rather than a rate of interest in the strict· sense which 
is the dominating factor in this connection."3 

AU this evidence apparently goes to prove tha~ 
the rrate of interest has no appreciable. influence on 
busmess activity and that expectations regarding~ 
future pfofits are of greater importance~) We do not' 
deny that there is a large element of 1 truth in the
arguments of the ~conomists. we have ~eferred to. We 

2 P. W. S. Andrews, Orford_ Economic Papers. No. 3, February 1940~ 
3 Profits, b1trrrsl and lm.rrstmcnt, p. 1. . 
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ourselve~ ha..,:e admitted more than one~ that the rate 
of interest' is not the only factor that· affects invest
·ment activity. In particular,Q·ariations in interest rates 
pertaining to old investments in fixed and circulating 
capital have no influence on production from the cost 
angle. ~e state of expectations, the prices of factors 
of production and. the rate of profits, in the sense of 
the marginal efficiency of capital, arc the other' 
important factors which determine the volume of 
investment:l And) we have noted how, Q_mder ce~tain 

eonditions·, when expectations are very low the rate of 
interest may lose all importance as a regulator~ llut 
this is far· from holding the view that the rate of 
interest has no direct influence on business activity. . 

[The rate of interest is an important factor for 
several reasons. In the first place, there~ are certain 

' industries engaged in the production of durable con
sumption goods like building, and public utility 
services, which borrow on long-term. and are vitally 
-affected by changes in the rate of interestj The demand 
"for these goods is steady and can be foreseen. There 
is no feat of tu1certainty and obsolescence. ~nd many 
investments are undertaken by public bodies like · 
m'unicipalities noL for profit but for communal benefit. 
In· these industries the capital goods are so longlived 

I . . 

that the rate of interest is an important element of 
<:ost. C A lowering of the rate of interest will -increase 
-capital· expenditure of this kind and s9~h expenditureg. 
-are growing more and more important. J 

1 Again, to-day governments undertake public works 
policy . in order to mitigate cyclical fluctuations in 
investment activity. So the governments have to ~aise 
money either by taxation or by loans. Usually a larger 
-proportion of money is raised by means of loans. And 
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the rate of. interest will be 'an important factor 
influencing the volume of expenditure on public workSf 
The governments too have to bala~ce their budgets, Clt 
least in the long run, and a .low rate of interest by 
diminishing interest charges would certainly increase 
expenditure on public works.) .. · · 

(_1foreover, changes in· the rate of interest by 
raising or lowering security prices appreciably. influence 
business activity. A lowering of the rate. of interest 
will raise security values.- This is considered ·to b~ 
a sign of. confidence and business ·is stimulated~ 
Individuals are induced to spend more because of the 
rise in security values and the consequent capital gains. 
The rise in security prices improves the balance-sheet 
position of companies which hold marketable securities. 
~he_ cost of raising new· capital will be lowereg) All 
this is bound to · induce companies to extend their 
activity. -And the rise in value of durable capital 
goods results in a rise in their prices, and so long. as 
these prices exceed the cost · of construction {.the 
production of longlived capital goods is stimulated. 
Thus the most important way in which the rate of 
interest influences business activity. is in its capitalisa-
tio1l aspect and not in its cost aspect.) . · 

. rAgain,) as we have already showed,crhanges 1n the 
rate of interest are--synonymous with changes in the 
quantity• of money supplied by the banks. A lowering 
of the rate of interest is accompanied by an increase in 
the quantity qf money, and this increases the liquidity
position of entrepreneur~ The presence of large ljquid 
resources indu~es entrepreneurs to expand activity) 

(rhus,' the rate of interest exercises considerable 
influence on the volume of production and the level of 
pricei} The rate of interest may not be all-pervasi"Je 

15a 
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in . character:: For one thing it is not Alladin's 
Wonderful Lamp. People may refuse to call. it ·the 
regulator of the-eeonomic system. But it cannot be 
denied that the rate of interest is one of the most 

~ . . 

important factors · that make -for progress and 
~uilibrium. Its importance can n~Yer be -exaggerated . 

. • . 
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